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Executive summary
The main objective of the project NEAR2050 is to study the future demand on the railway
sector, determining which variables affect railway services the most. To define users’
behaviour and the most important variables, it is necessary to establish what are the
customer’s opinions and variables that condition their choices when choosing a transport
mode. Thanks to this, future user behaviour can be predicted, and future railways demand
can be enhanced. Therefore, the aim of this report is to collect data and information regarding
working package 4 Mega-trends and scenarios for 2022, 2030, and 2050. This WP4 is
divided in 4 tasks:
Task 4.1: Identification of relevant influencing factors
Started with a secondary research of Mega-trends and trends relevant for the research issue
by using enquiry of trend reports, trend conferences, all media channels, monitoring of
relevant indicators, the non-directional search (scanning) for signs of influential
developments, relevant influencing factors were identified by using this kind of trend
scouting/monitoring. All these social-economic data were the basis to describe these
influencing factors. The influencing factors were evaluated by context analysis, pointing out
different perspectives (e.g. mobile phones can be investigated by the possibilities of technical
factors and by the future usage). The other method was to evaluate the influencing factors
was a Delphi-survey, a structured survey of stakeholder groups getting a lot of expert
opinions.
After this evaluation, the influencing factors were reduced and concentrated to the main
influencing factors. It´s important to include all identified influencing factors for a first
evaluation but also get a workable number of influencing factors for the detailed study and
statistical analysis. The main influencing factors were not described in just one way in D4.2
but will be described in different characteristics (e.g. best case – realistic case – worst case)
and every characteristic was rated, how likely it is, that this characteristic will happen.
Task 4.2: Trend Projections
The development of mini-scenarios started by the definition of different “personas”, types of
customers and other stakeholders. These customers/stakeholders were confronted with
selected specific influencing factors and their possible projections and a future perspective
as an aggregation of these mini-scenarios was “designed” by using the method of “service
blueprint” to identify touchpoints customers and stakeholders have to face through their rail
system usage. These service blueprints were the guideline for developing visions of the
future,

the

mini

Scenarios,

an

easy

understanding

story,

that

describes

the

customers`/stakeholders`s way of life/travel/work.
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Task 4.3: Verification of trend analyses
The Verification of the future perspective, the hypothesis of the future, will be essential for
acceptance by all stakeholders. In that care, the verification will be done by further research
using additional sources, like expert interviews and online surveys, confronting experts and
survey participants with the developed future perspective and asking them if the deliverables
are reasonable. On the other hand, trend analyses software will be used for statistical
analyses of consistencies and dependencies of the influencing factors and mini-scenarios.
Consistency in that case means that the scenario with the highest consistency is the most
likely to happen but does not mean that the scenario will happen for sure. Because of these
methods of verification, the scenarios will be revised.
Task 4.4: Storytelling and visualisation
Storytelling and visual recording will be deployed to address emotions, because only things
that effect our emotions will lead to changes. Graphical recording is also perfect to show
results because a picture tells you more than a thousand words.
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Definitions & Abbreviations
ERA

European Railway Agency

EU

European Union

Impact-1

Further project funded under Shift2Rail

PSC

Project Steering Committee

S2R

Shift2Rail

WP

Work Package

FGs

Focus Groups

SP

Stated Preference survey

BWS

Best Worst

RUT

Random utility theory

T.X

Project Task

PRM

Person with reduce mobility
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1 Introduction
1.1

Background NEAR2050

The increasing population is a fact today. Cities will become megacities and sprawl to
unprecedented levels. The demographic changes that we are experiencing will continue and
will greatly influence people’s mobility.
To achieve these changes the current systems that are in place must be changed. People will
require a different mentality and will be able to choose different means of transport for their
mobility. Passenger services will have to deal with increasing numbers of people with specific
mobility needs. The question is what means of transport will they choose? What are the keys
to attracting more passengers to use these services? In terms of freight; how will the needs of
freight services change in the next few decades? How can the existing freight services change
to suit the demands that these new urban conglomerations will place on them? What are the
most important influence variables for them?
Whatever systems are put in place must cover aspects such as, efficiency, affordability, quality,
comfort, accessibility, punctuality and reliability, flexibility, information and value for money.
These long-term needs and expectations need to be analysed to get a better understanding
about them. However, it is equally important to analyse megatrends and future scenarios as
railway passenger and freight services will form the backbone of the transport system, linking
major urban hubs and feeding into multi-modal local transport networks.
The railway industry, one of the most long-term oriented industries existing, is now facing the
faster and faster life cycles of its most competitive transport mode, the road transport sector
and its related technologies. The competitive situation of the rail industry is suffering from its
lack of flexibility and from the far better “client orientation” of other modes. To overcome such
a backlog the rail industry has to anticipate trends and developments at an earlier stage and
has to adjust its system accordingly.
Thanks to Shift2Rail which is the first European rail joint technology initiative to seek focused
research and innovation (R&I) and market-driven solutions by accelerating the integration of
new and advanced technologies into innovative rail product solutions. Shift2Rail will promote
the competitiveness of the European Rail Industry and will meet the changing EU transport
needs. The NEAR2050 project is aligned with the objectives of Shift2Rail and will ensure that
the results can be used in further research in this programme.
The Shift2Rail initiative together with its Multi-Annual Action Plan (MAAP) is one major step in
this direction to better meet their customers’ requirements and adjust the railway transport
service and product to their needs.
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A methodology based on citizen participation will be applied to get a better understanding of
their problems, opinions and perceptions in terms of mobility in the railway sector, looking from
the points of view of both the workers and the users.
The aim is to understand what the current requirements of railway users are and how they will
affect future railway use. Will it be through evolving user needs or through the changing
characteristics of the railways? This is the challenge being addressed by the NEAR 2050
project.
Public transport users looking for mobility solutions have different needs, different wishes and
requirements, and their trends in future demand will change in different ways. The age of
travellers, their willingness to pay for mobility, the demand in service quality and the relation of
travel time should be considered.
First, we have to contact with the principal customers for the rail sector and talk with them
about their perspectives about the sector and their demands. Then we must select and order
the most important influence variables for each group. After that we should ask these people
about that influence variables and how do they influence in their choice. This is made through
SP surveys. We must ask about present and future needs. All of this will help us to develop
future most realistic scenarios.
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1.2

Document Structure

This document is divided in 5 main sections.
The first one presents a brief introduction of this deliverable, describing a brief resume that
was carried out in WP4 to develop this report.
The second section describes the methodology followed for the realization of Deliverable D4.3
then that is followed by Section 3, a summary of inputs that were used for verification.
The 4th section gives a resume of verifications and results obtained in D4.3 using online
surveys, expert interviews and trend analysis software.
The 5th section concludes the work done in D4.3, that was carried out to verify the trend
projections of mega influencing factors and mega trends.

1.3
1.3.1

Deviations from original DoW
Description of work related to deliverable as given in DoW

The Verification of the future perspective, the hypothesis of the future, will be essential for
acceptance by all stakeholders. In that care, the verification was done by further research
using additional sources, like expert interviews and online surveys, confronting experts and
survey participants with the developed future perspective and asking them if the deliverables
are reasonable. On the other hand, trend analyses software was used for statistical analyses
of consistencies and dependencies of the influencing factors and mini-scenarios.
Consistency in that case means that the scenario with the highest consistency is the most
coherent one but does not mean that the scenario will happen for sure. Because of these
methods of verification, the scenarios were revised.
1.3.2

Time deviations from original DoW

None
1.3.3

Content deviations from original DoW

None
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2 Methodology
2.1

Methodology used in the qualitative research

2.1.1

expert interviews

In order to reach the goals proposed several internal expert workshops and in-depth interviews
were held, involving, due to the pilot nature of the experience, agents and users from the
railway sector. The in-depth interviews were held with experts from the railway sector and
users.
These expert interviews and workshops occurred divided up in Spain, Germany and Austria,
to have regional differences considered.

2.2
2.2.1

Methodology used in the quantitative research
online survey regarding trend projections

After closing the 1st online survey regarding customer requirements (see D3.2) the survey
system was used to set up another online survey regarding the participants`opinion regarding
the projects`mega influencing factors and mega trends, that were developed as a main
objective of D4.2 mini scenarios.
Describing the mega influencing factors and mega trends, trends projection funnels were
generated.
It is obvious that a differentiation of the influencing factors can occur in a future projection until
2050. According to the scenario funnel, the following future projections (expressions) were
identified for each influencing factor: maximum expression, realistic expression and minimal
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expression. This created a funnel within whose borders future developments will take place
with a high probability. This is schematically shown in the graphic below.

Figure 1: trend projection funnel

To measure the participants opinion the participants were able to choose a range between 0
and 100 in which 0 ment that the minimum projections will happen exactly and 100 ment that
the maximum projection will haben exactly.
An example of the questions asked in the survey is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 2: example of question in the online survey

After obtaining the variables and designing the survey, it was put into the network on August
21st, 2017.
To design and customer journey of the 2nd online survey relied on the 1st survey to keep it most
simple for all participants. To reduce the time of doing this questionnaire a participant was only
asked for his opinion of 8 out of 24 mega influencing factors and mega trends that were
choosen by the system coincidentally but also with the request to collect the same number of
answers for every mega influencing factor and mega trend.
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Figure 3: Structure of trend projections survey

There have been several similar means of diffusion of the same survey:
•

Through social networks, Facebook, Twitter, etc.

•

Through mailing participants of focus groups and interviews with experts.

•

Through the NEAR2050 project website.

•

Through the NEAR2050 project forum.1

The survey was used to affect a representative sample of the target population and this
guaranteed the possible quantification of the parameters that needed to be measured and the
fulfilment of the objectives not only for validation of influencing factors but also the generation
and validation of mini Scenarios.

2.2.2

Trend analysis software

The scenario technique can be seen as a combination of different prognostic methods, using
different planning tools, in which the uncertainty of the future is accepted as given. By using
possible environmental situations of the future perspectives, it is possible to explore how the
way to these future situations can come about. That is, why the scenario technique is described

1

See D3.3 from project NEAR2050
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as a (planning) instrumentarium, with which scenarios are designed and in the further process
are analysed in order to analyze alternative future situations. In order to get developments whose exact prediction is impossible - qualitative statements can be taken up in this technique.
This leaves factors that have significant influence on the subject of investigation. Another main
advantage of the scenario technique is that, different to most prognostic models, a very large
number of information is processed and can be evaluated, whereby their results provide a
good basis for future planning.

Through the use of the scenario technology, planning providers have the possibility to
systematically organize their planning and / or planning prämises about consistency. For this
purpose, a topic area is first developed which provides information about the future
development (Phase 1). The next step is to determine the influencing factors that influence this
subject area (phase 2). In a further step, individual influencing factors and their different future
perspectives are defined and set into relation in a matrix (phase 3). In the subsequent phase
of the assumption or alternative bundling, scenario technique software programs, e.g. Sceno
Plan are used, to get the consistency of certain influencing factor expressions. The result of
this Programs is a ranking of very consistent or probable combinations of expressions
corresponding to the "famous" future image. These can be used as planning prämises (phase
4). The results are then formulated in the scenario interpretations and subsequently analysed
with regard to possible consequences with respect to the chosen strategies and objectives
(phases 7 and 8).

Developing a new scenario first, influencing factors are created. The influencing factor name
name, the future perspectives and the estimated occurrence probabilities are entered. These
probabilities are taken from the output of the results of the online survey regarding influencing
factors and their future perspectives. Further extensive description of the respective
embodiment can be made.
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Figure 4: example of Scenoplan: influencing factor definition

In the cross-impact matrix the Influence of the influencing factor expressions according to the
defined value range are entered. The default value ranges from -3 to +3. The direction of the
action relationships taking into account that the matrix is completely over and under the
diagonals is completed. The matrix is completed according to the following question:
"To what extent does the event from the column influence the probability of the event from the
line? "
Negative values reduce the probability of occurrence. Positive values increase the occurrence
probability of the event from the row. At the value "0" there is no change in the probability of
occurrence.
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Figure 5: example of Scenoplan: cross impact matrix extract

The scenarios analysis tool shows the scenarios which were calculated on the basis of the
activity relationships in the cross-impact matrix. The frequency of appearance is determined
for each incoming bundle of future perspectives.

Figure 6: example of Scenoplan: results of cross-impact scenarios
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The table view shows occurrences of a descriptor with a "1" while non-entering characteristics
are marked with a "0".
In addition to the representation of the future images, the consistency measure after the
consistency analysis can be found here also for the respective Scenarios. This is for the later
assessment of the scenarios in both procedures. In the text view, the scenarios are compared
with the incoming influencing factor perspectives. Optionally the Descriptions of the
manifestations are also shown or hided.

Figure 7: example of Scenoplan: results of cross-impact scenarios (text-view)

The "Calculated probabilities" shows the calculated a-posteriori- probability for each
expression of each influencing factor. The previously estimated a-priori probability (out of the
online survey regarding the influencing factors and their trend projections) is shown as a
comparison. The posteriori probabilities are calculated according to the formula:
Number of entries of the occurrence / number of the maximum possible entries of the
occurrence
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Figure 8: example of Scenoplan: results of cross-impact probabilities

In the consistency matrix, the consistency between the various influencing factor expressions
is developed. The default values range from -2 (= absolute inconsistency) to +2 (= consistency
with potentiation). The direction of the action relationships is not taken into account like it is in
the cross-impact matrix. The matrix is filled with the question:
"To what extent do two events (in the configured period) fit together?"
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Figure 9: example of Scenoplan: consistency matrix

For the evaluation or calculation of the consistency scenarios it is first necessary to determine
a lower limit for the consistency measure to be calculated.
The goal is now to calculate a consistency metric for a future image, that means, the special
descriptor expressions of all descriptors are set in an order using the calculated consistency
measurements.
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Figure 10: example of Scenoplan: order of scenarios regarding consistency

For each influencing factor combination and possible starting point (in each case the first trend
projection of the expression combination) the consistency values from the matrix are summed.
The result is an order of all combinations according to their consistency. In this context, the
future image with the highest consistency measure must not necessarily be the one, which will
shape the future. Rather, it is a combination of trend projections that fit well together.
In the case of the cross-impact algorithm, different descriptor expressions are also described
in a matrix (cross-impact matrix). The standard scale is the interval (+3; ...; - 3). However, in
this algorithm, the directions of action and influence are observed. In addition, the algorithm
explicitly works with entry probabilities for the respective trend projections of an influencing
factor.
In the further process, each trend projection is selectedto become the starting point for a
scenario determination. In fact, that one expression occurs with the probability 1, causes that
all other occurrence probabilities of the influencing factors are set to "0". Depending on this
influencing factor expression, the change on the probabilities of the different projections are
analysed using the values that are displayed in the cross-impact matrix. For example, the value
-2 causes a reduction of the value probability of occurrence of a projection of the other
influencing factor. Dew to the fact that a projection of an influencing factor must occur, the next
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step is to set the perspective with the next highest calculated probability of entry and the event
to a likelihood of 1. This procedure is iteratively done for the starting point of all influencing
factors, so that ultimately a combination of certain characteristics (one per descriptor) is the
result. This results in a scenario for each starting point.
These scenarios (future pictures) are then analyzed according to their entry frequency.

3 Input for verification
3.1

list of influencing factors and trends for trend projections and miniScenarios

In order to get a workable number of influencing factors and trends all content of the secondary
research, the focus groups, expert interviews and online survey was summarized to 24 megainfluencing factors and mega trends.
1. passenger comfort / needs
2. development of EU / goverment
3. Environmental awareness
4. energy transformation
5. Aging world
6. Changing workforce / changing society
7. The female century
8. Smart everything
9. Intermodality / synchro-mobility
10. Urbanization
11. Post industrial service society
12. Supply chain integration
13. Liberalisation of transport sector
14. Standardization of transport sector
15. Last mile
16. services for users / stakeholders
17. Automation
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18. Cargo mobility
19. Service integration by extensive collaborative models
20. Infrastructure
21. Rising traffic demand / cost / productivity
22. Future technologies / modularization
23. Data transfer / security
24. Game changers

All influencing factors and trends that were analysed in an earlier stage are assigned to the
upper level mega influencing factors and mega trends.

3.2
3.2.1

trend projections
trend projection “passenger needs/comfort”

Maximum projection:
Of course, the public will rightly expect trains to become faster, quieter, more convenient,
reliable and attractive. In the railway of the future, passengers will have increasingly high
expectations of transport systems and will expect providers to deliver a passenger experience
that is genuinely fit for the 21st Century. This will require, in an industry where technology
tends to change only slowly, not only the completion of projects such as the digital railway, in
which everything – from signalling to trains, infrastructure and ticketing – is managed digitally
with the aim of boosting capacity, efficiency and customer experience, but going far beyond
that as well.
Owing a car is no longer a personal interest. The fulfilment of the demanded needs and
services is what people want. People define their status by “using instead of owing”.
Intermodal travel will become ever more important as population growth continues in the EU.
Passengers will expect a seamless interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one eticket, for example, while intelligent infrastructure and assets that run on it will communicate
with each other to minimise travel time, manage capacity, and optimise the passenger
experience. To this end, Balfour
The vision should take into account likely developments in all forms of transport and consider
rail as part of a wider solution.
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In line with the imperative to decarbonise the economy, it is also important that rail remains a
carbon friendly means of transportation. The more people there are using the train, the
“greener” the journey is on a per person basis.
Society will come more and more to demand intelligent infrastructure which makes the most
of energy generation and distribution, makes buildings smarter and keeps traffic flowing.

Minimum projection:
The individual transport as a result in peoples` needs remains still high. The individual transport
is seen as a possibility to show the personal status and to comfort all needs of independency.
There are no sufficient investments in infrastructure especially in the infrastructure of last mile
transportation. In that case the threshold to take public transport systems is still high and
people see no reason to interchange transport modes while they are already on the road to
their destination.
Flexibility in specialized customer services will become a success factor much more than it is
now.
Public transport will be not able to fulfil all special needs of different customers` segments in a
way people demand this flexibility and in that case won`t be able to compete with other more
individualized transport modes like road-based autonomous transport modes.
Related to the environmental awareness people do not see a better fulfilment of “green
transport” by going with public mass transportation than using electrified individual transport
modes.
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Figure 11: Trend projection funnel - Passenger comfort / needs

3.2.2

trend projection “development of EU / goverment”

Maximum projection:
The development of the EU policies has been fruitfully continued and positively changed the
rail sector. Policies, practices and procedures serve as examples of good change processes
to other countries.
•

The transport policy goals and all the Shift2Rail goals have been fully achieved and

are of satisfying benefit to all stakeholders
•

An equal treating of all transport modes is in place, this includes external costs in

calculations
•

The decade long investment backlog in the rail sector has been caught up and has

led to tremendous new developments
•

Standars are now equally high throughout Europe with no exceptions
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•

The EU has succeeded in enforcing its transport policies on all domestic levels and

countries for equal opportunities for all stakeholders in Europe
•

Institutions of the EU have made all necessary budgets available

Minimum projection:
A stagnation of a development of EU policies of further developments leads to a domino-effect
and worsens the situation for the rail sector in particular.
•

The international EU transport policies, put in place many years ago, remain at their

current stage without any changes
•

Environmental policies go back to old stages and goals. This includes an exclusion of

external costs, which leads to an increased negative situation for the rail sector
•

The role of international and national master plans has become less important.

•

No further co-operations between the different transport modes for a reasonable

cooperation
•

The Railway transport is being put at a disadvantage compared to other transport

modes
•

Public support for rail will decrease in western Europe and will not develop in central

and eastern Europe due to decisions makers being afraid of unforeseen challenges
•

Member states and the EU do not make the needed budgets available. A lack of

funding terminates ongoing projects
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Figure 12: Trend projection funnel - Development of EU / government

3.2.3

trend projection “Environmental awareness”

Maximum Projection:
The importance of the environment to society continues to grow and has become an issue of
overwhelming worldwide concern. The actions required to achieve a greener world include:
•

The complete removal of all modes of transport that use fossil fuels by improving
clean technology.
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•

Energy production needs to concentrate on generating renewable energy, with the
almost complete removal of non-renewable sources. Reversing the current
percentage distribution so that 80% of all energy is produced by renewable sources.

•

Waste management is improved to such an extent that high recycling rates are
achieved (80% of all waste produced) extending the useful life of materials and
reducing the amount of waste going to landfills.

•

Energy consumption is stabilised due to more energy efficient housing and a more
conscientious society.

•

Environmental protectionism results in the complete prohibition of using private
vehicles that burn fossil fuels. Car parks throughout urban areas are equipped with
recharging points for electric vehicles.

•

Increased funding is given to research projects aimed at the environmental
improvement of activities. Otherwise, the sanctions imposed on countries and
companies that do not respect the environment will become harsher.

Minimum Projection:
The world stops worrying about the environment and concentrates its efforts on production
and economic growth without thinking about the consequences. The OECD Predicts that the
consequences will be very severe if policies to encourage sustainable growth are not
introduced:
•

The worldwide demand for energy will be 80% greater than now, particularly in
developing countries. This energy will mainly be produced by burning fossil fuels such
as coal and gas.

•

It is believed that urban air pollution will be the main worldwide cause of death by
2050, above the consumption of contaminated water and lack of hygiene. The
number of premature deaths due to exposure to airborne pollutant particles causing
breathing difficulties could double the current levels and reach 3.6 million per year,
worldwide.

•

Across the continents, it is estimated that global biodiversity will decrease by a further
10%, with significant losses in Asia, Europe and Southern Africa. Established
woodland areas will fall by 13%. Approximately a third of the biodiversity in global
rivers and lakes has already been lost, and further losses are predicted by the year
2050.

•

The global demand for water will increase by 55%, due to the increasing demand
from manufacturing industry (+400%), thermal energy plants (+140%) and domestic
use (+130%). This excessive demand from different mutually exclusive uses will
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endanger the amount of water available for agricultural uses. Some 2,300 million
more people (40% of the world’s population) will live along the courses of rivers with
severe water shortages, mainly in the North and South of Africa and central Asia.

Figure 13: Trend projection funnel - Environmental awareness

3.2.4

trend projection “ Energy transformation”

Maximum projection:
To limit the global temperature rise to well below 2°C several actions are implemented
coordinated all over the world: 2
•

Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon by then, compared with about a third today,
led by renewables

•

2

7 out of every 10 new cars are electric, compared with 1 in 100 today

https://www.energiewende2017.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Perspectives-for-the-EnergyTransition_WEB.pdf; 31.07.2017
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•

Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes in cities

•

The entire existing building stock is retrofitted and the CO2 intensity of the industrial
sector is dropped by 80% below today’s levels

•

Fossil fuels, in particular natural gas, is still needed in 2050, and would account for
40% of energy demand, around half of today’s level

•

$3.5 trillion in energy-sector investments are made on average each year until 2050,
which is around twice current levels of investment

•

Energy-supply investments remain at current levels until 2050, but are fundamentally
in spending: fossil-fuel investment is lowered and offset by a 150% increase in
renewable energy supply investment, as well as an increase in investment in nuclear
power, carbon capture and storage, and in transmission and distribution grids.

•

Investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat production
in the buildings and industrial sectors, electric cars and trucks, are 10 times higher
than now.

Such a deep transformation of the energy sector required ambitious policy measures, including
a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies, rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for privates,
extensive electricity market reforms to integrate large shares of renewables, and stringent lowcarbon and energy efficiency mandates. Such policies ensured energy remains affordable to
the billions of people currently without access to energy. More global technology collaboration
is introduced to facilitate low-carbon technology development and deployment.

Minimum projection:
Let by the USA, countries all over the world, mainly developing countries, deny the influence
of CO2 emission for global warming. This leads to:
•

Termination of climate pact, CO2 certificates are not existing any more

•

High investments in carbon energy production and extended term of use of outdated
carbon power plants.

•

Due to several issues like limited range and long lasting loading cycles, end users do
not accept electrified cars. There is no public funding to raise the attraction of
electrified transport modes.

•

No Investments are made in the retrofit of infrastructure. All investments just have the
focus to raise capacity.

•

End users are not motivated to invest in their private infrastructure because of
absence of policy measures.
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Figure 14: Trend projection funnel - Energy transformation

3.2.5

trend projection “Aging world”

Maximum projection:3
• An ageing population in Europe: this will continue in Europe being the result of three
phenomena: persistent low fertility rate, the regular extension of the life expectancy and the
transition of the large cohort of the baby-boomer to the age of retirement.
• A shrinking population in Europe: recent studies suggest that for each decade from Now on
if fertility remains at its present low level, there will be a further fall in the EU population of
some 30-40 million people. By 2050, over ten per cent of Europeans will be over 80 years old.

3

https://ec.europa.eu/research/social-sciences/pdf/policy_reviews/global-europe-2050-report_en.pdf;

31.07.2017
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While the EU is ageing rapidly, the number of young people in prime migration age continues
to increase in the EU’s greater neighbourhood, but migratory flows are hindered by restricting
EU Member States immigration policies, aimed to protect national workforce (especially young
Europeans that continue to have low opportunities to find jobs in their stagnating countries).
• Almost no Immigration (EU as a fortress): increasing inward-looking view of the EU
characterised by a European shield against the winds of global change. A ‘fortress Europe’
with internal liberalisation but closed external borders to face crises and negative impacts from
rising new markets and economies. Things may evolve even worst, with the break up and the
end of the EU itself.
• A declining social capital: the changing role of families has an impact on social capital and
consequently on the capacity of family life to develop values and moral for the next generation.
The gap between older and younger generation will be widened, also due to the difficulties that
a continued state of global crisis and instability will create for the new generations to find or
maintain decent jobs and create their own adult life.

Minimum projection:
• Preserving the standard of living: the predictions made do show that Europe, to maintain its
standard of living also in the future, will need to ‘import’ a substantial number of citizens from
other regions of the world. Some countries, e.g. the UK, have managed to do it rather well.
Other countries, like Italy, are much less successfully. The advanced countries will face a
shortage of qualified labour force (scientists, engineers, medical doctors, software
programmers). This will lead them to plan immigration and ne more selective in terms of
immigration policy.
• Active ageing: active ageing may impact positively on society, through the increased
communication of values and expertise – when three, or four rather than two generations are
involved. Life-long education, informal and non-formal learning will play a pivotal role. By 2020,
several countries in Europe will substantially revise their pension system by allowing their
citizens to adopt flexible retirement schemes in which, after a certain age, they can
progressively decrease the number of working hours. Self-ownership of health and an
increased responsibility for one’s own health (direct information, of self-monitoring and selftreatment) and the active involvement of the population, regardless of age and functional
ability, is expected to become an integrated part of the health system of the future.
Breakthrough technological innovations (e.g. new bio-tech pharmaceuticals) could also
contribute to improve the future elderly health. The diffusion of Internet and changing lifestyles
may also help to improve the elderly life. Intellectual stimulation of the elderly via Internet
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facilities will reduce brain deterioration. Emotional stimulation of the elderly will take place via
social network applications.
• An open and attractive European society: fuelled by innovations in the field of electronic
media and Information and Communication Technologies people in different contexts are
beginning to be more active in communities. Some citizens/customers are more actively
contributing to certain forms of issue-based discourse and sometimes activities (campaigning)
on the basis of shared interest or the identification with a certain group of people or certain
attitudes/values.
• Immigration as a factor of lowering the aging of the population in EU: to sustain competitive
growth in the face of declining fertility and ageing, Europe will support increased migration –
and this will largely come from North Africa and the Near East. Europe’s Muslim population will
easily double by 2020 and that, by 2050, one in five European will probably be Muslim.

Figure 15: trend projection funnel - Aging world
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3.2.6

trend projection “Changing workforce / changing society”

Maximum projection:4
Globalization and the integration of the emerging countries of Asia and Latin America into the
world economy, falling transport and communication costs, and on-going trade and investment
liberalization in the emerging economies offer new markets and opportunities for the European
industry. The process of globalization has increasingly resulted in tightly interlinked
international value chains. Emergence of global value chains not only led to efficiency gains
and a geographical fragmentation of production processes by fabrication of components in
different locations around the globe but also moved some of the relevant know-how and
services into these locations. In this context, the employment trends by level of qualification
show that the ‘skill intensity’ of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years and is expected to
continue to do so in the coming years. As a result, the proportion of high qualified jobs is
expected to increase to over a third by 2020, whereas the proportion of jobs employing low
qualified people is expected to decrease to 15 %.
In Europe, younger cohorts are declining and will continue to decline through to 2030 and
2050, suggesting less intense competition among young people for jobs. The trends towards
a decline in European working-age population will continue, but altogether EU27 labour force
will not shrink but rather stabilise and become older. More than two-thirds of this increase will
be a result of higher numbers of women in work, older women being gradually replaced by
better-educated younger women with greater involvement in working life. However, the labour
input is expected to fall between 2020 and 2050. These trends reflect projected employment
trends and a composition effect, due to the increasing share of employed persons working
part-time (mainly due to the increase in women in employment who are more likely to work
part-time).

Minimum projection:
Manufacturing remains the most important factor for the EU economy, and manufacturing
productivity is still the motor driving EU wealth creation. As a result of nationalistic tendencies
and the lack of trading agreements EU countries establish supply chains with European
partners. The industrial base in Europe stretches far beyond the industrial core of

4https://ec.europa.eu/research/social-sciences/pdf/policy_reviews/global-europe-2050-report_en.pdf;

31.07.2017
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manufacturing and represents a great share of the economy. As a result the demand of low
qualified personal is still high, the skill-intense jobs stay at the actual level.
Service-oriented jobs will be at a minimum because of the import of these services throughout
the rest of the world, especially the Asian Market. By concentrating in high production
capacities also education is focused on these trends, leaving other more service oriented and
smart-everything jobs behind.
Women are not forcing into employment that strong but remain at home. This leads to mainly
male full-time workers, increased labour input and a renaissance of patriarchy. As a result,
birth rate per woman is rising and more young cohorts are forcing into labour market.

Figure 16: trend projection funnel - changing workforce

3.2.7

trend projection “The female century”

Maximum projection:
A gradual decline in patriarchy in many countries means women are playing a bigger role in
public life. The empowerment of women is also an important part of achieving development
goals – something that is increasingly recognised by governments, business and NGOs.
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More women will travel to work and more women will expect their own personal transport. The
needs of women concerning such things as personal security must be considered and the
implications for rail analysed.
On the one hand women have a high motivation to work as a part of their self-fulfilment on the
other hand households need 2 incomes by 2 earners to face the raising living costs. This has
also effects in family life and the social and cultural society. The changing role of families has
an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life to develop values
and moral for the next
generation.
Jobs will change as women are more likely to work part time. Due to the fact that jobs won`t
increase much the competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men
and among women.
Studies also show that women prefer more collaborative ways of working and building
businesses. In a brave new world of women-powered development, then, we might also expect
to see a focus on technologies that enable more joined-up forms of innovation - like holograms
and virtual reality tools to give us a physical presence in online meetings.

Minimum projection:
Due to barriers woman have to face in the workplace like sexual harassment, unfair hiring
practices, career progression, and unequal pay where women are paid less than men are for
performing the same job, the empowerment of women stay at the current level, even degrease
a little because of tendencies of separation of private (analogue) and public (digital) life.
Digitalization even has more effect on womens` jobs because low-qualified and middlequalified jobs, that are effected most by digitalization, are commonly hold by women. These
jobs are at a high risk getting substituted by autonomous processes.
Male leaders still do not see the need of enforce women and public initiatives are not changing
the role model of women and their actions are poorly coordinated.
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Figure 17: Trend projection funnel - Female century

3.2.8

trend projection ”Smart everyting”

Maximum projection:5
People: The singularity is approaching!
In 2050, our cognitive and physical capabilities will be enhanced with
bio-technological add-ons. Cyborgs will perform complex tasks like humans – they take over
routine jobs, from agriculture to construction, from office to industrial automation. We will live
longer and healthier because we apply pre-birth prevention, regenerate and repair organs as
needed. We will be able to learn, work and play all life-long.
The "People" dimension included five themes:
1. A Trans-Humanistic Era: By 2050, a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge,
where ICTs and bio-medicine will fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly

5

https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/system/files/ged/futurium_scientific_report_v10revcl_v2_0.pdf; 02.08.2017
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enhance human intellectual, physical, and psychological capacities. Human beings' cognitive
and intellectual abilities will be augmented through technological implants, such as memory
and energy storage.
2. Super-centenarian Societies: In 2050, people will live longer and healthier lives. Organs will
be regenerated in-vitro and implanted with 100% success rate, or grown in-situ using unlimited
stem cells. Nano-robots and bio-computers will be commonly used for diagnosis and
treatment, extending both lifespan and years of vitality.
3. Hyper-connected Human: The Internet will continue its expansion as global connector,
pushed by advances in the underlying technologies - photonic networks, quantum, organic
computing – and by the need to support ever more sophisticated application scenarios bridging
the physical and virtual worlds instantaneously and exchanging zillions of bytes of data every
month.
4. Cradle-to-grave, Work and Play: Technology will continue to transform the nature of work
and the dynamics of organisations and labour markets. People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life. The steady, permanent job
will become a relic of the 20th century. Citizens instead will do what they like, irrespective of
their age.
5. Learning: Boundaries will increasingly blur across different levels and directions of
education, with greater flexibility in designing individualised lifelong educational pathways.
Technology will support new forms of learning, e.g. digitally enhanced classrooms, virtual
educational spaces, and personalised, interactive, intelligent, wearable teaching systems.

Systems: The matrix is no longer fiction!
In 2050 the internet will connect bits and atoms at the speed of light. Its algorithms will
orchestrate zillions of smart objects, which will share zettabytes of data every day, thus
bridging the physical and virtual worlds instantaneously. In such a scenario, prediction and
decision will be easier and faster than ever, based on scientific evidence and people
aspirations. For instance, we will be able to agree where to build a school or to place a stoplight
(if such objects still exist in 2050), based on the outcomes of virtual experiments and
simulations.
The "Systems" dimension includes:
1. Reinventing Media: Social media will replace traditional editorial media as the dominant
media arena. Editorial media will continue to exist, but only as part of the social media
conversation. Increasing defiance of copyright, driven by the sharing culture, cannot be
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overlooked by 2020. Should policy makers sustain traditional culture policies or reboot them
from new requirements?
2. Cities, Villages, Communities: Cities will grow into megacities, with sustainable transport,
new buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supra-network, the
future Internet, on which a new service economy will thrive. Villages will link into the same web
of connectivity and develop specific offerings for work, living, socialising or leisure.
3. New Economic Models: Technological and societal innovations may change the world's
economy significantly. Advanced manufacturing will bring most production back to a local
sustainable dimension. 3D printers will make possible the self-production of many consumer
items, with only large items produced in a few centralised plants, blurring the roles of
consumers and producers.

Minimum projection:
Will be re-dimensioned at present level after an intense increase of smart services and
digitalization up to artificial intelligence. Fearful best practices like self-developing AI-systems
leads people to a reconsideration that digitalization not only offers opportunities but also a lot
of risks.
As a result, smart services and smart devices will have a high impact in raising productivity in
industry or helping to raise interconnectivity, but will not be accepted as a possibility to greatly
enhance human intellectual, physical, and psychological capacities. Different from now, where
all digitalization is welcomed indiscriminately, there will be a strict separation in accepted and
harmless digitalization and a digitalization that is seen as a risk and therefore is under a strict
control or even banned.
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Figure 18: Trend projection funnel - Smart everything

3.2.9

trend projection “Intermodality”

Maximum Projection:
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By the year 2050 intermodality between different transport modes for passengers and goods
will be completely established.
•

Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways.

•

Sea ports will have logistical hubs connecting them with the railway and road
networks.

•

Medium and Long distance passenger transport will benefit from a unified system
allowing people to make a multimodal journey as if they were using only one mode,
where:

•

o

One ticket will cover the entire journey

o

Safety and security controls and checks will be homogenous for all modes.

Short distance and urban journeys will benefit from a completely integrated system
allowing passengers to cover their routes using any kind of transport in any town or
region in the EU using a single payment system which will be integrated for using with
mobile technology.

Minimum Projection:
In this scenario, there will be no integrated transport system between different modes:
•

The intermodal logistics centres will depend on each port or airport in accordance
with their individual needs, without the creation of a completed global network.

•

Passenger transport will generally not be connected; each company will operate
independently with its own systems. In urban areas intermodality will depend on each
town or city setting its own criteria independently of the other cities, population
centres and settlements.
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Figure 19: Trend projection funnel – Intermodality

3.2.10 trend projection “Urbanization”
Maximum Projection:
The population will be concentrated almost exclusively in cities.
•

By the year 2050 more than 90% of the population will be living in large urban zones.

•

Buildings will be ever taller due to increased demand for housing and shortages of
land for low rise urban development.

•

The high population densities will require efficient transport systems to allow people
to make smooth journeys and minimise congestion.

•

Urban infrastructures will adapt to new technology, resulting in sustainable and
intelligent construction, the roads will be enabled for electric vehicles to perform
wireless recharge.

Minimum Projection:
Towns and cities will lose population due to high levels of pollution and the high cost of housing.
The overpopulation in urban areas with the resulting demand for housing and high house prices
convinces people that to have a certain level of privacy they initially need to move to the rural
areas surrounding the large cities.
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This results in the cities becoming purely centres for services and industry with districts for
administration, shopping or enterprise zones and industrial estates.
Meanwhile, the residential areas become concentrated in the rural areas and are more
spatially spread out.
The widespread distribution of low rise housing will make it impossible to create mass transit
passenger transport systems and so the private car will be the main mode of transport, in
particular the autonomous driverless vehicle which in turn will increase road congestion.
However, private vehicle use will be banned in the cities; park and ride services will be
available at the access points with efficient internal public transport systems to distribute the
commuters to their destinations.

Figure 20: Trend projection funnel – Urbanization

3.2.11 trend projection “ Post industrial service society”
Maximum Projection
The aging population will continue to grow in numbers and proportion compared to the active
population, moving from the current proportion (18 retired people for every 100 active people)
to 64 retired people for every 100 active people by the year 2050.
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•

In developed countries automation of industrial process will result in most low-skilled
jobs being done by machines. The growth in automation will be progressive, taking
over tasks at a rate of 2-3% annually, before the end of the century, it is estimated
that 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines.

•

Due to mechanization, the work place will be restructured by training to adapt to the
new market.

•

It will be difficult to mechanise low skilled jobs that require flexibility and physical
adaptability. It will also be difficult to mechanise jobs requiring high cognitive and
creative skills. Perhaps the jobs which are least susceptible to mechanisation will be
those that require social skills. Therefore, most of the newly created jobs will be
based in the service sector.

•

It will not be possible to create enough new companies and new jobs fast enough to
employ the numbers of people losing their jobs to large scale mechanisation. The
workers or professions associated with the appearance of new technologies will only
represent a small fraction of overall employment.

Minimum Projection
Similar to the current situation.
Part of production processes will be mechanised but most low skilled jobs will be done by
immigrants from poorer countries. A similar situation will be found with the low skilled jobs in
the service sector.
Industrial production will be located in areas around cities where land is cheaper and
companies can perform their work in a more productive way.
Nevertheless, services will be concentrated in the central areas of cities, resulting in business
districts.
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Figure 21: Trend projection funnel - Post industrial service society

3.2.12 trend projection “Supply chain integration”
Maximum projection:
All freight transports had always been organized as a supply chain, even before this wording
was used. Rail always was challenged to integrate itself in supply chains and hardly ever has
successfully done so, first, due to missing competition, and later often due to too successful
competition by other modes and missed chances to take the lead in supply chains. Inevitably,
this situation resulted in ever lower margins while losing market share at the time. In the
maximum projection, rail managed to reverse this trend on all levels by becoming an active
market participant understanding the needs of its customers, integration of its competitors as
partners and combining rail’s system advantages with IT solutions and automation.
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•

Rail itself has become the supply chain manager

•

A creation of seamless interfaces has been achieved and led to a revolution in the
supply chain integration of rail

•

This ensures a proportional higher share of revenue in the sector and for its
stakeholders

Minimum projection:
All freight transports had always been organized as a supply chain, even before this wording
was used. Rail always was challenged to integrate itself in supply chains and hardly ever has
successfully done so, first, due to missing competition, and later often due to too successful
competition by other modes and missed chances to take the lead in supply chains. Inevitably,
this situation resulted in ever lower margins while losing market share at the time. In the
minimum projection, the negative trend continues, rail loses out even more and does not
manage to turn some single successes and island solutions into a system-wide and
international approach, while competitors continue to increase their relevance in transport
chains even when new players with web based applications enter the market.
•

Rail has not managed to get integrated into supply chains

•

A creation of seamless interfaces has not been achieved due to not implemented
standards and no common interests for collaboration

•

Rail does not achieve to be present with the supply chain managers

•

Since rail is not within the supply chain anymore, it does not receive a fair share of
revenue
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Figure 22: Trend projection funnel - Supply chain integration

3.2.13 trend projection “Liberalisation of transport sector”
Maximum projection:
A perfect balance of liberalization and regulation allows to benefit from market forces towards
innovation and customer orientation. Scientific research has succeeded in a real value
calculation of external costs and found balanced ways to use infrastructur’s capacities and
price them fairly even under their implicit monopolistic structures.
•

·The 4th. Railway package of 2016 by the European Commission, which aims to
revitalize the rail sector and make it more competitive agains other modes of
transport, is fully implanted and enforcedCompetition in all segments of rail

•

Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved

•

A full entrepreneurial freedom has been achieved

Minimum projection:
Liberalization has been liberalized only for road and air traffic while not incurring external costs
on them. Railway institutions are used as political instruments outside any commercial
reasoning and real and fair inter- and intramodal competition.
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•

liberalization remains at status of the 4. Railway package

•

only a formal implementation, EU can not enforce the implementation within the
countries

•

level of liberalization is de facto being reduced

•

monopoly like structures are growing

•

liberalization stays at current status for other modes of transport

•

level of innovation increases for the transport modes, except for rail

Figure 23: Trend projection funnel - Liberalization of transport

3.2.14 trend projection “Standardisation of transport sector”
Maximum projection:
Rail has not only managed to achieve sector specific integration and standardization, but has
been a leader in achieve transport wide standardization on interface issues both for hardware
and software. This allows rail to determine standards and realize savings and efficienecy gains
from standardization earlier than competing modes. The standardization has worked both for
freight and passenger transport and has strengthenen rail’s role in supply chains and personal
transport organization.
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•

Full implementation of the echnical Specifications for interoperability (TSI) to ensure
the interoperability of the European Community's high speed and conventional rail
systems

•

Standardization of all containers within the transport modes

•

IT and interface standards fully completed

•

TSI and other similar regulations are always under revision, updated within a shorttearm period and based on state of the art

•

Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles

•

The rail sector controls the process of standardization across all modes of transport

The Agency performs the revision of existing TSIs, keeps them up to date, and supports the
sector in their application by issuing application guides and by dissemination and training
actions. When necessary, the Agency may also draft new TSIs, based on a manate from
theCommission.

Minimum projection:
Rail has not only not managed to achieve sector specific integration and standardization, but
has been taken out of any transport wide standardization on interface issues both for hardware
and software. The standardization has not worked both for freight and passenger transport
and has weakened rail’s role in supply chains and personal transport organization while
competing modes achieve savings and efficiency gains from their standardized interfaces and
systems.
•

There are no relevant improvements in increasing the standardization of the transport
sector

•

The implementation of TSIs is not enforced by the relevant agencies (mainly the
Agency of Railways by the European Union)

•

There is no further development of TSIs as the revision and updating is not done in
an appropriate way

•

national developments

•

There are over-proportional negative effects on intermodal transport due to essential
need of standardization for intermodal traffic

•

not only relevant for rail, for the transport sector as a whole

•

The lack of standardization raises costs for rail, as f.e.

•

over-proportional in international transport

•

The lack of standards creates problems for the supply industry due to the possible
larger number of product variants
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•

There is an increase in development costs by the lack of standardizationincrease in
production costs

•

There is also an increase in production costs.

•

The low level of standardization is followed by a low level of innovation

Figure 24: Trend projection funnel - Standardization of transport

3.2.15 trend projection “Last mile”
Maximum projection:
Organisation of last mile segments of transport chains often decide about reliability and cost
of the transport chain and also provide the buffer between shipper and receiver of a transport
which ensures a level of flexibility of the transport needed by all stakeholders. In this maximum
projection, automation, IT and terminal organization have been largely improved to significantly
increase rail freight’s competiveness.
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•

Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organizational and
commercially

•

Higher reliability

•

Lower costs

•

Full transparency

•

Autonomous vehicles provide last mile services on road

•

Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal structure

•

New transshipment technologies enable low cost terminals

Minimum projection:
Organisation of last mile segments of transport chains often decide about reliability and cost
of the transport chain and also provide the buffer between shipper and receiver of a transport
which ensures a level of flexibility of the transport needed by all stakeholders. In this minimum
projection, rail has not been successful to use automation, IT and terminal organization to
improve increase rail freight’s competiveness, even has worsened to 2017 best practice, while
competing modes have used improvement possibilities.
•

integration of the last mile into the rail transport not effective operations wise, not at
an organizational level nor commercially, leads to increase in costs and lower
reliability and thus reducing competitiveness

•

last mile for passengers not integrated on an operational level, no connections, more
expensive

•

not on an organizational level, no seamless chain of information

•

complicated change of modes and or operators
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Figure 25: Trend projection funnel - Last mile

3.2.16 trend projection “Services for users and stakeholders”
Maximum projection:6
For transport, advances in Information Communications Technology will have far-reaching
impacts, making it seamless, and more efficient, comfortable and eco-friendly. Machine-tomachine (M2M) technology will increase efficiency by using sensors embedded in a wide array
of objects and systems to automate tasks and deliver real-time analysis and monitoring.
Increases in computer power and the ability to handle the processing of large amounts of data
in real time, will lead to more effective use of big data. Big data and the Internet of Things will

6

https://www.arup.com/publications/research/section/future-of-rail-2050; 03.08.2017
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allow transportation modes to communicate with each other and with the wider environment,
paving the way for truly integrated and inter-modal transport solutions.
Big data and the Internet of Things will pave the way for truly integrated and inter-modal
transport solutions.
Cloud-based services will become more pervasive, fuelled both by smarter mobile devices and
superfast connectivity. Smart communications technology will be one of the key infrastructure
pillars of future megacities, helping to improve quality of life and conserve resources. Smart
technology will provide travellers with useful information and more comprehensive services,
as well as a sense of control and participation. Interoperable tickets, valid for trains, buses,
car-sharing schemes and bicycles, could encourage intermodal travel by providing seamless
connections to other modes.
Web 3.0 will be about the semantic web (or the meaning of data), personalisation, intelligent
search and behavioural advertising. As it develops, it will provide users with richer and more
relevant experiences. Users will increasingly be able to access data from anywhere through
smart devices and cloud applications.
Speed and access to data will influence passengers’ relationship to transportation, as well as
their decision-making processes. Passengers will expect certainty in terms of time, so reliable
and accurate real-time information will be key, and they will assume optimal pricing. Customercentric products and services will be based on a wealth of information about the individual
passenger and their needs.

Minimum projection:
Services stay at the present level due to customers` fears regarding data security and
dependencies on digital services. Lots of effort will be introduced to face this risks.
A trend of being offline is swapping over all Europe and people try to separate their live from
the online world.
Thus, public transport has to rethink their customer services to get in touch with their users by
offering more offline services. This leads to a renaissance of analogue medias like newspapers
and postal services.
As a result of these trends, face to face services become a key factor of success and rail
operators have a strong demand of employees for this service sector.
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Figure 26: Trend projection - Services for users and stakeholders

3.2.17 trend projection “Automation”
Maximum projection:
In bringing the rail sector forward, automation plays a key role in all aspects of the sector to
optimize processes and increase efficiency.
•

Automatic dispatching in rail will be a common standard

•

Autonomous driving will be fully implemented across the sector together with all
necessary regulations in

•

This leads to an increase of flexibility for freight and passengers

•

Autonomous vehicles for the last mile are available for both freight and passenger use

•

The introduction of automation has led to a reduction of costs by more than 50% in all
areas of rail

•

The availability of higher modularity of transport modes has increased the
competiveness of rail in general

•

The challenge of finding qualified staff in the workforce has been tremendously
improved
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Minimum projection:
By not making use of the possibilities of the benefits of automation, a wide range of effects will
hinder further development in the sector.
•

Poor implementation has not led to any improvement in the rail sector

•

The technology gap to other transport modes increases even more

•

By not investing, the cost for the remaining technologies go up. No updates of old
technologies

•

The lack of automation increases the difficulties of integrating rail into supply chains
and/or inter-modal journeys

Figure 27: Trend projection funnel – Automation

3.2.18 trend projection “Cargo mobility”
Maximum Projection:
Goods transport will grow by 430% between 2010 and 2050 and the system will be more
sustainable than it currently is:
•

Goods will be transferred to other modes such as the railways or river transport: 30 %
of road haulage covering distances over 300 km by 2030, and this percentage will
increase to more than 50% by 2050.
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•

By 2050, all the main European airports will be connected to the railway network. All
the main sea ports will be guaranteed efficient access to the railway goods transport
system and, where possible, to the internal river and canal navigation system.

•

The investment made in logistics centres will support the interrelationships between
different modes of transport, and the connection between sea and railway routes will
grow in importance.

•

The importance of road transport will be reduced thanks to improvements made to
the installations and facilities provided by other modes of transport. However, road
haulage will continue to play an important role for goods transport over shorter
distances. Nevertheless, the kind of vehicle will change, evolving to driverless
distribution systems.

Minimum Projection:
The number and kinds of goods will continue to grow as now, but most of this increase will be
absorbed by the road haulage industry.
•

The emission of greenhouse gases will increase in turn with the increase in road
haulage traffic, multiplying fourfold by the year 2050.

•

Road transport will grow by between 300% and 400% to absorb the increased
amount of goods.

Internationally, although shipping by sea will continue to be the main mode of transport, land
based transport will be concentrated on the roads because of a lack of investment in the railway
network and infrastructure.
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Figure 28: Trend projection funnel - Cargo mobility

3.2.19 trend projection “Service integration by extensive collaborative models”
Maximum Projection
Private companies continue to grow globally; even smaller companies will work on a global
scale. This generates a need to send goods and services around the world in the most efficient
ways possible, various methods will be available to achieve this:
•

Transport companies will provide multimodal systems to satisfy the needs of their
clients, where the collection will be done by land based networks while the shipping
will be done by using other perfectly interconnected modes of transport.

•

The users will provide continuous feedback about the services and goods and these
will be constantly improved thanks to the available information technologies.

•

The efficiency of production, shipping and reception of the goods will be optimal.

Minimum Projection
The multinational companies will acquire greater power than they currently have and force out
most of the smaller companies involved in global trade.
Monopolies will be created which will impose the modes of transport used for transporting
goods and services.
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Customer and stakeholder feedback will only be applied if it benefits the companies.

Figure 29: Trend projection funnel - Service integration by extensive collaborative models

3.2.20 trend projection “Infrastructure”
A perfect balance of liberalization and regulation allows to benefit from market forces towards
innovation and customer orientation also on the level of infrastructure managers. Scientific
research has succeeded in a real value calculation of external costs and found balanced ways
to use infrastructur’s capacities and price them fairly even under their implicit monopolistic
structures.
Capacity increases and cost reductions have been achieved with new construction and new
technologies only where investment is needed and have been accompanied by changes in
operations perfectly balanced between needs of infrastructure managers and railway
undertakings. Where capital investment is unavoidably, the necessary budgets have been
sourced from all available budgets to minimise specific capaital costs.

Maximum projection:
•

The doubling of the maximum train length has finally happenedand trains with a
length of 2x 740m are possible
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•

The gained capacity enhancements allow for a maximum reachable modal split
across the transport sector

•

The rail infrastructure does not need fixed installations anymore – all technical
systems are on board the trains or are within the train control centers

•

An introduction of new building, construction and maintenance procedures, has led to
reduced track kilometer costs by more than 50%

•

The gained capacity enhancements are also followed by an increase of availability of
the tracks

•

ETCS level 3 is fully implemented and has led to a better use of the railway system

•

This ETCS level 3 implementation causes by other indirect effects, e.g. longer trains,
a capacity increase by 50%

•

Bottlenecks within the infrastructure do not exist anymore

•

Lower infrastructure costs ensure new operational models with more flexibility and
more possibilities for the regional areas with lower costs for the clients.

•

The Infrastructure is being monitored with big-data predictive maintenance for zero
downtime and highest availability

•

For all relations in Europe, travel times between 3 and 4 hours have been reached
making rail very competitive to travelling by car and airplane

•

The structure of transshipment terminals is decentralized throughout Europe to allow
realization of single wagon inter-modal transport

Minimum projection:
There have been no innovative ways implemented to increase capacity and reduce costs of
infrastructure. Monolithic structures are bound to their old ways, while rising specific costs limit
the number of projects which can be financed drastically. Eben with rising demand from railway
undertakings, infrastructure cannot provide the capacity and reliability required.
•

There haven’t occurred any major enhancements which gained capacity on the lines.

•

There is still a need for fixed installations for the rail infrastructure.

•

No new building, construction and maintenance procedures have been introduced.

•

Due to no enhancements, cost have gone up for the track kilometers by more than 30
% in real terms.

•

The increased costs have led to the closure of rural lines

•

Operative parameters have stayed as they were before, no capacity enhancements,
no capital enhancement
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•

All transport volumes increase but not in the rail sector due to the missing capacity
and the high costs

•

Major, ongoing growth for road transport has continued

Figure 30: Trend projection funnel – Infrastructure

3.2.21 trend projection “ Rising traffic demand / costs / productivity”
Maximum Projection
The demand for passenger and goods transport will progressively rise. The growing demand
will be restructured in accordance with the following guidelines:
•

The investments in infrastructure and trains will result in increased railway based
goods transport throughout the European Union. The overall percentage of goods
transported by the railways will increase to 40% of the total, and road haulage will fall
to representing 50% of the total.

•

The transport of EU passengers (internal European transport) will be affected in turn
by improvements made to infrastructure and new high speed train connections, which
will make travelling by train the main mode of transport for medium distance journeys
(4h travel time).

•

The large capacity provided by railway transport will result in a reduction in road
traffic. This will result in a reduction in pollution and congestion. Similarly, the current
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European dependence on the supply of oil (currently 90% imported overall) will fall by
70% by 2050 as the various transport modes are increasingly driven by cleaner
energy sources.

Minimum Projection
The growing transport demands from both goods and passengers are absorbed almost entirely
by the road transport companies.
•

The transport of goods by the railways falls to at least 10% of the annually
transported tonnage, due mainly to the evolution of land based transport systems
where long convoys of driverless lorries will be able to cover long distances quickly
because their systems of mutual synchronisation will allow them to reach high
cruising speeds. This, supported by improvements made to infrastructure will displace
the railways out of the goods transport market.

Passenger transport will be mainly concentrated in urban or regional areas; investments in
large scale infrastructure connecting different countries will fall. People will prefer to travel long
distances by driverless vehicles because they provide greater flexibility and comfort.

Figure 31: Trend projection funnel - Rising traffic demand / costs / productivity
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3.2.22 trend projection “Future technologies”
Maximum projection:
An early adaptation of new technologies brings tremendous new opportunities and by
improving efficiency leads to advantages in growth of rail usage.
•

The rail sector has become the forerunner in implementing new technologies

•

Power supply has been improved and is fully catered by renewable energy

•

The implementation and use of modern IT solutions helps the sector to be more
competitive and efficient

•

Introduction of new production and construction techniques has led to new records in
efficiency

•

New industry standards allow the modularization of hard- and software

•

TSIs are standard throughout Europe, all stakeholders comply fully. TSI interfaces
have been developed in a way to balance perfectly the issues of interoperability and
local and regional needs. This balance ensures the grap of all cost and efficiency
gains provided by interoperability while not being burderned by international
regulations on local level.

•

Autonomous driving is a standard technology on the rail system, increasing capacity
and reliability whle solving the demographic issue to find drivers.

Minimum projection:
The railway sector still does not manage to embrace new ideas, concepts and technologies.
The goal to work to together on common standards and to improve technologies and concepts
are too difficult.
•

No new and future technologies are implemented in the rail sector

•

This leads to an immense raise and higher costs in the sector

•

The lack of integration into transport modes and supply chains has led to not being
attractive anymore for shippers

•

Rail transport in general is looked upon as yesterdays choice of transport

•

There is no integration of railways into supply and transport chains at all anymore

•

The environmental advantages of the railway to other modes of transport are
diminished by the introduction of electric trucs and platooning on streets

•

TSIs are standard throughout Europe, all stakeholders comply fully. TSI interfaces
have been developed in a way to balance perfectly the issues of interoperability and
local and regional needs. This balance ensures the grap of all cost and efficiency
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gains provided by interoperability while not being burderned by international
regulations on local level.
•

Autonomous driving has not been introduced on a wider range, increasing the
demographic challenge to hire staff and leading to extra infrastructure investment
needs which further tighten rail’s financial situation

Figure 32: Trend projection funnel - Future technologies

3.2.23 trend projection “Data transfer / security”
Maximum Projection
Everything will be connected.
•

By 2050 all the world’s population will be connected without frontiers. However, this
will bring certain problems such as people’s privacy, which will be controlled using
new safety protocols where the information available online will be chosen by the
user.

•

Everyone will have access to virtual reality

•

Augmented reality will allow the use of special hardware to visualise the real world in
such a way that reality is modified by computers.
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•

Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. While smart medicines will
improve the cognitive and neural functions of patients.

•

Robots will play a more important role in monitoring and looking after the planet.

•

3D printers will be available to all households, allowing any household object to be
printed individually using various materials.

•

Telecommunications and the cloud will replace physical transport in terms of ideas
and intellectual property. Why send a physical book when it can be sent
electronically?

•

Vehicles will be interconnected via the internet, allowing passengers to perform other
activities while the driverless vehicle takes them to their destination.

•

Big data will be used to predict journeys or activities as it will be used to provide
personalised services for each individual.

Minimum Projection
Technology will continue to evolve rapidly. However, some aspects may not be able to be
used.
•

The huge extent of social networks and connectivity will make privacy obsolete; a
large part of our personal information will be available online.

•

The amount of data generated by so many interconnected apparatus will grow faster
than the technology available to analyse the data, which means that large amounts of
information will be stored without being available for analysis.
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Figure 33: Trend projection funnel - Data transfer / security

3.2.24 trend projection “Game changers”
Maximum projection:7
The effects of climate change are complex and wide ranging, but there is an ever-growing body
of evidence to suggest that there will be an increase in the frequency and intensity of extreme
weather events. With growing populations living in closer proximity, this also means that more
and more people could be affected by climate change. Changes in temperature, more intense
storm activity and sea level rises may have important implications for transport infrastructure
design, operation and maintenance. This could increase the risk of disruptions, damage and

7

https://www.arup.com/publications/research/section/future-of-rail-2050; 03.08.2017
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failure of transport systems. Like roadways, coastal railways and subways are subject to
inundation from sea level rise and storm surges. This is particularly true in underground
pathways and tunnels, which are often already below sea level. Increased flooding from heavy
precipitation and storm surges could disrupt passenger rail as well as freight operations.
Damages from flooding may require rail lines and subway infrastructure to be rebuilt or raised
in future expansion projects. Transport infrastructure will therefore need to be
built with resilience in mind.
As a result, a lack of resources and livelihoods leads to migration tendencies from Africa to
Europe with all problems regarding integration in society, job offers, economic wealth, regional
instability, ...
Regional instability and growing discontent makes it more easy to find people support extremist
groups that try to establish a clash of cultures and therefore do not fear any method like
terrorism. This harm results in changes in transport infrastructure as well as customer services
to provide a functional transport systems and simultaneously lower the risk of terrorist acts to
a minimum.

Minimum projection:
To limit the increase in average global temperature to within 2°C by 2100, emissions of
greenhouse gases worldwide will have to be cut by 50% by 2050. This will require subjecting
carbon emissions to much tighter regulations and stronger price mechanisms than today. More
stringent regulations on emissions may affect the planning and operation of transportation
systems, with a preference for greener modes of travel. Increased urbanisation and road
congestion, and a focus on the environment and energy consumption make railways a strong
alternative to road transport for the movement of
people and goods. This all leads to a fixation of climate change effects at the current level.
Offering people a liveable option in their regions by supporting them building up their economy
and increase the economic wealth of each one reduces the tendencies of leaving their origin
living area. This means strong financial efforts of all developed areas to reduce the differences
in quality of live, working conditions and environmental situations to offer a future perspective.
A better future perspective prevents people from searching easy solutions and lower the risk
of getting influenced by extremist groups and extreme thoughts. As a result, an increase of
terrorist activities and terroristic risks can be stopped or even kept at the existing level.
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Figure 34: Trend projection funnel - Game changers

4 Verification and results
4.1

Expert interviews

In this chapter, the feedback of experts regarding the confrontation with the personas`miniscenarios are summarized. As an input for these interviews, all assigned trend projections of
all mega influencing factors, the designated service blueprints and the mini-scenario for the
specific persona were provided to the participants.

4.1.1

conclusions mini-scenario 1

EXPERT 1 COMMENTS
JULIA MEIER
The person's description seems correct. Perhaps it is not necessary to say that she is divorced
and has a very close relationship with her son, are things that can be understood, too many
private details. That they are going to pick up the son on rainy days in a car without a driver
may be excessive. It will be more likely a bus without a driver.
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Another point that could be more realistic is that if the weather is very bad or Julia is late for
work or has to go to some meeting outside the office, it could be said that she used her car
without driver (Autonomous vehicle). After all, it is not necessary to park it, although the fee for
using it and entering the city centre could be high.

EXPERT 2 COMMENTS
JULIA MEIER
The description of Julia is correct, it explains her situation without touching too much her
personal past life.
Children journey is good, but it can be more related to railway transport. For example, some
years ago in Barcelona there was a service given by the underground to bring children to
schools with supervisors on trains to care of the children.
Her journey in the future has a high chance to be a reality in the future, as some of the features
of the metro system explained in the description are being tested today, like shopping at the
metro station (e.g. Hong Kong) and the identification system is similar to the one used on some
smartphones today, so it is not a very high-tech technology and it is going to be very well
developed on the near future.
Only thing that can be taken into account is to explain a bit more her weekend’s journey to the
mountains, but only a few tips as her main journey is her daily one.

EXPERT3 COMMENTS
JULIA MEIER
The boy of Julia goes to school not alone but with supervisors who cycle with him with good
weather. This is a non-typical situation.
The real-time information in the transport mode will be a reality in the next years, it is a good
point.
The person description is well done.

EXPERT 4 COMMENTS
JULIA MEIER
The description day by day of this person is well developed. It includes points of her travels
and interests.
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I believe that supervisors will not have the same functions as they do today, and even maybe
they will disappear. As is indicated in the document, there will be facial recognition and other
systems that will make sneak in very difficult, if not impossible. Anyway, I do not think that if
supervisors continue working, they would be dedicated to escort children to school.
I think that the fact that a single person uses several ways of transport in the same week is
possible, because nowadays it happens. In addition, metro, bicycle and train are fully
compatible. Every day people are more aware of the environment, and this reduces the use of
the car.
Regarding the above, I can only add the fact that the possibility of having a virtual store in the
stations seems to me a good idea, since it would reduce the impact of the waiting times of the
passengers, and it could promote the transport.

EXPERT 5 COMMENTS
JULIA MEIER
The restricted use of private vehicles in cities is already a reality, so it is more than possible in
the future, it will be even more restrictive than now. The possibility of accessing the train without
the need of a physical ticket is possible, but may be other means of identification of passengers
will be used (fingerprints ...). It is very likely that people in the future will end up buying online,
but it is more likely that this will be implemented in a mobile device and not in a physical
machine in the station. On the other hand, the delivery service is very likely to be a la carte,
that is, the delivery will be made in the hours that is required, so that it will always be adapted
to the needs of the consumer. Therefore, the scenario itself may resemble something that may
occur in the not so distant future.

4.1.2

conclusions mini-scenario 2

EXPERT 6 COMMENTS
ROBERTO SANCHEZ
The scenario is well done and appropriate to the perspective future. Epecially the identification
of passengers with chip and iris scan due to security reasons and easy services seems
authentic. Good explanation of the happits of elderly people and their needs. Story is easy to
follow and quite personel so that you can identify with the persona. Description of luggage
transport and pick up could be described more in detail as it isn`t completely new to the present
(already exists with some effort for pasengers). I believe that special services and the flexibility
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of rail will be one main success factor for rail services in the next decades. This is worked out
sufficiently.

EXPERT 7 COMMENTS
ROBERTO SANCHEZ
Story is excellent. Myself as an elderly person can easily identify with the persona “Roberto
Sanchez”. I almost had to think about myself going by train and my preparations for the trip. I
would like the easy ticketing for the complete journey and the automatic scan of identity.
Nevertheless I`m not quite sure, if this will be the realistic scenario in the future due to data
security reasons. On the other hand, there will be new forms of identification and for sure an
identification similar to aviation due to raising terrorism and security reasons. I would
appreciate a smooth internet connection onboard, as it isn`t working well these days, but I´M
sure this will no problem anymore in the future. I think the described way of ticketing,
identification and luggage organization will raise the punctuality of rail to almost 100% (in
regular operation mode). In comparison to other transport modes it`s already leading.

EXPERT 8 COMMENTS
ROBERTO SANCHEZ
I agree with the statement, that there will be only long-distance travel and urban travel with rail
anymore. The regional travel will happen through electrified road transports because of
inventment reasons. There could be more details in the intermodality services that will be most
important in future. Persona is well described and I agree with the medical improvements
shown in the scenario. On case will be if the acceptance of elderly people to new technologies
will be that high. I think there will be lots of resistance to the forms of identification described
in the scenario. So I mean that there will be different levels of services that passengers will
accept and therefore use.

EXPERT 9 COMMENTS
ROBERTO SANCHEZ
For me the scenario could go much futher than it is described. Especially the hubs that will be
outside the city limits as a result of strong intermodality needs could be described more
precisely. Luggage transport is no future perspective anymore because it is already reality, but
there are maybe some possibilities to improve these services. The issue that using will be
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much more relevant than owning could also be described in detail. What does that mean for
rail operators? Will they provide all services by their own, or will there be partnerships with
other companies that provide these extra services? The influencing factor aging world is
explained well and will be one competion in future.

4.1.3

conclusions mini-scenario 3

EXPERT 6 COMMENTS
KEVIN HINTERLECHNER
The scenario is well done and appropriate to the perspective future. Kevin is a young man born
in future so it is interesting to see, how a future persona will act in the future world. A matter of
many discussions that are not really started yet are bionic improvements that not really stick
to the topic of future rail but anyway has some influence on it. Data transfer and its`security is
one main issue for acceptance. How this could be provided is missing.
The luggage transport isn`t new but there are some key figures still to solve (e.g. what is the
passenger willing to pay for that, …). It would be interesting to know how all these services
could be automated.

EXPERT 7 COMMENTS
KEVIN HINTERLECHNER
The story is rather conservative describing the rail systems in future. But anyway, the use case
of innercity transport isn`t that high sophsticated. The railway services will deal with much more
passengers than nowadays, this could be described more in detail. Anyway, a smooth
identification and ticketing is explained, but what are the main achievements in rail
infrastructure and operation planning?
Scholar card with access to all kind of transport modes are a good idea, that already existists,
but that isn`t solved yet sufficiently.
What will be the reaction on peoples`happit to stay at home and meet and work other people
online instead of personally? How can rail deal with that?

EXPERT 8 COMMENTS
KEVIN HINTERLECHNER
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There could be more details in the intermodality services that will be most important in future.
Real time services are well explained although they are no future perspective anymore.
Services and special offers (like the computer game) will be eye-catcher, that will differ the rail
system from other modes. Question will be what the rail operators will provide by their own
and what cooperations are possible and thinkable.? Differences between other modes of
transport could be work out to see why rail systems are still competitive in comparison to e.g.
road based transport modes.

EXPERT 9 COMMENTS
KEVIN HINTERLECHNER
Kevin as a future native is completely integrated in the rails`customer requirements data
system. There are no fears for exchange of data and data security needs. This will be a long
way to go and lots of questions regarding this topic aren`t even ask nowadays. I`m not quite
sure, if these developments will happen like this as nowadays a trend to limit the exchange of
personal data can be seen. Anyway, the happits of Kevin are quite similar to the happits young
people show in present, so it is likely that this will raise over the next decades. The change of
transport modes in cities, to have a real intermodal transport is explain well, but the decision
making why to use this kind of transport mode could be described more in detail. I do not like
the vision of technologic empowered people but the decribtion in the mini-sceanrio is realistic.

4.1.4

conclusions mini-scenario 4

EXPERT 6 COMMENTS
SOFIA HERNANDEZ
The scenario is written in detail and describing a future working day of a manager of a
technology company, that is more believing in maschines than in living people. This is likely as
a trend to this can be seen nowadays. The working routine of people is already changing and
remote work is usual and will increase in future. People start getting problems in contacting
other human beings and therefore tramsport providers have to find a solution. This is well
explained in separated wagons for women, that can be seen occasionally nowadays. Holocalls
and the technology isn’t decribed in a way that enables the evaluation of this technology but it
is likely that the rate of video calls and other form of remote conferences will reduce the need
of attending to meetings personally. Due to this the motivation of going by public transports will
change and therefore a solution has to be provided as well. The intermodal transport is
sufficiently described as well as the real-time services and information for passengers.
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EXPERT 7 COMMENTS
SOFIA HERNANDEZ
It is likely that we will face people like Sofia and the rail system has to face this competition.
Going public will suit to the need of passengers for easy ticketing (or no ticketing anymore)
and easy wayfinding to the intermodal transport. Maybe the perspective of the individuell
transport by hoover board is too futuristic, but the technological ability will be extistent in future.
Vendor walls and online shopping for daily goods will be the future for sure. The question is,
how complex these 7D-vendor walls are and if passengers will accept this. A passenger that
don`t like to meet others personally won`t be the typical user of this walls. Maybe another
possibility (online shopping at home) is more usefull. The Rail system has to think about the
possibilities of cooberations in this sector to deliver a complete user experience.

EXPERT 8 COMMENTS
SOFIA HERNANDEZ
The scenario is realistic in the way it describes the competition among different transport
modes. Especially the raising environmental awareness has to be pointed out and will be a
success factor in future. Recommendation and feedback systems already exist and are used
for the choice of transport modes. Maybe this will be combined with some kind of regulation
system that bans special transport modes from the inner-city due to passenger experiences. I
see no need of vendor walls. These are to complex and people use their smart devices for this
kind of services.
The omni-presence of online activities will increase in future and will lead to more services in
that sense. The connection to rail is questionable.
What I miss is the describtion of securitiy activities that will much more intense especially in
urban areas than nowadays. This could be decribed much more in detail.

EXPERT 9 COMMENTS
SOFIA HERNANDEZ
Overall, I agree with this scenario, nevertheless it doesn`t differ from the other sceanrios.
Ticketing and identification will happen without recocnition of the passenger. The rail system
is a supplier of different almost separated from travel services which could be on opportunity
as well as a risk for divers services that do not rely on travel. I don`t think that rail operators
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will cook meals for their passengers at home but maybe it is an opportunity for collaboration
with other service specialist in this sector.
Needs of female passengers are pointed out, separate wagons could be one possibility.
The question is how the urban infrastructure (hubs, trains, …) will look like?

4.1.5

conclusions mini-scenario 5

EXPERT 1 COMMENTS
MARCO ROSSI
This profile is odd because rarely will there be people so interested and expert in the railway
mode. The entire history of his wife's cancer may be too many details, maybe too dramatic. It
would be enough to say that you are concerned about safety. The theme of your workplace
and what you do in it is repeated twice.

EXPERT 2 COMMENTS
MARCO ROSSI
First of all, some parts of Marco’s description are not necessary for the mini scenario. We do
not need to know if her wife died of cancer, although that explains part of his personality.
The train work approximation is correct and in the future, that has a high chance to be real as
automatic systems are going to be the rule in the next few years, although nowadays are
limited to metropolitan systems like some underground lines. The idea is that in the future all
trains including freight and high-speed ones will be automatic too.
Some parts of the work description are not necessary on the description, like the horse part,
as we are explaining his daily tasks and not his particular incidents.
On the end part, we also have.
In general, the description is good, the work is very well described. The only concern is about
the excessively description of Marco’s feelings and his anecdotes, so his description can be
shortened as much of the information related can be reduced to the key aspects of his journey
and work.

EXPERT 3 COMMENTS
MARCO ROSSI
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Marco Story is good but maybe too dramatic.
Autonomous car is well described, the scenery of autonomous trains will be a reality in the
future but maybe a more detailed description of security is needed regarding the supervision
of all process. Autonomous trains will be need a lot of checking controls.
Maybe one people is not enough to safety control of all line.
It is good the incident description.
The description is good in general maybe Marco work description have to be more detailed.
Why Marco cannot go to working by autonomous car (the whole Journey)? May be this is not
clear.

EXPERT 4 COMMENTS
MARCO ROSSI
I feel that the scene goes further in his private life than in his work life or concerning travel, but
at the same time it is a justification of why he is so involved in the safety of the others.
I am not sure that if the trains are fully automatic they will have a train driver in case of
emergency. In other words, in those trains that the volume of passengers is very high maybe
it can be somebody in case of emergency, but in the other cases it does not. Currently going
in a vehicle without driver can seem very strange and even give a sense of insecurity or danger,
but over time, we will see it something normal. For example, in airports there are internal trains
without driver.
On the other hand, I also believe that it will not be necessary to make reports on daily incidents,
since the system itself will make a record.
I think that Marco’s work situation will change, as this type of job title will tend to disappear and
will be relocated to positions more focused on monitoring and control from a traffic control
centre and not from the train.

EXPERT 5 COMMENTS
MARCO ROSSI
The scenario is feasible, however it is more possible that there will be no staff on the trains,
but there will be a couple of people in the control centre, who can take control of the trains
remotely if it is required. Also, there is not going to be one person for each train in circulation,
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the opposite, a few people will be able to solve all the incidences that can happen in all the
routes and in all the trains, reducing the cost related to personnel.

4.1.6

conclusions mini-scenario 6

EXPERTWORKSHOP COMMENTS
LUPO RIOJA
Everything for Lupo is logical and for the most part feasible.
It is unlikely that Lupo’s job will become easier. While again the advances in technology will
help him and the standard work will be handed over to automation the amount of work that
Lupo has to do will not reduce and may in fact become more complex. Distance working will
probably become more common for these types of roles, as with Klaus the interrelationship
between various work areas and various geographic regions will increase the stress and
pressure on Lupo.
He too will find it difficult to achieve a proper work/life balance.

4.1.7

conclusions mini-scenario 7

EXPERTWORKSHOP COMMENTS
KERSTIN TRENKER
Everything in this case sounds feasible and in many cases, are currently being developed.
The accessibility on major smart-phone and computer platforms have made huge advances
over the last decade. Combing these with more sensors and smart-devices are becoming more
commonplace. Parts of these technologies already exist – while camera may not improve so
much, the background software and imaging algorithms will continue to show huge advances.
It is difficult to know if she will really be as self-dependent in the mini-scenario but certainly
there will be massive changes in her day-to-day life.
Challenges in the future will certainly include how people with vision/hearing problems will
notice electric or autonomous cars, even if they are travelling at low speeds. This is already a
problem but will become worse as electric cars or “more silent” cars become more widespread.

4.1.8

conclusions mini-scenario 8

EXPERT 1 COMMENTS
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CONCHITA GARCIA
The use of androids to cater to passengers is perhaps too speculative. Since you have added
the detail of the dance classes, you could also add what mode of transport you use to move
around since your daily mobility to work is done on foot. Does the fact that I work as a train
staff really influence the scenarios?

EXPERT 2 COMMENTS
CONCHITA GARCIA
Again, the description is more exhaustive than required – we do not need to know Conchita’s
ancestry, or her interest loves, among other things.
Regarding the retinal eye scanner system is a good way to identify people and to classify them
as customers or workers as the system can reed though DNA and different personal
information thanks to a database. Today systems are a bit slow but is indubitable that in the
future these systems will be much quicker.
Tablet and smartphone use to request food or drinks could be a possibility, but modern
technology could even make easier to people to do that with some holograms o virtual reality
systems, or with small interfaces like smartwatches.
An important note is to explain why androids are used, as they are introduced in the description
without explaining their tasks.
I would like to say that the general idea of Conchita’s work is good, but totally automation of
the system will give reduce the people necessary to do the catering stuff, as her only work is
to supervise the optimal function of the system and to do the surveys, but it is not a problem
related to the railways, instead of the general automation of basic works (which will increase
on the future).

EXPERT 3 COMMENTS
CONCHITA GARCIA
Conchita description is good. It is difficult to her to be single, with her background (sociable
and active person), but anyway the persona description is ok.
Retinal recognition maybe is too much for a near scenery. The same thinking in relation with
using droids. Maybe for a long-term scenario is better.
There is a good description about her job, the incident case described in detailed is excellent.
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In general, is a good scenery.

EXPERT 4 COMMENTS
CONCHITA GARCIA
I think the scene of the character goes beyond what is necessary for its characterization. It is
focuses more on his private life than on his professional one.
However, the description of the daily work is well detailed. I believe that the fact that she not
only is dedicated to serve the food, but also repair the broken androids is a great idea, because
it gives more versatility to the job that in another case it could disappear and be replaced by
some kind of bar where everyone could pick the food they have ordered.
As I said before, I think it will not be necessary to make a daily report by the staff, but they will
automatically do the electronic devices. The same situation would happen for the sending of
surveys that would be sent automatically when users makes their orders.

EXPERT 5 COMMENTS
CONCHITA GARCIA
I think that the description of the character is excessive, giving too much data that is not really
relevant to the scenario.
The identification may also be by facial recognition or by fingerprint. It is more likely that
Conchita will have the planning for at least the whole week instead of receiving the information
regarding where she is going to work that day just moments before she starts working. I do not
think that a catering employee will know how to fix robots and having 50% of reserve robots
look excessive to me, that means that if fail a lot, so is more likely and cheaper also to have
only one or two reserve robots for each train. Otherwise, the level of automation of the
processes is adequate and it is possible that something similar will be achieved in the future.

4.1.9

conclusions mini-scenario 9

EXPERTWORKSHOP COMMENTS
JEAN CLAUDE LAFOREST (CEO)
Everything sounds logically.
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Perhaps he works to much and the responsibilities of leading companies will not change so
much in terms of the tasks to be carried out. Decisions must still be made although better tools
will exist to help with the forecasting or making the decisions.
It will still be up to the individual to find a work/life balance.

4.1.10 conclusions mini-scenario 10
EXPERT 6 COMMENTS
JEAN CLAUDE LAFOREST (Business trip passenger)
This scenario is the most futuristic one of all passenger scenarios. Ticketing regarding the
schedule in the scheduler is really realistic but I cannot imagine how the drone flight to a
speeding train will happen, but anyway you have to look far enough into the future. Small
drones that are used for all kind of transports will be reality in the future.

EXPERT 7 COMMENTS
JEAN CLAUDE LAFOREST (Business trip passenger)
Due to security reasons, I do not belive in the drone to train flight. The hyperloop will be a
competitor of rail and aviation. The using instead of owing is addressed but could be described
more in detail. What about the security of data using all the same computers? The flexibility
and satisfaction of different passenger needs are very important in the future and one issue
rail has to procede. The question is if we are travelling anymore for business reasons or if we
are able to exchange this kind of travel with other possibilities (online meetings, …)?

EXPERT 8 COMMENTS
JEAN CLAUDE LAFOREST (Business trip passenger)
Automation leads to other forms of intermodality and in that sense, it could be possible to have
interchanges between trains that are in motion and other transports. Hyperloop is reality but
the infrastructure costs are even higher than in rail. Drones will exchange lots of other
transports in logistic and in that case, it is likely to happen. The last mile concepts in urban
areas will lead to solutions in aviation as the ground is reserved for dense buildings and not
for traffic. All traffic will be underground and in the air. Maybe there are hubs outside the city
that are connected to the city center by drones. Services as decribed are quite realistic and
almost existing now.
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EXPERT 9 COMMENTS
JEAN CLAUDE LAFOREST (Business trip passenger)
It`s all about automation and data security. if people accept these kind of services is
questionable. There will be no technologic solution where people can interfere the autonomous
processes. This demands sensors and systems that are very futuristic and due to these
complex transport modes, it would be quite expensive. Maybe some types of passengers wold
choose this service but it`s quite unlikely that it will happen for mass transport.
Altough the flexible chair is a good idea the question is if this flexibility of services is competitive
and reasonable.

4.1.11 conclusions mini-scenario 11 and 12
EXPERT 1 COMMENTS
GIUSEPPE BIANCO
Surely in the future to solve simple incidents will not be necessary to use holographic
communication.
The description is good in general, probably needs a better description the way of solving
incidences.

EXPERT 2 COMMENTS
GIUSEPPE BIANCO
Although some personal irrelevant information is given, it is necessary to describe the context
around Giuseppe. For example, in the first part of his future journey he is given an exoskeleton
that makes him able to move without his wheelchair. Exoskeleton are a technology that
nowadays are undergo a high evolution.
In general, Giuseppe’s description of his daily journey and work is correct and explains some
of the possibilities of railways in the future, like better accessibility and more comfort features.
One problem I found is the drone watching system. It is a good idea but has some limitations,
like the limited used on days with bad weather. A good alternative is to use cameras on board
the train to supervise the track and the associated elements. Nonetheless, the idea of using
drones to do some small works on the track is very useful and it can be seen as an opportunity
to increase the already if reliability of the lines.
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The last part of the description feels out of place as it describes some hobbies of him, instead
of focusing of the railway aspects.

EXPERT 3 COMMENTS
GIUSEPPE BIANCO
The persona description is good, maybe to dramatic because of Giuseppe’s accident. Here is
important to show the principal cause to don’t use private car for example.
It is good from the point of view of disable people but maybe too casual that this handicapped
person works for rail, maybe it is not significate.
Exoskeletons for people is too much in a short term, maybe even for a long term, this
technology is very expensive now to be used in daily life. Think in a wheelchair convertible to
an exoskeleton is too much for our technology (seems to be a transformer).
Drones from safety uses could be possible but this cannot be controlled only by one person.
Travel to work is well developed. In general Giuseppe’s story is good.

EXPERT 4 COMMENTS
GIUSEPPE BIANCO
I think the scene of the character is well developed, maybe too much futuristic, but I like it.
I believe that the fact that the system itself detects wheelchairs would be a great advance. The
ramp to the train and all means of accessibility could be ready before that person encounters
the problem, which is an advantage for all in reducing time and improving comfort and
accessibility.
I also think that the use of drones will be perfectly implemented.
As I said before, I think it will not be necessary to make a daily report or surveys by the staff,
because it will be done automatically.

EXPERT 5 COMMENTS
GIUSEPPE BIANCO
The idea that the same person is responsible for the customer service while taking care of
incidents that affect the service is too ambitious and unlikely. It is more likely to be different
people or even departments.
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More than surveillance drones it is more feasible that there will be video cameras located every
5km and that the operator has video analysis software that reports incidents. They may have
some drones, but in any case, there will be just one per route, or few if the route is long enough,
and in any case, there will only be one person to drive them, in order to save costs.
Another issue is that it is possible that Giuseppe will not work in a physical station, but in a
customer service centre located elsewhere, from where several stations and trains can be
served telematically, either by phone call, text or video call.
Finally, the description of the character is correct and the existence of an exoskeleton that
allows him to walk and be interconnected seems feasible for 2050. However, I do not see it
useful the possibility of turning it into a wheelchair.

4.1.12 conclusions mini-scenario 13
EXPERT 6 COMMENTS
SILVIA WEISS
Nice scenario with a persona that is easy to identify with. Could be more in detail regarding the
transport situation but very coherent. Of course, a scenario that suits to a special customer
segment. The description of the robot nanny is very futuristic but robot assistents already exist
for eldery people so why not for people with special needs like a mother with a baby.
Recommendation systems and travel platforms with stored travel needs are already existing
and will be used in future much more.
The infrastructure that will ease the access to the wagon compartment could be described
more in detail.

EXPERT 7 COMMENTS
SILVIA WEISS
The scenario could stick more to travel issues than to daily life (e.g. garden robot). Full
connection to all kind of services onboard and offboard are described. Flexibility as a key factor
like in other scenarios as well. All kind of security issues are missing.
What about the space that is needed for such a big combartment? How can be dealt with that
for a reasonable price?

EXPERT 8 COMMENTS
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SILVIA WEISS
The influencing factors environmental awareness and energy transformation should be
described. Overall a scenario that is easy to understand and creates pictures how the future
could be. The intermodal transport with the hoover stroller to the train station and onboard is
interesting. The interaction between the different systems (transport modes, IT systems) could
be described more in detail.

EXPERT 9 COMMENTS
SILVIA WEISS
I think that the use of robots is fully implemented and we even cannot think wide enough in
that case. We will have assistance in actions we would believe nowadays due to efforts in
automation, data transfer and so on. The key is in what way the rail system can interact and
how the customers appreciate this services by extensive use of rail in comparison to other
transport modes.
For me it is unlikely that the rail infrastructure will be that flexible even in the far future to
maximize the customers satisfaction by offering such a special and full customized
combartment. One solution could be that with lots of information about the passengers in the
train and smaller units, wagons for special needs could be easier coupled automatically before
the trip. This wouldn`t make it necessary to rebuild the combartments of every wagon for every
trip.
This gain for information will go hand in hand with the passengers`acceptance of providing
every small detail of requirements despite all risks of data misusage.

4.1.13 conclusions mini-scenario 14
EXPERTWORKSHOP COMMENTS
ACHMED ALEID
Everything sounds feasible, and logical. Some points would be to add that repair work is done
faster with the aid of drones. Achmed has the advantage that he can lift more or do more
accurate work with the aid of the drones or robots. Additionally, drones etc. will be able to
forward live feeds from drones to the emergency services. The possibility of him taking control
of driverless trains remotely is also a possibility.
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In addition to this, when there is a failure on a track (infrastructure, train issues etc.) trains are
diverted automatically or the actions to make this happen occur within a few minutes of the
error being notified. The new information is made available to customers in two ways:
1.

Those on the train will be alerted to the diverted route and will be notified of where to

get off and what connections are available to enable them to reach their final destination. Of
course, tickets will be automatically allowed on all new/connecting services.
2.

Passengers who are waiting for the train at bypasses stations will be made aware that

the train will not be serving them and they will be given the new connections.
All this will go directly to the passengers – they will no longer have to rely on announcements
made on the platforms etc.

Achmed would also have a link to the logistic dispatchers in that his information will inform
them of the current situation.

4.1.14 conclusions mini-scenario 15
EXPERT 1 COMMENTS
VICTORIA KLEIN
How does she get to the gym? Using a car without a driver? I suppose that for it to be profitable
to transport the flowers by train the order would have to be really great. Since it has a small
shop, it seems more realistic than all the orders could do it by car or van with or without driver.

EXPERT 2 COMMENTS
VICTORIA KLEIN
Part of her personal description is not necessary as it is not relevant on the railway side.
The description in general feel not very high-tech future proof, I mean, most of the things
described can be done nowadays in the same or a worse manner. For example, using the train
to automatically deliver some flowers can be compared as some post services on train,
although they are not well developed in comparing with the system described here.
Tracking system is used nowadays in post services and people too. It is expected that in the
future it will be easier to track everything with greater exactitude.
Intermodality is referenced here, but the description should focus a bit more on it because
interconnected services are the key of future transport.
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EXPERT 3 COMMENTS
VICTORIA KLEIN
Persona description is very good. Maybe excessive details of her daily life in the journey
description.
The difference between using railway and self-driving vehicle to carry the shop stuff is
necessary.
Use a quality survey to increase quality in her shop is a really good idea. This can be use also
to check quality of railways service.
In general, it can be considered a good scenario.

EXPERT 4 COMMENTS
VICTORIA KLEIN
I think the scene of the character is well developed. It includes points of her travels and
interests, but sometimes her interests are not related with the story, such as the fact that she
does pilates or that her husband owns a gym.
I believe that the existence and use of discounts is very favourable, because trains’ competition
is currently very strong and it should attract users and then achieve that they do not want to
leave.
I think that the great majority of self-driving vehicles will have one or two seats, as it is
mentioned in the descriptions of the characters, but I feel that there will also be the possibility
of bigger self-driving vehicles with more capacity. This includes cars or even vans.
As I said before, I think it will not be necessary to make surveys by the staff, because it will be
done automatically when the order is received.

EXPERT 5 COMMENTS
VICTORIA KLEIN
I do not understand why having a physical store in the city centre, which must be attended by
someone, who works most of the time from home.
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The scenario focuses too much on the character's description and not on his work. Which in
the end cannot be understood well, since it is supposed to be an online product seller of but
she is acting as an intermediary. The story is not very clear on explaining how she works.
As for the technical aspects, the use of autonomous vehicles to pick up parcels seems correct
to me. It is possible that even more interoperability exists between the modes, as the
autonomous vehicle picks up the product, this same one is boarded to the train in a specific
car for autonomous vehicles and the same vehicle makes the delivery in the destination city.

4.1.15 conclusions mini-scenario 16
EXPERTWORKSHOP COMMENTS
KLAUS WOLF
Klaus will probably experience more stress than current freight managers. At the moment while
a freight manager must only look after a yard or terminal, Klaus will probably have to look after
a number of interlinked yards. This will certainly not reduce stress. While there will be lots of
help available in the form of algorithms and computer power, it’s not to say that the final
decision will be taken from Klaus’ hands. It could be that freight managers in the future will be
more akin to air-traffic controllers in that they will have a certain geographic area to cover
supported by the relevant technology. This could also lead to a situation where they will need
similar breaks to those that air-traffic controllers receive.
One interesting addition is that yards/terminals of the future would have the automatic ability
to move damaged containers to a separate area, or be able to quarantine leaking containers
etc. or would have the ability to limit the damage by the use of a rapidly inflating air-bag or
something similar.

4.2

Online survey regarding trend projections

As explained in chapter 2.2.1 the online survey regarding trend projections achieved the goal
to have almost 100 participants and therefore 100 full answers for the deliverable of this report
D4.3. The survey was left open to reach even more responses for the final documentation. The
participants are from all kind of stakeholders and users creating a good overview about the
opinions of all participants of the rail sector.
4.2.1

Characterization of surveys`participants

In the 2nd online survey regarding trend projections 3 parameters were chosen to characterize
its participants: gender, age and nationality.
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Figure 35: Characterization "Gender"

The majority of 78% of all participants were male, 22 percent were female.

Figure 36: Characterization "Age"

The survey achieved a good response from all segments of age.
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Figure 37: Characterization "Nationality"

The survey was able to achieve results from participants from all over Europe.

4.2.2

trend projection results

Each trend projection of all influencing factors was evaluated about the participants maximum
choice, minimum choice, the standard deviation and the participants`average opinion how
likely the trend projections of the influencing factors will be the future appearance. The results
can be seen in the tables and figures below.

Table 1: table of results of the trend projection survey
Trend Projection
Post industrial service society
Last mile
Automation
Aging world
Development of EU / Government
Environmental awareness
Changing workforce / Changing society
Urbanization
Energy transformation
Smart everything
Liberalisation of transport sector
Infrastructure
Passenger comfort / needs
The female century
Intermodality / synchro-mobility
Supply chain integration
Service integration by extensive collaborative models
Data transfer / security
Harmonization / Standardization
Future technologies / Modularization
Rising traffic demand / cost
Game changers
Services for users / stakeholders
Cargo mobility

Average Max
63
66
77
52
51
66
62
71
74
50
62
62
74
65
78
58
54
67
76
70
59
68
79
60

Min
90
90
100
85
85
90
95
100
100
90
89
90
100
84
100
93
100
94
96
100
95
100
95
95

S.Dev
34
28
60
5
18
40
40
11
34
9
28
18
40
49
30
29
29
30
57
40
10
25
33
21

18
19
12
23
21
15
17
20
14
24
17
23
17
11
21
18
24
20
13
15
25
21
18
19
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Figure 38: graph I of results of the trend projections survey

Figure 39: graph II of results of the trend projections survey
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4.2.3

Conclusions of the results of the trend projections survey

The results of the trend projections survey show an indifferent picture. Its interesting that all
trend projections (except trend projection “Smart everything”, which is completely equal) do
have an average counter of more than 50, which means that the participants believe, that the
maximum future perspective is mor likely to haben than the minimum projection.
8 trend projections achieved a maximum counter of 100, which means that some participants
identified themselves with the maximum future perspective. On the other hand, none of the
trend projections got a counter of 0 – the measure of the minimum future perspective.
Altough the average counters of all trend projections are somewhere in between 50 and 79 is
obvious that the majority of participants believe in a strong expression of the maximum
projections of the influencing factors. To underline this, 13 influencing factors have an average
counter of more or equal 65.
The influencing factors that have the highest average trend projection counter are:
Services for users and stakeholder: Participants believe that Sensors are embedded in a wide
array of objects and systems to automate tasks and deliver real-time analysis and monitoring.
They think that big data and the internet of things for truly integrated and inter-modal transport
solutions are established. Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and behavioural
advertising, real-time information and customer-centric products will be key.
Intermodality: Participants highly believe that connection hubs will be available between
airports and railways, that sea ports will have train connections. In their opinion, medium and
long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system with one ticket for the whole trip and
unified security checks. Urban trips will be unified combining all transport modes in one system,
which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside the EU. (Unique payment system for
the whole Europe)
Automation: Participants believe in automatic dispatching common standard, the
implementation of fully autonomous driving, the increase of flexibility for freight and
passengers, as well as autonomous vehicles for the last mile, the reduction of costs by more
than 50% and an increased competiveness of rail.
The influencing factors with the lowest average trend projection counter are:
Smart everything: Participants do not believe in the hyper-connected human and think that the
future economy is not substancially affected by this but will help to raise productivity.
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Development of EU / government: Participants believe that transport policy goals and
Shift2Rail goals are not fully achieved and in that case transport modes are not treated equal.
There is still a lack of investments and no equal high standard can be seen throughout Europe.
Aging world: The participants think that there will be a future in between a shrinking population
in Europe with closed borders and an Immigration as a factor of lowering the aging of the
population in EU. The effect of an increasing inward-looking view of the EU will be equalized
with an open and attractive European society where people in different contexts are beginning
to be more active in communities.
Nevertheless, it is to say, that the standard deviation is still high and for that the opinions of
the participants differ a lot in between each influencing factor.
Al this data will be considered in the next steps of the project regarding D4.4 and especially
WP6 – Match the outcomes with the objectives of S2R Master Plan.

4.2.4

preparations for the trend analysis software

The results of the trend projection survey had to be prepared for the usage in the trend analysis
software in a way as the appearance and probability of projections in the trend analysis
software can only be inserted in areas of probability and percentages for each perspective.
This was done by creating areas of maximum projection, medium projection and minimum
projection, using the numbers of answers with counters from 0-33, 34-65 and 66-100, shown
in the figures below.

Figure 40: percentages of projections for "Post industrial service society"
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Figure 41: percentages of projections for "Last mile"

Figure 42: percentages of projections for "Automation"
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Figure 43: percentages of projections for "Aging world"

Figure 44: percentages of projections for "Development of EU / Government”
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Figure 45: percentages of projections for "Environmental awareness"

Figure 46: percentages of projections for "Changing workforce / Changing society"
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Figure 47: percentages of projections for "Urbanization"

Figure 48: percentages of projections for "Energy transformation"
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Figure 49: percentages of projections for "Smart everything"

Figure 50: percentages of projections for "Liberalisation of transport sector"
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Figure 51: percentages of projections for "Infrastructure"

Figure 52: percentages of projections for "Passenger comfort / needs"
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Figure 53: percentages of projections for "The female century"

Figure 54: percentages of projections for "Intermodality / synchro-mobility"
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Figure 55: percentages of projections for "Supply chain integration"

Figure 56: percentages of projections for "Service integration by extensive collaborative models"
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Figure 57: percentages of projections for "Data transfer / security"

Figure 58: percentages of projections for"Harmonization / Standardization"
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Figure 59: percentages of projections for "Future technologies / Modularization"

Figure 60: percentages of projections for "Rising traffic demand / costs"
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Figure 61: percentages of projections for "Game changers"

4.3

Trend analysis software

This chapter will show the results out of the trend analysis software Scenoplan in detail. All
analysis was done followed the procedure decribed in chapter 2.2.2.
4.3.1

designated trend projections to personas

As a preparation for the trend analysis by trend analysis software, 8 primary influencing factors,
that affect the, in deliverable D4.2 designed “personas”, the most, were assigned to these
personas.
To consider all 24 mega influencing factors almost equally it was necessary to assign all mega
influencing factors to almost the same number of mini-scenarios.
Of course, there are mega influencing factors that effect a bigger group of stakeholders and
users (like “passenger comforts / needs” and “services for users and stakeholders”) more than
others. Due to that, differences between the counters of mega influencing factors occur.
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Table 2: number of assigments of mega influencing factors to personas

influencing factors
1.passenger comfort / needs
2.development of EU / goverment
3.Environmental awareness
4.energy transformation
5.Aging world
6.Changing workforce / changing society
7.The female century
8.Smart everything
9.Intermodality / synchro-mobility
10.Urbanization
11.Post industrial service society
12.Supply chain integration
13.Liberalisation of transport sector
14.Standardization of transport sector
15.Last mile
16.services for users / stakeholders
17.Automation
18.Cargo mobility
19.Service integration by extensive collaborative models
20.Infrastructure
21.Rising traffic demand / cost / productivity
22.Future technologies / modularization
23.Data transfer / security
24.Game changers

no. of assigments to mini-scenarios
9
3
5
4
4
5
4
5
6
4
5
5
5
5
5
8
7
6
5
7
6
6
5
4

For all personas and their scenarios, the following data is shown this chapter:
•

assigned mega influencing factors per persona

•

table of high rated cross-impact-scenarios per persona (5 highest rated scenarios)

•

text view of cross-impact-scenarios per persona

•

cross-impact probabilities per persona (a-priori and a-prosteriori probabilities)

•

graph of consistency of the scenarios per persona (highest rated 100 scenarios)

•

text view of scenarios rated by consistency (5 highest rated scenarios)
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4.3.2

Scenario 1 – Julia Weiss

Table 3: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 1

No. of personas
personas

1
Julia Meier
Passenger comforts / needs
Development of EU / government
The female century
Intermodality
Urbanization
Last mile
Services for users and stakeholders
Game changers

priority influencing factors

Table 4: table of high rated cross-impact-scenarios for persona 1

no. of scenario
frequenzy of scenario
consisdency
Passenger comforts / needs
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Development of EU / government
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
The female century
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Intermodality
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Urbanization
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Last mile
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Services for users and stakeholders
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Game changers
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

2
9
66

9
8
74

8
4
70

1
4
66

5
1
66

0
1
0

0
1
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
1
0
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Text view of cross-impact-scenarios with highest frequency:
Scenario No. 2

frequency: 9

consistency: 66

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
The female century: Medium projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Game changers: Medium projection

Scenario No. 9

frequency: 8

consistency: 74

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
The female century: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Game changers: Medium projection

Scenario No. 1

frequency: 4

consistency: 66

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
The female century: Medium projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
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Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Game changers: Medium projection

Scenario No. 8

frequency: 4

consitency: 70

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
The female century: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Game changers: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 3

frequency: 1

consistency: 52

Passenger comforts / needs: Minimum projection
Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
The female century: Medium projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Game changers: Medium projection
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Table 5: cross-impact-probabilities persona 1

Influencing factor
Passenger comforts / needs

projection

A Priori

A Posteriori

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,67
0,33
0,00

0,31
0,67
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,31
0,38
0,31

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,57
0,43
0,00

0,44
0,54
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,80
0,13
0,07

0,92
0,06
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,68
0,26
0,06

0,90
0,08
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,58
0,33
0,09

0,85
0,13
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,86
0,07
0,07

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,53
0,40
0,07

0,23
0,73
0,04

Development of EU / government

The female century

Intermodality

Urbanization

Last mile

Services for users and stakeholders

Game changers

Figure 62: graph of consistency of scenarios for persona 1
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Text view of scenarios with highest consitency
Scenario No. 1

consistency: 76

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Description: Transport policy goals and Shift2Rail goals are fully achieved; All transport modes
are treated equal, including external costs; Investment backlog in rail has been caught up;
Equal high standard throughout Europe EU succeeds in enforcing its transport policies on all
domestic levels and countries; All necessary budgets are made available;
The female century: Maximum projection
Description: Gradual decline in patriarchy; Work as a part of their self-fulfilment; Changing role
of families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life;
Competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men and among women;
More collaborative ways of working and building businesses because of participation of
women;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: connection hubs will be available between airports and railways; Sea ports will
have train connections; Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip; Unified security checks; Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe);
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones; Building will be taller;
Efficient transport modes will be developed; Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable;
Last mile: Maximum projection
Description: Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organizational and
commercially; Higher reliability; Lower costs; Full transparency; Autonom. vehicles provide last
mile serv. on road; Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal
structure; New transshipment technologies enable low cost terminals;
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Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key;
Game changers: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.

Scenario No. 2

consistency: 74

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Description: Transport policy goals and Shift2Rail goals are fully achieved; All transport modes
are treated equal, including external costs; Investment backlog in rail has been caught up;
Equal high standard throughout Europe EU succeeds in enforcing its transport policies on all
domestic levels and countries; All necessary budgets are made available;
The female century: Maximum projection
Description: Gradual decline in patriarchy; Work as a part of their self-fulfilment; Changing role
of families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life;
Competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men and among women;
More collaborative ways of working and building businesses because of participation of
women;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: connection hubs will be available between airports and railways; Sea ports will
have train connections; Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip; Unified security checks; Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe);
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones; Building will be taller;
Efficient transport modes will be developed; Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable;
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Last mile: Maximum projection
Description: Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organizational and
commercially; Higher reliability; Lower costs; Full transparency; Autonom. vehicles provide last
mile serv. on road; Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal
structure; New transshipment technologies enable low cost terminals;
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key;
Game changers: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.

Scenario No. 3

consistency: 72

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Description: Transport policy goals and Shift2Rail goals are fully achieved; All transport modes
are treated equal, including external costs; Investment backlog in rail has been caught up;
Equal high standard throughout Europe EU succeeds in enforcing its transport policies on all
domestic levels and countries; All necessary budgets are made available;
The female century: Maximum projection
Description: Gradual decline in patriarchy; Work as a part of their self-fulfilment; Changing role
of families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life;
Competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men and among women;
More collaborative ways of working and building businesses because of participation of
women;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
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Description: connection hubs will be available between airports and railways; Sea ports will
have train connections; Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip; Unified security checks; Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe);
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones; Building will be taller;
Efficient transport modes will be developed; Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable;
Last mile: Maximum projection
Description: Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organizational and
commercially; Higher reliability; Lower costs; Full transparency; Autonom. vehicles provide last
mile serv. on road; Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal
structure; New transshipment technologies enable low cost terminals;
Services for users and stakeholders: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Game changers: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.

Scenario No. 4

consistency: 72

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Description: Transport policy goals and Shift2Rail goals are fully achieved; All transport modes
are treated equal, including external costs; Investment backlog in rail has been caught up;
Equal high standard throughout Europe EU succeeds in enforcing its transport policies on all
domestic levels and countries; All necessary budgets are made available;
The female century: Maximum projection
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Description: Gradual decline in patriarchy; Work as a part of their self-fulfilment; Changing role
of families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life;
Competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men and among women;
More collaborative ways of working and building businesses because of participation of
women;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: connection hubs will be available between airports and railways; Sea ports will
have train connections; Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip; Unified security checks; Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe);
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones; Building will be taller;
Efficient transport modes will be developed; Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable;
Last mile: Maximum projection
Description: Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organizational and
commercially; Higher reliability; Lower costs; Full transparency; Autonom. vehicles provide last
mile serv. on road; Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal
structure; New transshipment technologies enable low cost terminals;
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key;
Game changers: Maximum projection
Description: Climate change effects are rising: Actions to reduce climate change are not
sufficient; Rising migrations tendencies from south to north: No successful actions to offer
people a future perspective in their region; Risk of terrorist acts are rising: Reacting and
safeguarding instead of acting and eliminating the reasons;

Scenario No. 5

consistency: 70

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
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Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Description: Transport policy goals and Shift2Rail goals are fully achieved; All transport modes
are treated equal, including external costs; Investment backlog in rail has been caught up;
Equal high standard throughout Europe EU succeeds in enforcing its transport policies on all
domestic levels and countries; All necessary budgets are made available;
The female century: Maximum projection
Description: Gradual decline in patriarchy; Work as a part of their self-fulfilment; Changing role
of families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life;
Competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men and among women;
More collaborative ways of working and building businesses because of participation of
women;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: connection hubs will be available between airports and railways; Sea ports will
have train connections; Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip; Unified security checks; Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe);
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones; Building will be taller;
Efficient transport modes will be developed; Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable;
Last mile: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key;
Game changers: Medium projection
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Description: In between max. and min.
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4.3.3

Scenario 2 – Roberto Sanchez

Table 6: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 2

No. of personas
personas

2
Roberto Sanchez
Passenger comforts / needs
Aging world
Intermodality
Last mile
Services for users and stakeholders
Cargo mobility
Infrastructure
Game changers

priority influencing factors

Table 7: table of high rated cross-impact-scenarios for persona 2

no. of scenarios
frequency of scenario
consistency
Passenger comforts / needs
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Aging world
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Intermodality
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Last mile
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Services for users and stakeholders
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Cargo mobility
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Infrastructure
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Game changers
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

7
9
46

3
5
74

8
5
48

1
4
78

5
3
52

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
0
1

1
0
0

0
0
1

1
0
0

0
0
1

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
1
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
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Text view of cross-impact-scenarios with highest frequency:
Scenario No. 7

frequency: 9

consistency: 46

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Aging world: Minimum projection
Intermodality: Medium projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Medium projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Game changers: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 3

frequency: 5

consistency: 74

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Aging world: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Medium projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Game changers: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 8

frequency: 5

consistency: 48

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Aging world: Minimum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Medium projection
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Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Game changers: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 1

frequency: 4

consistency: 78

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Aging world: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Game changers: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 5

frequency: 3

consistency: 52

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Aging world: Minimum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Game changers: Maximum projection
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Table 8: cross-impact-probability persona 2

influencing factor
Passenger comforts / needs

projection

A Priori

A Posteriori

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,67
0,33
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,39
0,33
0,28

0,29
0,02
0,69

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,80
0,13
0,07

0,54
0,44
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,58
0,33
0,09

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,86
0,07
0,07

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,38
0,54
0,08

0,38
0,60
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,56
0,28
0,16

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,53
0,40
0,07

0,94
0,04
0,02

Aging world

Intermodality

Last mile

Services for users and stakeholders

Cargo mobility

Infrastructure

Game changers

Figure 63: graph of consitency of scenarios for persona 2
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Text view of scenarios with highest consistency:
Scenario No. 1

consistency: 78

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Aging world: Maximum projection
Description: An ageing population in Europe: Persistent low fertility rate and the regular
extension of the life expectancy; A shrinking population in Europe; Almost no Immigration (EU
as a fortress): Increasing inward-looking view of the EU; A declining social capital: The gap
between older and younger generation will be widened;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: "Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks; Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe);
Last mile: Maximum projection
Description: Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organizational and
commercially; Higher reliability; Lower costs; Full transparency; Autonom. vehicles provide last
mile serv. on road; Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal
structure; New transshipment technologies enable low cost terminals;
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key;
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%; Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
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Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Game changers: Maximum projection
Description: Climate change effects are rising: Actions to reduce climate change are not
sufficient; Rising migrations tendencies from south to north: No successful actions to offer
people a future perspective in their region; Risk of terrorist acts are rising: Reacting and
safeguarding instead of acting and eliminating the reasons;

Scenario No. 2

consistency: 76

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Aging world: Maximum projection
Description: An ageing population in Europe: Persistent low fertility rate and the regular
extension of the life expectancy; A shrinking population in Europe; Almost no Immigration (EU
as a fortress): Increasing inward-looking view of the EU; A declining social capital: The gap
between older and younger generation will be widened;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: "Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks; Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe);
Last mile: Maximum projection
Description: Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organizational and
commercially; Higher reliability; Lower costs; Full transparency; Autonom. vehicles provide last
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mile serv. on road; Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal
structure; New transshipment technologies enable low cost terminals;
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key;
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%; Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Infrastructure: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Game changers: Maximum projection
Description: Climate change effects are rising: Actions to reduce climate change are not
sufficient; Rising migrations tendencies from south to north: No successful actions to offer
people a future perspective in their region; Risk of terrorist acts are rising: Reacting and
safeguarding instead of acting and eliminating the reasons;

Scenario No. 3

consistency: 74

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Aging world: Maximum projection
Description: An ageing population in Europe: Persistent low fertility rate and the regular
extension of the life expectancy; A shrinking population in Europe; Almost no Immigration (EU
as a fortress): Increasing inward-looking view of the EU; A declining social capital: The gap
between older and younger generation will be widened;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: "Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
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with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks; Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe);
Last mile: Maximum projection
Description: Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organizational and
commercially; Higher reliability; Lower costs; Full transparency; Autonom. vehicles provide last
mile serv. on road; Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal
structure; New transshipment technologies enable low cost terminals;
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key;
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%; Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Game changers: Maximum projection
Description: Climate change effects are rising: Actions to reduce climate change are not
sufficient; Rising migrations tendencies from south to north: No successful actions to offer
people a future perspective in their region; Risk of terrorist acts are rising: Reacting and
safeguarding instead of acting and eliminating the reasons;

Scenario No. 4

consistency: 74

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
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interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Aging world: Maximum projection
Description: An ageing population in Europe: Persistent low fertility rate and the regular
extension of the life expectancy; A shrinking population in Europe; Almost no Immigration (EU
as a fortress): Increasing inward-looking view of the EU; A declining social capital: The gap
between older and younger generation will be widened;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: "Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks; Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe);
Last mile: Maximum projection
Description: Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organizational and
commercially; Higher reliability; Lower costs; Full transparency; Autonom. vehicles provide last
mile serv. on road; Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal
structure; New transshipment technologies enable low cost terminals;
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key;
Cargo mobility: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Game changers: Maximum projection
Description: Climate change effects are rising: Actions to reduce climate change are not
sufficient; Rising migrations tendencies from south to north: No successful actions to offer
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people a future perspective in their region; Risk of terrorist acts are rising: Reacting and
safeguarding instead of acting and eliminating the reasons;

Scenario No. 5

consistency: 72

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Aging world: Maximum projection
Description: An ageing population in Europe: Persistent low fertility rate and the regular
extension of the life expectancy; A shrinking population in Europe; Almost no Immigration (EU
as a fortress): Increasing inward-looking view of the EU; A declining social capital: The gap
between older and younger generation will be widened;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: "Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks; Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe);
Last mile: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key;
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%; Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
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Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Game changers: Maximum projection
Description: Climate change effects are rising: Actions to reduce climate change are not
sufficient; Rising migrations tendencies from south to north: No successful actions to offer
people a future perspective in their region; Risk of terrorist acts are rising: Reacting and
safeguarding instead of acting and eliminating the reasons;
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4.3.4

Scenario 3 – Kevin Hinterlechner

Table 9: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 3

No. of personas
personas

3
Kevin Hinterlechner
Passenger comforts / needs
Changing worksforce / society
Smart everything
Intermodality
Urbanization
Last mile
services for users and stakeholders
Data transfer / security

priority influencing factors

Table 10: table of high rated coss-impact-scenarios for persona 3

no. of scenario
Frequency
Consistency
Passenger comforts / needs
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Changing worksforce / society
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Smart everything
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Intermodality
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Urbanization
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Last mile
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
services for users and stakeholders
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Data transfer / security
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

1
16
88

4
10
84

2
2
80

5
2
82

17
2
86

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0
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Text view of cross-impact-scenarios with highest frequency:
Scenario No. 1

frequency: 16

consistency: 88

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Changing worksforce / society: Maximum projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 4

frequency: 10

consistency: 84

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Changing worksforce / society: Maximum projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Last mile: Medium projection
services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 2

frequency: 2

consistency: 80

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Changing worksforce / society: Maximum projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
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services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 5

frequency: 2

consistency: 82

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Changing worksforce / society: Medium projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 17

frequency: 2

consistency: 86

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Changing worksforce / society: Maximum projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
services for users and stakeholders: Medium projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
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Table 11: cross-impact-probabilies persona 3

influencing factor
Passenger comforts / needs

projection

A Priori

A Posteriori

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,67
0,33
0,00

0,92
0,06
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,40
0,60
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,25
0,50
0,25

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,80
0,13
0,07

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,68
0,26
0,06

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,58
0,33
0,09

0,58
0,40
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,86
0,07
0,07

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,63
0,31
0,06

0,94
0,04
0,02

Changing worksforce / society

Smart everything

Intermodality

Urbanization

Last mile

services for users and stakeholders

Data transfer / security

Figure 64: graph of consistency of scenarios for persona 3
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Text view of scenarios with highest consistency
Scenario No. 1

consistency: 88

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Changing worksforce / society: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Description: a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge: ICTs and bio-medicine will
fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly enhance; human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities; Hyper-connected Human; People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life; Technology will support new
forms of learning; Buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork; Technological and societal innovations will change the world's economy significantly;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks; Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe);
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones. Building will be taller.
Efficient transport modes will be developed. Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable.
Last mile: Maximum projection
Description: Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organizational and
commercially; Higher reliability; Lower costs; Full transparency; Autonom. vehicles provide last
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mile serv. on road; Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal
structure; New transshipment technologies enable low cost terminals;
services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key;
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predicting conducts and
give tailored services.

Scenario No. 2

consistency: 86

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Changing worksforce / society: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Description: a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge: ICTs and bio-medicine will
fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly enhance; human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities; Hyper-connected Human; People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life; Technology will support new
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forms of learning; Buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork; Technological and societal innovations will change the world's economy significantly;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks; Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe);
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones. Building will be taller.
Efficient transport modes will be developed. Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable.
Last mile: Maximum projection
Description: Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organizational and
commercially; Higher reliability; Lower costs; Full transparency; Autonom. vehicles provide last
mile serv. on road; Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal
structure; New transshipment technologies enable low cost terminals;
services for users and stakeholders: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predicting conducts and
give tailored services.

Scenario No. 3

consistency: 86

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
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interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Changing worksforce / society: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Smart everything: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks; Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe);
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones. Building will be taller.
Efficient transport modes will be developed. Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable.
Last mile: Maximum projection
Description: Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organizational and
commercially; Higher reliability; Lower costs; Full transparency; Autonom. vehicles provide last
mile serv. on road; Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal
structure; New transshipment technologies enable low cost terminals;
services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key;
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
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reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predicting conducts and
give tailored services.

Scenario No. 4

consistency: 84

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Changing worksforce / society: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Smart everything: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks; Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe);
Urbanization: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Last mile: Maximum projection
Description: Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organizational and
commercially; Higher reliability; Lower costs; Full transparency; Autonom. vehicles provide last
mile serv. on road; Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal
structure; New transshipment technologies enable low cost terminals;
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services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key;
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predicting conducts and
give tailored services.

Scenario No. 5

consistency: 84

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Changing worksforce / society: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Description: a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge: ICTs and bio-medicine will
fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly enhance; human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities; Hyper-connected Human; People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life; Technology will support new
forms of learning; Buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork; Technological and societal innovations will change the world's economy significantly;
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Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks; Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe);
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones. Building will be taller.
Efficient transport modes will be developed. Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable.
Last mile: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key;
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predict conducts and
give tailored services.
Description
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4.3.5

Scenario 4 – Sofia Hernandez

Table 12: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 4
No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

4
Sofia Hernandez
Passenger comforts / needs
Environmental awareness
Changing workforce
The female century
Smart everything
Urbanization
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Data transfer / security

Table 13: table of high rated cross-impact-scenarios for persona 4

no. of scenario
1
Frequency
23
consistency
86
Passenger comforts / needs
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Environmental awareness
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Changing workforce
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
The female century
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Smart everything
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Urbanization
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Data transfer / security
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0

2
3
78

3
1
70

4
2
76

5
1
74

0
1
0

0
0
1

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
1

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0
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Text view of cross-impact-scenarios with highest frequency:
Scenario No. 1

frequency: 23

consistency: 86

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Changing workforce: Maximum projection
The female century: Maximum projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 2

frequency: 3

consistency: 78

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Changing workforce: Maximum projection
The female century: Maximum projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 4

frequency: 2

consistency: 76

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Environmental awareness: Medium projection
Changing workforce: Maximum projection
The female century: Maximum projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
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Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 6

frequency: 2

consistency: 76

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Changing workforce: Medium projection
The female century: Maximum projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 8

frequency: 2

consistency: 74

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Changing workforce: Maximum projection
The female century: Medium projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
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Table 14: cross-impact-probabilities persona 4

influencing factor
Passenger comforts / needs

projection

A Priori

A Posteriori

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,67
0,33
0,00

0,93
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,46
0,54
0,00

0,04
0,93
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,40
0,60
0,00

0,04
0,93
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection

0,57
0,43

0,96
0,04

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,25
0,50
0,25

0,04
0,93
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,68
0,26
0,06

0,93
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,34
0,53
0,13

0,04
0,93
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,63
0,31
0,06

0,93
0,04
0,02

Environmental awareness

Changing workforce

The female century

Smart everything

Urbanization

Service integration by extensive collaboration

Data transfer / security

Figure 65: graph of consistency of scenarios for persona 4
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Text view of scenarios with highest consistency
Scenario No. 1

consistency: 86

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Description: Society concerned about environment; No fossil fuel transport modes; 80% of
energy comes from renewable sources; High recycling rate and low waste production; Low
energy consumption; Charging points for electric vehicles in urban areas; Increase on
investments related with environmental improvement;
Changing workforce: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
The female century: Maximum projection
Description: Gradual decline in patriarchy; Work as a part of their self-fulfilment; Changing role
of families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life;
Competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men and among women;
More collaborative ways of working and building businesses because of participation of
women;
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Description: a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge: ICTs and bio-medicine will
fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly enhance; human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities; Hyper-connected Human; People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life; Technology will support new
forms of learning; Buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork; Technological and societal innovations will change the world's economy significantly;
Urbanization: Maximum projection
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Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones. Building will be taller.
Efficient transport modes will be developed. Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable.
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Description: Private (Big and small) companies will grow globally. Goods and services will be
sent globally. Transport companies will offer tailored multimodal services to the companies.
Users will provide continuous feedback of the services and goods. There will be a very high
productions, shipping and reception efficiency.
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predicting conducts and
give tailored services.

Scenario No. 2

consistency: 80

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Description: Society concerned about environment; No fossil fuel transport modes; 80% of
energy comes from renewable sources; High recycling rate and low waste production; Low
energy consumption; Charging points for electric vehicles in urban areas; Increase on
investments related with environmental improvement;
Changing workforce: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
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population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
The female century: Maximum projection
Description: Gradual decline in patriarchy; Work as a part of their self-fulfilment; Changing role
of families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life;
Competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men and among women;
More collaborative ways of working and building businesses because of participation of
women;
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Description: a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge: ICTs and bio-medicine will
fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly enhance; human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities; Hyper-connected Human; People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life; Technology will support new
forms of learning; Buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork; Technological and societal innovations will change the world's economy significantly;
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones. Building will be taller.
Efficient transport modes will be developed. Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable.
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Description: Private (Big and small) companies will grow globally. Goods and services will be
sent globally. Transport companies will offer tailored multimodal services to the companies.
Users will provide continuous feedback of the services and goods. There will be a very high
productions, shipping and reception efficiency.
Data transfer / security: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.

Scenario No. 3

consistency: 78

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
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Description: Society concerned about environment; No fossil fuel transport modes; 80% of
energy comes from renewable sources; High recycling rate and low waste production; Low
energy consumption; Charging points for electric vehicles in urban areas; Increase on
investments related with environmental improvement;
Changing workforce: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
The female century: Maximum projection
Description: Gradual decline in patriarchy; Work as a part of their self-fulfilment; Changing role
of families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life;
Competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men and among women;
More collaborative ways of working and building businesses because of participation of
women;
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Description: a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge: ICTs and bio-medicine will
fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly enhance; human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities; Hyper-connected Human; People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life; Technology will support new
forms of learning; Buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork; Technological and societal innovations will change the world's economy significantly;
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones. Building will be taller.
Efficient transport modes will be developed. Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable.
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Description: Private (Big and small) companies will grow globally. Goods and services will be
sent globally. Transport companies will offer tailored multimodal services to the companies.
Users will provide continuous feedback of the services and goods. There will be a very high
productions, shipping and reception efficiency.
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
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Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predicting conducts and
give tailored services.

Scenario No. 4

consistency: 78

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Description: Society concerned about environment; No fossil fuel transport modes; 80% of
energy comes from renewable sources; High recycling rate and low waste production; Low
energy consumption; Charging points for electric vehicles in urban areas; Increase on
investments related with environmental improvement;
Changing workforce: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
The female century: Maximum projection
Description: Gradual decline in patriarchy; Work as a part of their self-fulfilment; Changing role
of families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life;
Competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men and among women;
More collaborative ways of working and building businesses because of participation of
women;
Smart everything: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
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Urbanization: Maximum projection
Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones. Building will be taller.
Efficient transport modes will be developed. Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable.
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Description: Private (Big and small) companies will grow globally. Goods and services will be
sent globally. Transport companies will offer tailored multimodal services to the companies.
Users will provide continuous feedback of the services and goods. There will be a very high
productions, shipping and reception efficiency.
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predicting conducts and
give tailored services.

Scenario No. 5

consistency: 76

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Description: Society concerned about environment; No fossil fuel transport modes; 80% of
energy comes from renewable sources; High recycling rate and low waste production; Low
energy consumption; Charging points for electric vehicles in urban areas; Increase on
investments related with environmental improvement;
Changing workforce: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
The female century: Maximum projection
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Description: Gradual decline in patriarchy; Work as a part of their self-fulfilment; Changing role
of families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life;
Competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men and among women;
More collaborative ways of working and building businesses because of participation of
women;
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Description: a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge: ICTs and bio-medicine will
fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly enhance; human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities; Hyper-connected Human; People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life; Technology will support new
forms of learning; Buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork; Technological and societal innovations will change the world's economy significantly;
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones. Building will be taller.
Efficient transport modes will be developed. Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable.
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Description: Private (Big and small) companies will grow globally. Goods and services will be
sent globally. Transport companies will offer tailored multimodal services to the companies.
Users will provide continuous feedback of the services and goods. There will be a very high
productions, shipping and reception efficiency.
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predicting conducts and
give tailored services.
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4.3.6

Scenario 5 – Marco Rossi

Table 15: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 5

No. of personas
personas

5
Marco Rossi
Energy transformation
Changing workforce / society
Standardization of transport sector
Automation
Infrastructure
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Future technologies / modularization
Data transfer / security

priority influencing factors

Table 16: table of high rated cross-impact-scenarios for persona 5

No. of scenarios
Frequency
consistency
Energy transformation
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Changing workforce / society
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Standardization of transport sector
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Automation
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Infrastructure
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Future technologies / modularization
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Data transfer / security
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

1
24
102

2
2
92

4
2
90

6
2
98

8
2
100

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0
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Text view of cross-impact-scenarios with high frequency:
Scenario No. 1

Frequency: 24

Consistency: 102

Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Changing workforce / society: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 2

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 92

Energy transformation: Medium projection
Changing workforce / society: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 4

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 90

Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Changing workforce / society: Medium projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
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Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 6

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 98

Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Changing workforce / society: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Medium projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection

Scenario No. 8

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 100

Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Changing workforce / society: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Medium projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
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Table 17: cross-impact-probabilities persona 5

influencing factor
Energy transformation

projection

A Priori

A Posteriori

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,87
0,13
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,40
0,60
0,00

0,04
0,94
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,75
0,25
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,75
0,25
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,56
0,28
0,16

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,47
0,40
0,13

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,60
0,40
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,63
0,31
0,06

0,94
0,04
0,02

Changing workforce / society

Standardization of transport sector

Automation

Infrastructure

Rising traffic demand / productivity

Future technologies / modularization

Data transfer / security

Figure 66: graph of consistency of scenarios for persona 5
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Text view of scenarios with highest consistency
Scenario No.1

Consistency: 102

Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Description: Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon; 7 out of every 10 new cars are electric;
Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes; The entire existing building stock is retrofitted and
the CO2 intensity of the industrial sector is dropped; Increased renewable energy supply
investments and investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat
production; ambitious policy measures, including a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies,
rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for privates and extensive electricity market reforms;
Changing workforce / society: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
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Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predicting conducts and
give tailored services.

Scenario No.2

Consistency: 100

Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Description: Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon; 7 out of every 10 new cars are electric;
Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes; The entire existing building stock is retrofitted and
the CO2 intensity of the industrial sector is dropped; Increased renewable energy supply
investments and investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat
production; ambitious policy measures, including a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies,
rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for privates and extensive electricity market reforms;
Changing workforce / society: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Automation: Maximum projection
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Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predicting conducts and
give tailored services.

Scenario No.3

Consistency: 100

Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Description: Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon; 7 out of every 10 new cars are electric;
Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes; The entire existing building stock is retrofitted and
the CO2 intensity of the industrial sector is dropped; Increased renewable energy supply
investments and investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat
production; ambitious policy measures, including a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies,
rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for privates and extensive electricity market reforms;
Changing workforce / society: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
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expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
Future technologies / modularization: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predicting conducts and
give tailored services.

Scenario No.4

Consistency: 100
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Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Description: Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon; 7 out of every 10 new cars are electric;
Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes; The entire existing building stock is retrofitted and
the CO2 intensity of the industrial sector is dropped; Increased renewable energy supply
investments and investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat
production; ambitious policy measures, including a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies,
rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for privates and extensive electricity market reforms;
Changing workforce / society: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Automation: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;
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Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predicting conducts and
give tailored services.

Scenario No.5

Consistency: 98

Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Description: Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon; 7 out of every 10 new cars are electric;
Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes; The entire existing building stock is retrofitted and
the CO2 intensity of the industrial sector is dropped; Increased renewable energy supply
investments and investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat
production; ambitious policy measures, including a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies,
rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for privates and extensive electricity market reforms;
Changing workforce / society: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Infrastructure: Medium projection
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Description: In between max. and min.
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predicting conducts and
give tailored services.
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4.3.7

Scenario 6 – Lupo Rioja

Table 18: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 6

No. of personas
personas

6
Lupo Rioja
Post industrial service society
Supply chain integration
Liberalisation of transport sector
Standardization of transport sector
Cargo mobiliy
Infrastructure
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Future technologies / modularization

priority influencing factors

Table 19: table of high rated cross-impact-scenarios for persona 6

No. of scenarios
Frequency
consistency
Post industrial service society
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Supply chain integration
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Standardization of transport sector
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Cargo mobiliy
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Infrastructure
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Future technologies / modularization
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

1
24
100

2
2
92

4
2
96

6
2
98

8
2
96

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0
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Text view of cross-impact-scenarios with highest frequency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Frequency: 24

Consistency: 100

Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 2

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 92

Post industrial service society: Medium projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 4

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 96

Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Medium projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
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Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 6

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 98

Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Medium projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 8

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 96

Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Medium projection
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
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Table 20: cross-impact-probabilities persona 6

influencing factor
Post industrial service society

projection

A Priori

A Posteriori

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,50
0,50
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,36
0,50
0,14

0,04
0,94
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,38
0,54
0,08

0,04
0,94
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,75
0,25
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,38
0,54
0,08

0,04
0,94
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,56
0,28
0,16

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,47
0,40
0,13

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,60
0,40
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Supply chain integration

Liberalisation of transport sector

Standardization of transport sector

Cargo mobiliy

Infrastructure

Rising traffic demand / productivity

Future technologies / modularization

Figure 67: graph of consistency of scenarios for persona 6
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Text view of scenarios with highest consistency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Consistency: 100

Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: The 4. Railway package is fully implanted and enforced; Competition in all
segments of rail; Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved;
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
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Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;

Scenario Nr. 2

Consistency: 98

Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: The 4. Railway package is fully implanted and enforced; Competition in all
segments of rail; Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved;
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
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Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;

Scenario Nr. 3

Consistency: 98

Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: The 4. Railway package is fully implanted and enforced; Competition in all
segments of rail; Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved ;
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
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Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
Future technologies / modularization: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.

Scenario Nr. 4

Consistency: 98

Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
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Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;

Scenario Nr. 5

Consistency: 96

Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
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Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: The 4. Railway package is fully implanted and enforced; Competition in all
segments of rail; Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved;
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Cargo mobility: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;
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4.3.8

Scenario 7 – Kerstin Trenker

Table 21: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 7

No. of personas
personas

7
Kerstin Trenker
Smart everything
Supply chain integration
Liberalization of transport sector
Standardization of transport sector
Services for users and stakeholders
Cargo mobility
Infrastructure
Rising traffic demand / productivity

priority influencing factors

Table 22: table of high rated cross-impact-scenarios for persona 7

No. of scenarios
Frequency
Consistency
Smart everything
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Supply chain integration
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Liberalization of transport sector
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Standardization of transport sector
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Services for users and stakeholders
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Cargo mobility
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Infrastructure
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

1
24
102

2
2
100

4
2
100

6
2
102

8
2
98

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0
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Text view of cross-impact-scenarios with highest frequency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Frequency: 24

Consistency: 102

Smart everything: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 2

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 100

Smart everything: Medium projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Cargo mobilit : Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 4

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 100

Smart everything: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Medium projection
Liberalization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
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Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 6

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 102

Smart everything: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalization of transport sector: Medium projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 8

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 98

Smart everything: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Medium projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
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Table 23: cross-impact-probabilities persona 7

influencing factor
Smart everything

projection

A Priori

A Posteriori

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,25
0,50
0,25

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,36
0,50
0,14

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,38
0,54
0,08

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,75
0,25
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,86
0,07
0,07

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,38
0,54
0,08

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,56
0,28
0,16

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,47
0,40
0,13

0,94
0,04
0,02

Supply chain integration

Liberalization of transport sector

Standardization of transport sector

Services for users and stakeholders

Cargo mobility

Infrastructure

Rising traffic demand / productivity

Figure 68: graph of consistency of scenarios for persona 7
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Text view of scenarios with highest consistency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Consistency: 102

Smart everything: Maximum projection
Description: a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge: ICTs and bio-medicine will
fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly enhance; human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities; Hyper-connected Human; People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life; Technology will support new
forms of learning; Buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork Technological and societal innovations will change the world's economy significantly
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Liberalization of transport sector: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key ;
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
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Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.

Scenario Nr. 2

Consistency: 102

Smart everything: Maximum projection
Description: a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge: ICTs and bio-medicine will
fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly enhance; human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities; Hyper-connected Human; People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life; Technology will support new
forms of learning; Buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork Technological and societal innovations will change the world's economy significantly
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Liberalization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: The 4. Railway package is fully implanted and enforced; Competition in all
segments of rail; Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved;
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
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and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key ;
Cargo mobility: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.

Scenario Nr. 3

Consistency: 102

Smart everything: Maximum projection
Description: a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge: ICTs and bio-medicine will
fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly enhance; human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities; Hyper-connected Human; People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life; Technology will support new
forms of learning; Buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork Technological and societal innovations will change the world's economy significantly
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Liberalization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: The 4. Railway package is fully implanted and enforced; Competition in all
segments of rail; Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved;
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
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based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key ;
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Infrastructure: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.

Scenario Nr. 4

Consistency: 102

Smart everything: Maximum projection
Description: a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge: ICTs and bio-medicine will
fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly enhance; human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities; Hyper-connected Human; People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life; Technology will support new
forms of learning; Buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork Technological and societal innovations will change the world's economy significantly
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
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Liberalization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: The 4. Railway package is fully implanted and enforced; Competition in all
segments of rail; Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved;
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key ;
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.

Scenario Nr. 5

Consistency: 100

Smart everything: Maximum projection
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Description: a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge: ICTs and bio-medicine will
fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly enhance; human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities; Hyper-connected Human; People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life; Technology will support new
forms of learning; Buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork Technological and societal innovations will change the world's economy significantly
Supply chain integration: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Liberalization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: The 4. Railway package is fully implanted and enforced; Competition in all
segments of rail; Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved;
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key ;
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
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Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
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4.3.9

Scenario 8 – Conchita Garcia

Table 24: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 8
No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

8
Conchita Garcia
Passenger comfort / needs
Aging world
The female century
Post industrial service society
Services for users and stakeholders
Automation
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Infrastructure

Table 25: table of high rated cross-impact-scenarios for persona 8

No. of scenarios
1
Frequency
20
consistency
86
Passenger comfort / needs
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Aging world
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
The female century
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Post industrial service society
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Services for users and stakeholders
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Automation
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Infrastructure
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0

6
5
78

7
2
82

16
2
84

18
2
84

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0
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Text view of cross-impact-scenarios with highest frequency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Frequency: 20

Consistency: 86

Passenger comfort / needs: Maximum projection
Aging world: Maximum projection
The female century: Maximum projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 6

Frequency: 5

Consistency: 78

Passenger comfort / needs: Maximum projection
Aging world: Maximum projection
The female century: Medium projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 7

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 82

Passenger comfort / needs: Maximum projection
Aging world: Medium projection
The female century: Maximum projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
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Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 16

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 84

Passenger comfort / needs: Maximum projection
Aging world: Maximum projection
The female century: Maximum projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Automation: Medium projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 18

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 84

Passenger comfort / needs: Maximum projection
Aging world: Maximum projection
The female century: Maximum projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Medium projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
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Table 26: cross-impact-probabilities persona 8

influencig factor
Passenger comfort / needs

projection

A Priori

A Posteriori

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,67
0,33
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,39
0,33
0,28

0,90
0,04
0,06

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,57
0,43
0,00

0,71
0,27
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,50
0,50
0,00

0,92
0,06
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,86
0,07
0,07

0,92
0,04
0,04

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,75
0,25
0,00

0,92
0,06
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,33
0,53
0,14

0,90
0,06
0,04

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,56
0,28
0,16

0,92
0,04
0,04

Aging world

The female century

Post industrial service society

Services for users and stakeholders

Automation

Service integration by extensive collaboration

Infrastructure

Figure 69: graph of consistency of scenarios for persona 8
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Text view of scenarios with highest consistency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Consistency: 86

Passenger comfort / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Aging world: Maximum projection
Description: An ageing population in Europe: Persistent low fertility rate and the regular
extension of the life expectancy A shrinking population in Europe Almost no Immigration (EU
as a fortress): Increasing inward-looking view of the EU A declining social capital: The gap
between older and younger generation will be widened
The female century: Maximum projection
Description: Gradual decline in patriarchy; Work as a part of their self-fulfilment; Changing role
of families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life;
Competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men and among women;
More collaborative ways of working and building businesses because of participation of
women;
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Services for users and stakeholders: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
Increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
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Description: Private (Big and small) companies will grow globally. Goods and services will be
sent globally. Transport companies will offer tailored multimodal services to the companies.
Users will provide continuous feedback of the services and goods. There will be a very high
productions, shipping and reception efficiency.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;

Scenario Nr. 2

Consistency: 86

Passenger comfort / needs: Minimum projection
Description: Individual transport is seen as a possibility to show the personal status; Comfort
all needs of independency; No sufficient investments in infrastructure especially in the
infrastructure of last mile transportation; Public transport will be not able to fulfil all special
needs of different customers` segments in a way people demand this flexibility; People do not
see a better fulfilment of "green transport" by going with public mass transportation than using
electrified individual transport modes;
Aging world: Minimum projection
Description: Preserving the standard of living: Need to 'import' a substantial number of citizens
from other regions Active ageing: e.g. Life-long education, flexible retirement schemes, Selfownership of health An open and attractive European society: People in different contexts are
beginning to be more active in communities Immigration as a factor of lowering the aging of
the population in EU
The female century: Minimum projection
Description: Barriers woman have to face are still high; Digitalization even has more effect on
womens` jobs; Male leaders still do not see the need of enforce women; Public initiatives are
not changing the role model of women and their actions are poorly coordinated;
Post industrial service society: Minimum projection
Description: Similar to the current situation. Part of the processes will be mechanized. Los
skilled jobs will be done by immigrants from poorer countries. Industrial areas will be located
around the cities where the land is cheap. Services will be concentrated in the central area of
the cities.
Services for users and stakeholders: Minimum projection
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Description: Services stay at the present level; Fears regarding data security and
dependencies on digital services; People try to separate their live from the online world; More
offline services; Demand of employees for analogue service sector;
Automation: Minimum projection
Description: Poor implementation, no improvement in the rail sector; Increase of technology
gap to other transport modes; Cost for remaining technology go up; difficulties of integrating
rail into supply chains;
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Minimum projection
Description: Multinational companies will force out most of the smaller companies involved in
global trade. Monopolies will impose the modes of transport to be used. Feedback will only be
applied if it benefits the companies.
Infrastructure: Minimum projection
Description: no major enhancements; due to no enhancements, cost go up, closure of rural
lines, operative parameters will stay as they are, no capacity enhancements, no capital
enhancement; transport volume increase not in the rail sector, growth for road transport;

Scenario Nr. 3

Consistency: 86

Passenger comfort / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Aging world: Maximum projection
Description: An ageing population in Europe: Persistent low fertility rate and the regular
extension of the life expectancy A shrinking population in Europe Almost no Immigration (EU
as a fortress): Increasing inward-looking view of the EU A declining social capital: The gap
between older and younger generation will be widened
The female century: Maximum projection
Description: Gradual decline in patriarchy; Work as a part of their self-fulfilment; Changing role
of families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life;
Competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men and among women;
More collaborative ways of working and building businesses because of participation of
women;
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Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key ;
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
Increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Description: Private (Big and small) companies will grow globally. Goods and services will be
sent globally. Transport companies will offer tailored multimodal services to the companies.
Users will provide continuous feedback of the services and goods. There will be a very high
productions, shipping and reception efficiency.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;

Scenario Nr. 4

Consistency: 84

Passenger comfort / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Aging world: Maximum projection
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Description: An ageing population in Europe: Persistent low fertility rate and the regular
extension of the life expectancy A shrinking population in Europe Almost no Immigration (EU
as a fortress): Increasing inward-looking view of the EU A declining social capital: The gap
between older and younger generation will be widened
The female century: Maximum projection
Description: Gradual decline in patriarchy; Work as a part of their self-fulfilment; Changing role
of families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life;
Competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men and among women;
More collaborative ways of working and building businesses because of participation of
women;
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key ;
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
Increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;

Scenario Nr. 5

Consistency: 84
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Passenger comfort / needs: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Aging world: Minimum projection
Description: Preserving the standard of living: Need to 'import' a substantial number of citizens
from other regions Active ageing: e.g. Life-long education, flexible retirement schemes, Selfownership of health An open and attractive European society: People in different contexts are
beginning to be more active in communities Immigration as a factor of lowering the aging of
the population in EU
The female century: Minimum projection
Description: Barriers woman have to face are still high; Digitalization even has more effect on
womens` jobs; Male leaders still do not see the need of enforce women; Public initiatives are
not changing the role model of women and their actions are poorly coordinated;
Post industrial service society: Minimum projection
Description: Similar to the current situation. Part of the processes will be mechanized. Los
skilled jobs will be done by immigrants from poorer countries. Industrial areas will be located
around the cities where the land is cheap. Services will be concentrated in the central area of
the cities.
Services for users and stakeholders: Minimum projection
Description: Services stay at the present level; Fears regarding data security and
dependencies on digital services; People try to separate their live from the online world; More
offline services; Demand of employees for analogue service sector;
Automation: Minimum projection
Description: Poor implementation, no improvement in the rail sector; Increase of technology
gap to other transport modes; Cost for remaining technology go up; difficulties of integrating
rail into supply chains;
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Minimum projection
Description: Multinational companies will force out most of the smaller companies involved in
global trade. Monopolies will impose the modes of transport to be used. Feedback will only be
applied if it benefits the companies.
Infrastructure: Minimum projection
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Description: no major enhancements; due to no enhancements, cost go up, closure of rural
lines, operative parameters will stay as they are, no capacity enhancements, no capital
enhancement; transport volume increase not in the rail sector, growth for road transport;
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4.3.10 Scenario 9 – Jean Claude Laforest (CEO)
Table 27: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 9

No. of personas
personas

9
Jean Claude Laforest (CEO)
Development of EU / government
Energy transformation
changing worksforce
Supply chain integration
Standardization of transport sector
Automation
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Future technologies / modularization

priority influencing factors

Table 28: table of high rated cross-impact-scenarios for persona 9

No. of scenarios
Frequency
Consistency
Development of EU / government
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Energy transformation
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Changing worksforce
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Supply chain integration
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Standardization of transport sector
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Automation
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Future technologies / modularization
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

1
24
94

2
2
88

4
2
88

6
2
88

8
2
90

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0
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Text view of cross-impact-scenarios with highest frequency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Frequency: 24

Consistency: 94

Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Changing worksforce: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 2

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 88

Development of EU / government: Medium projection
Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Changing worksforce: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 4

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 88

Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Energy transformation: Medium projection
Changing worksforce: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
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Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 6

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 88

Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Changing worksforce: Medium projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 8

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 90

Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Changing worksforce: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Medium projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
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Table 29: cross-impact-probabilities persona 9

influencing factor
Development of EU / government

projection

A Priori

A Posteriori

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,31
0,38
0,31

0,92
0,04
0,04

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,87
0,13
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,40
0,60
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,36
0,50
0,14

0,92
0,04
0,04

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,75
0,25
0,00

0,92
0,06
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,75
0,25
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,47
0,40
0,13

0,92
0,04
0,04

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,60
0,40
0,00

0,92
0,06
0,02

Energy transformation

Changing worksforce

Supply chain integration

Standardization of transport sector

Automation

Rising traffic demand / productivity

Future technologies / modularization

Figure 70: graph of consistency of scenarios for persona 9
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Text view of scenarios with highest consistency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Consistency: 94

Development of EU / government: Minimum projection
Description: international EU transport policies stay at current stage; environmental policies go
back to old stages, no external costs included, negative for rail sector; role of international and
national master plans becomes less important; no co-operations between the different
transport modes for a reasonable cooperation; railway transport is being put at a disadvantage
compared to other transport modes; public support for rail will decrease in western Europe and
will not develop in central and eastern Europe; " the needed budgets are not made available
Energy transformation: Minimum projection
Description: Termination of climate pact, CO2 certificates are not existing any more; High
investments in carbon energy production; Users do not accept electrified cars; No Investments
are made in the retrofit of infrastructure in public and private sector;
Changing worksforce: Minimum projection
Description: Demand of low qualified personal is still high; Due to nationalistic tendencies;
Manufacturing remains the most important factor for the EU economy; Service-oriented jobs
will be at a minimum; Women are not forcing into employment that strong but remain at home;
Supply chain integration: Minimum projection
Description: Rail does not manage to get integrated into supply chains; No creation of
seamless interfaces is not achieved; Rail does not achieve to be present with the supply chain
managers; If rail is within the supply chain, no receiving of a fair share of revenue;
Standardization of transport sector: Minimum projection
Description: no further development of TSI achieved only national developments negative
effects on intermodal transport raise of costs for rail over-proportional in international transport
problems for the supply industry due to larger number of product variants increase in
development costs increase in production costs "lowers level of innovation
Automation: Minimum projection
Description: Poor implementation, no improvement in the rail sector; Increase of technology
gap to other transport modes; Cost for remaining technology go up; difficulties of integrating
rail into supply chains;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Minimum projection
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Description: Road transport will absorb the increasing demand for goods and passengers.
Driveless convoys will work as road base trains. With high speeds and bigger flexibility.
Driveless car will be used for all type of trips, from urban to long distance. Railway will be only
used in urban areas.
Future technologies / modularization: Minimum projection
Description: new and future technologies are not implemented in the rail sector; leads to higher
costs; no integration into transport modes and supply chains; rail is looked upon as yesterdays
choice of transport; no integration into supply and transport chains; environmental advantages
to other modes of transport are diminished;

Scenario Nr. 2

Consistency: 94

Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Description: Transport policy goals and Shift2Rail goals are fully achieved; All transport modes
are treated equal, including external costs; Investment backlog in rail has been caught up;
Equal high standard throughout Europe; EU succeeds in enforcing its transport policies on all
domestic levels and countries; All necessary budgets are made available;
Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Description: Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon; 7 out of every 10 new cars are electric;
Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes; The entire existing building stock is retrofitted and
the CO2 intensity of the industrial sector is dropped; Increased renewable energy supply
investments and investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat
production; ambitious policy measures, including a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies,
rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for privates and extensive electricity market reforms;
Changing worksforce: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
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Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;

Scenario Nr. 3

Consistency: 92

Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Description: Transport policy goals and Shift2Rail goals are fully achieved; All transport modes
are treated equal, including external costs; Investment backlog in rail has been caught up;
Equal high standard throughout Europe; EU succeeds in enforcing its transport policies on all
domestic levels and countries; All necessary budgets are made available;
Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Description: Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon; 7 out of every 10 new cars are electric;
Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes; The entire existing building stock is retrofitted and
the CO2 intensity of the industrial sector is dropped; Increased renewable energy supply
investments and investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat
production; ambitious policy measures, including a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies,
rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for privates and extensive electricity market reforms;
Changing worksforce: Maximum projection
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Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Standardization of transport sector: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;

Scenario Nr. 4

Consistency: 90

Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Description: Transport policy goals and Shift2Rail goals are fully achieved; All transport modes
are treated equal, including external costs; Investment backlog in rail has been caught up;
Equal high standard throughout Europe; EU succeeds in enforcing its transport policies on all
domestic levels and countries; All necessary budgets are made available;
Energy transformation: Maximum projection
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Description: Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon; 7 out of every 10 new cars are electric;
Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes; The entire existing building stock is retrofitted and
the CO2 intensity of the industrial sector is dropped; Increased renewable energy supply
investments and investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat
production; ambitious policy measures, including a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies,
rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for privates and extensive electricity market reforms;
Changing worksforce: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;

Scenario Nr. 5

Consistency: 90
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Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Description: Transport policy goals and Shift2Rail goals are fully achieved; All transport modes
are treated equal, including external costs; Investment backlog in rail has been caught up;
Equal high standard throughout Europe; EU succeeds in enforcing its transport policies on all
domestic levels and countries; All necessary budgets are made available;
Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Description: Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon; 7 out of every 10 new cars are electric;
Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes; The entire existing building stock is retrofitted and
the CO2 intensity of the industrial sector is dropped; Increased renewable energy supply
investments and investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat
production; ambitious policy measures, including a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies,
rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for privates and extensive electricity market reforms;
Changing worksforce: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
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40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
Future technologies / modularization: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
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4.3.11 Scenario 10 – Jean Claude Laforest (Business trip passenger)
Table 30: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 10
No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

10
Jean Claude Laforest (business trip pass.)
passenger comfort / needs
Smart everything
Intermodality
Last mile
Services for users and stakeholders
Automation
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Data transfer / security

Table 31: table of high rated cross-impact-scenarios for persona 10

No. of scenarios
1
Frequency
18
Consistency
66
passenger comfort / needs
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Smart everything
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Intermodality
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Last mile
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Services for users and stakeholders
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Automation
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Data transfer / security
Maximum projection
0
Medium projection
1
Minimum projection
0

6
7
68

4
2
68

2
2
64

10
2
66

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
1
0

0
0
1
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Text view of cross-impact-scenarios with highest frequency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Frequency: 18

Consistency: 66

passenger comfort / needs: Maximum projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Medium projection

Scenario Nr. 6

Frequency: 7

Consistency: 68

passenger comfort / needs: Maximum projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Minimum projection

Scenario Nr. 2

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 64

passenger comfort / needs: Medium projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
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Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Medium projection

Scenario Nr. 4

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 68

passenger comfort / needs: Maximum projection
Smart everything: Medium projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Minimum projection

Scenario Nr. 10

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 66

passenger comfort / needs: Maximum projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Last mile: Medium projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Minimum projection
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Table 32: cross-impact-probabilities persona 10

influencing factor
passenger comfort / needs

projection

A Priori

A Posteriori

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,67
0,33
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,25
0,50
0,25

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,80
0,13
0,07

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,58
0,33
0,09

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,86
0,07
0,07

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,75
0,25
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,33
0,53
0,14

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,63
0,31
0,06

0,08
0,63
0,29

Smart everything

Intermodality

Last mile

Services for users and stakeholders

Automation

Service integration by extensive collaboration

Data transfer / security

Figure 71: graph of consistency of scenarios for persona 10
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Text view of scenarios with highest consistency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Consistency: 72

passenger comfort / needs: Minimum projection
Description: Individual transport is seen as a possibility to show the personal status; Comfort
all needs of independency; No sufficient investments in infrastructure especially in the
infrastructure of last mile transportation; Public transport will be not able to fulfil all special
needs of different customers` segments in a way people demand this flexibility; People do not
see a better fulfilment of "green transport" by going with public mass transportation than using
electrified individual transport modes;
Smart everything: Minimum projection
Description: Re-dimensioned at present level after an intense increase of smart services and
digitalization up to artificial intelligence; Reconsideration that digitalization not only offers
opportunities but also a lot of risks; Strict separation in accepted and harmless digitalization
and a digitalization that is seen as a risk; Digitalization is not accepted as a possibility to greatly
enhance human intellectual, physical, and psychological capacities; Smart everything will have
a high impact in raising productivity in industry or helping to raise interconnectivity;
Intermodality: Minimum projection
Description: Each port, airport or train network will be independent one for each other.
Passenger transport will not be connected, needing different tickets for each part of the same
trip.
Last mile: Minimum projection
Description: integration of the last mile into the rail transport not effective operations wise, not
at an organizational level nor commercially, leads to increase in costs and lower reliability and
thus reducing competitiveness; last mile for passengers not integrated on an operational level,
no connections, more expensive; not on an organizational level, no seamless chain of
information; complicated change of modes and or operators;
Services for users and stakeholders: Minimum projection
Description: Services stay at the present level; Fears regarding data security and
dependencies on digital services; People try to separate their live from the online world; More
offline services; Demand of employees for analogue service sector;
Automation: Minimum projection
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Description: Poor implementation, no improvement in the rail sector; Increase of technology
gap to other transport modes; Cost for remaining technology go up; difficulties of integrating
rail into supply chains;
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Minimum projection
Description: Multinational companies will force out most of the smaller companies involved in
global trade. Monopolies will impose the modes of transport to be used. Feedback will only be
applied if it benefits the companies.
Data transfer / security: Minimum projection
Description: Privacy will become obsolete. Large part of personal information will be available
online. Large amounts of data will be created. Big data analysis systems will not develop as
fast as data grows.

Scenario Nr. 2

Consistency: 68

passenger comfort / needs: Minimum projection
Description: Individual transport is seen as a possibility to show the personal status; Comfort
all needs of independency; No sufficient investments in infrastructure especially in the
infrastructure of last mile transportation; Public transport will be not able to fulfil all special
needs of different customers` segments in a way people demand this flexibility; People do not
see a better fulfilment of "green transport" by going with public mass transportation than using
electrified individual transport modes;
Smart everything: Minimum projection
Description: Re-dimensioned at present level after an intense increase of smart services and
digitalization up to artificial intelligence; Reconsideration that digitalization not only offers
opportunities but also a lot of risks; Strict separation in accepted and harmless digitalization
and a digitalization that is seen as a risk; Digitalization is not accepted as a possibility to greatly
enhance human intellectual, physical, and psychological capacities; Smart everything will have
a high impact in raising productivity in industry or helping to raise interconnectivity;
Intermodality: Minimum projection
Description: Each port, airport or train network will be independent one for each other.
Passenger transport will not be connected, needing different tickets for each part of the same
trip.
Last mile: Minimum projection
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Description: integration of the last mile into the rail transport not effective operations wise, not
at an organizational level nor commercially, leads to increase in costs and lower reliability and
thus reducing competitiveness; last mile for passengers not integrated on an operational level,
no connections, more expensive; not on an organizational level, no seamless chain of
information; complicated change of modes and or operators;
Services for users and stakeholders: Minimum projection
Description: Services stay at the present level; Fears regarding data security and
dependencies on digital services; People try to separate their live from the online world; More
offline services; Demand of employees for analogue service sector;
Automation: Minimum projection
Description: Poor implementation, no improvement in the rail sector; Increase of technology
gap to other transport modes; Cost for remaining technology go up; difficulties of integrating
rail into supply chains;
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Minimum projection
Description: Multinational companies will force out most of the smaller companies involved in
global trade. Monopolies will impose the modes of transport to be used. Feedback will only be
applied if it benefits the companies.
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predicting conducts and
give tailored services.

Scenario Nr. 3

Consistency: 68

passenger comfort / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Smart everything: Maximum projection
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Description: a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge: ICTs and bio-medicine will
fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly enhance; human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities; Hyper-connected Human; People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life; Technology will support new
forms of learning; Buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork; Technological and societal innovations will change the world's economy significantly;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: "Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe)
Last mile: Maximum projection
Description: Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organizational and
commercially; Higher reliability; Lower costs; Full transparency; Autonom. vehicles provide last
mile serv. on road; Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal
structure; New transshipment technologies enable low cost terminals;
Services for users and stakeholders: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Description: Private (Big and small) companies will grow globally. Goods and services will be
sent globally. Transport companies will offer tailored multimodal services to the companies.
Users will provide continuous feedback of the services and goods. There will be a very high
productions, shipping and reception efficiency.
Data transfer / security: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.

Scenario Nr. 4

Consistency: 68
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passenger comfort / needs: Minimum projection
Description: Individual transport is seen as a possibility to show the personal status; Comfort
all needs of independency; No sufficient investments in infrastructure especially in the
infrastructure of last mile transportation; Public transport will be not able to fulfil all special
needs of different customers` segments in a way people demand this flexibility; People do not
see a better fulfilment of "green transport" by going with public mass transportation than using
electrified individual transport modes;
Smart everything: Minimum projection
Description: Re-dimensioned at present level after an intense increase of smart services and
digitalization up to artificial intelligence; Reconsideration that digitalization not only offers
opportunities but also a lot of risks; Strict separation in accepted and harmless digitalization
and a digitalization that is seen as a risk; Digitalization is not accepted as a possibility to greatly
enhance human intellectual, physical, and psychological capacities; Smart everything will have
a high impact in raising productivity in industry or helping to raise interconnectivity;
Intermodality: Minimum projection
Description: Each port, airport or train network will be independent one for each other.
Passenger transport will not be connected, needing different tickets for each part of the same
trip.
Last mile: Minimum projection
Description: integration of the last mile into the rail transport not effective operations wise, not
at an organizational level nor commercially, leads to increase in costs and lower reliability and
thus reducing competitiveness; last mile for passengers not integrated on an operational level,
no connections, more expensive; not on an organizational level, no seamless chain of
information; complicated change of modes and or operators;
Services for users and stakeholders: Minimum projection
Description: Services stay at the present level; Fears regarding data security and
dependencies on digital services; People try to separate their live from the online world; More
offline services; Demand of employees for analogue service sector;
Automation: Minimum projection
Description: Poor implementation, no improvement in the rail sector; Increase of technology
gap to other transport modes; Cost for remaining technology go up; difficulties of integrating
rail into supply chains;
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Minimum projection
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Description: Multinational companies will force out most of the smaller companies involved in
global trade. Monopolies will impose the modes of transport to be used. Feedback will only be
applied if it benefits the companies.
Data transfer / security: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.

Scenario Nr. 5

Consistency: 68

passenger comfort / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Description: a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge: ICTs and bio-medicine will
fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly enhance; human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities; Hyper-connected Human; People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life; Technology will support new
forms of learning; Buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork; Technological and societal innovations will change the world's economy significantly;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: "Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe)
Last mile: Maximum projection
Description: Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organizational and
commercially; Higher reliability; Lower costs; Full transparency; Autonom. vehicles provide last
mile serv. on road; Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal
structure; New transshipment technologies enable low cost terminals;
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
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and inter-modal transport solutions Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Description: Private (Big and small) companies will grow globally. Goods and services will be
sent globally. Transport companies will offer tailored multimodal services to the companies.
Users will provide continuous feedback of the services and goods. There will be a very high
productions, shipping and reception efficiency.
Data transfer / security: Minimum projection
Description: Privacy will become obsolete. Large part of personal information will be available
online. Large amounts of data will be created. Big data analysis systems will not develop as
fast as data grows.
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4.3.12 Scenario 11 - Giuseppe Bianco (customer service)
Table 33: assigend mega influencing factors to persona 11

No. of personas
personas

11
Giuseppe Bianco (customer service)
Passenger comforts / needs
Environmental awareness
Aging world
Liberalisation of transport sector
Services for users and stakeholders
Automation
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Future technologies / modularization

priority influencing factors

Table 34: table of high rated cross-impact-scenarios for persona 11

No. of scenarios
Frequency
Consistency
Passenger comforts / needs
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Environmental awareness
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Aging world
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Services for users and stakeholders
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Automation
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Future technologies / modularization
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

10
10
84

4
7
82

1
5
78

2
2
78

5
2
74

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0
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Text view of cross-impact-scenarios with highest frequency:
Scenario Nr. 10

Frequency: 10

Consistency: 84

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Aging world: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 4

Frequency: 7

Consistency: 82

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Aging world: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 1

Frequency: 5

Consistency: 78

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Environmental awareness: Medium projection
Aging world: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
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Rising traffic demand / productivity: Medium projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 2

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 78

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Aging world: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Medium projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 5

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 74

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Environmental awareness: Medium projection
Aging world: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
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Table 35: cross-impact-probabilities persona 11

influencing factor
Passenger comforts / needs

projection

A Priori

A Posteriori

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,67
0,33
0,00

0,63
0,35
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,46
0,54
0,00

0,67
0,31
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,39
0,33
0,28

0,90
0,08
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,38
0,54
0,08

0,90
0,08
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,86
0,07
0,07

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,75
0,25
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,47
0,40
0,13

0,71
0,27
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,60
0,40
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Environmental awareness

Aging world

Liberalisation of transport sector

Services for users and stakeholders

Automation

Rising traffic demand / productivity

Future technologies / modularization

Figure 72: graph of consistency of scenarios for persona 11
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Text view of scenarios with highest consistency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Consistency: 84

Passenger comforts / needs: Minimum projection
Description: Individual transport is seen as a possibility to show the personal status; Comfort
all needs of independency; No sufficient investments in infrastructure especially in the
infrastructure of last mile transportation; Public transport will be not able to fulfil all special
needs of different customers` segments in a way people demand this flexibility; People do not
see a better fulfilment of "green transport" by going with public mass transportation than using
electrified individual transport modes;
Environmental awareness: Minimum projection
Description: Energy demand will increase a 80%; The main energy sources will be gas and
coal; Urban air pollution will be the main worldwide cause of death; Global biodiversity will
decrease a 10%; Global water demand will increase a 55%. A 40% of the world's population
will live with severe water shortages;
Aging world: Minimum projection
Description: Preserving the standard of living: Need to 'import' a substantial number of citizens
from other regions; Active ageing: e.g. Life-long education, flexible retirement schemes, Selfownership of health; An open and attractive European society: People in different contexts are
beginning to be more active in communities; Immigration as a factor of lowering the aging of
the population in EU;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Minimum projection
Description: liberalization remains at status of the 4. Railway package; only a formal
implementation, EU can not enforce the implementation within the countries; level of
liberalization is de facto being reduced; monopoly like structures are growing; liberalization
stays at current status for other modes of transport; level of innovation increases for the
transport modes, except for rail;
Services for users and stakeholders: Minimum projection
Description: Services stay at the present level; Fears regarding data security and
dependencies on digital services; People try to separate their live from the online world; More
offline services; Demand of employees for analogue service sector;
Automation: Minimum projection
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Description: Poor implementation, no improvement in the rail sector; Increase of technology
gap to other transport modes; Cost for remaining technology go up; difficulties of integrating
rail into supply chains;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Minimum projection
Description: Road transport will absorb the increasing demand for goods and passengers.
Driveless convoys will work as road base trains. With high speeds and bigger flexibility.
Driveless car will be used for all type of trips, from urban to long distance. Railway will be only
used in urban areas.
Future technologies / modularization: Minimum projection
Description: new and future technologies are not implemented in the rail sector; leads to higher
costs; no integration into transport modes and supply chains; rail is looked upon as yesterdays
choice of transport; no integration into supply and transport chains; environmental advantages
to other modes of transport are diminished;

Scenario Nr. 2

Consistency: 84

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Description: Society concerned about environment; No fossil fuel transport modes; 80% of
energy comes from renewable sources; High recycling rate and low waste production; Low
energy consumption; Charging points for electric vehicles in urban areas; Increase on
investments related with environmental improvement;
Aging world: Maximum projection
Description: An ageing population in Europe: Persistent low fertility rate and the regular
extension of the life expectancy; A shrinking population in Europe; Almost no Immigration (EU
as a fortress): Increasing inward-looking view of the EU; A declining social capital: ; The gap
between older and younger generation will be widened;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
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Description: The 4. Railway package is fully implanted and enforced; Competition in all
segments of rail; Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved;
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key;
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;

Scenario Nr. 3

Consistency: 82

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Description: Society concerned about environment; No fossil fuel transport modes; 80% of
energy comes from renewable sources; High recycling rate and low waste production; Low
energy consumption; Charging points for electric vehicles in urban areas; Increase on
investments related with environmental improvement;
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Aging world: Maximum projection
Description: An ageing population in Europe: Persistent low fertility rate and the regular
extension of the life expectancy; A shrinking population in Europe; Almost no Immigration (EU
as a fortress): Increasing inward-looking view of the EU; A declining social capital: ; The gap
between older and younger generation will be widened;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: The 4. Railway package is fully implanted and enforced; Competition in all
segments of rail; Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved;
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key ;
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
Future technologies / modularization: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.

Scenario Nr. 4

Consistency: 82

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Environmental awareness: Minimum projection
Description: Energy demand will increase a 80%; The main energy sources will be gas and
coal; Urban air pollution will be the main worldwide cause of death; Global biodiversity will
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decrease a 10%; Global water demand will increase a 55%. A 40% of the world's population
will live with severe water shortages;
Aging world: Minimum projection
Description: Preserving the standard of living: Need to 'import' a substantial number of citizens
from other regions; Active ageing: e.g. Life-long education, flexible retirement schemes, Selfownership of health; An open and attractive European society: People in different contexts are
beginning to be more active in communities; Immigration as a factor of lowering the aging of
the population in EU;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Minimum projection
Description: liberalization remains at status of the 4. Railway package; only a formal
implementation, EU can not enforce the implementation within the countries; level of
liberalization is de facto being reduced; monopoly like structures are growing; liberalization
stays at current status for other modes of transport; level of innovation increases for the
transport modes, except for rail;
Services for users and stakeholders: Minimum projection
Description: Services stay at the present level; Fears regarding data security and
dependencies on digital services; People try to separate their live from the online world; More
offline services; Demand of employees for analogue service sector;
Automation: Minimum projection
Description: Poor implementation, no improvement in the rail sector; Increase of technology
gap to other transport modes; Cost for remaining technology go up; difficulties of integrating
rail into supply chains;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Minimum projection
Description: Road transport will absorb the increasing demand for goods and passengers.
Driveless convoys will work as road base trains. With high speeds and bigger flexibility.
Driveless car will be used for all type of trips, from urban to long distance. Railway will be only
used in urban areas.
Future technologies / modularization: Minimum projection
Description: new and future technologies are not implemented in the rail sector; leads to higher
costs; no integration into transport modes and supply chains; rail is looked upon as yesterdays
choice of transport; no integration into supply and transport chains; environmental advantages
to other modes of transport are diminished;
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Scenario Nr. 5

Consistency: 82

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Description: Society concerned about environment; No fossil fuel transport modes; 80% of
energy comes from renewable sources; High recycling rate and low waste production; Low
energy consumption; Charging points for electric vehicles in urban areas; Increase on
investments related with environmental improvement;
Aging world: Maximum projection
Description: An ageing population in Europe: Persistent low fertility rate and the regular
extension of the life expectancy; A shrinking population in Europe; Almost no Immigration (EU
as a fortress): Increasing inward-looking view of the EU; A declining social capital: ; The gap
between older and younger generation will be widened;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: The 4. Railway package is fully implanted and enforced; Competition in all
segments of rail; Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved;
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key ;
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
Future technologies / modularization: Maximum projection
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Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;
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4.3.13 Scenario 12 – Giuseppe Bianco (private trip passenger)
Table 36: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 12
No. of personas
personas

12
Giuseppe Bianco (private trip pass.)
Passenger comforts / needs
Environmental awareness
Intermodality
Last mile
Services for users and stakeholders
Infrastructure
Data transfer / security
Game changers

priority influencing factors

Table 37: table of high rated cross-impact-scenarios for persona 12

No. of scenarios
Frequency
Consistency
Passenger comforts / needs
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Environmental awareness
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Intermodality
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Last mile
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Services for users and stakeholders
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Infrastructure
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Data transfer / security
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Game changers
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

17
9
48

4
3
48

12
3
50

11
2
44

3
2
50

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
1

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
1
0
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Text view of scenarios with highest frequency:
Scenario Nr. 17

Frequency: 9

Consistency: 48

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Medium projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Game changers: Medium projection

Scenario Nr. 4

Frequency: 3

Consistency: 48

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Medium projection
Game changers: Medium projection

Scenario Nr. 12

Frequency: 3

Consistency: 50

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Medium projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
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Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Game changers: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 3

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 50

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Game changers: Medium projection

Scenario Nr. 11

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 44

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Minimum projection
Last mile: Maximum projection
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Data transfer / security: Medium projection
Game changers: Medium projection
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Table 38: cross-impact-probabilities persona 12

influencing factor
Passenger comforts / needs

projection

A Priori

A Posteriori

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,67
0,33
0,00

0,56
0,42
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,46
0,54
0,00

0,90
0,08
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,80
0,13
0,07

0,33
0,48
0,19

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,58
0,33
0,09

0,85
0,13
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,86
0,07
0,07

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,56
0,28
0,16

0,90
0,08
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,63
0,31
0,06

0,67
0,21
0,13

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,53
0,40
0,07

0,23
0,71
0,06

Environmental awareness

Intermodality

Last mile

Services for users and stakeholders

Infrastructure

Data transfer / security

Game changers

Figure 73: graph of consistency of scenarios for persona 12
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Text view of scenarios with highest consistency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Consistency: 56

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Environmental awareness: Minimum projection
Description: Energy demand will increase a 80%; The main energy sources will be gas and
coal; Urban air pollution will be the main worldwide cause of death; Global biodiversity will
decrease a 10%; Global water demand will increase a 55%. A 40% of the world's population
will live with severe water shortages;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe)
Last mile: Minimum projection
Description: integration of the last mile into the rail transport not effective operations wise, not
at an organizational level nor commercially, leads to increase in costs and lower reliability and
thus reducing competitiveness; last mile for passengers not integrated on an operational level,
no connections, more expensive; not on an organizational level, no seamless chain of
information; complicated change of modes and or operators;
Services for users and stakeholders: Minimum projection
Description: Services stay at the present level; Fears regarding data security and
dependencies on digital services; People try to separate their live from the online world; More
offline services; Demand of employees for analogue service sector;
Infrastructure: Minimum projection
Description: no major enhancements; due to no enhancements, cost go up, closure of rural
lines, operative parameters will stay as they are, no capacity enhancements, no capital
enhancement; transport volume increase not in the rail sector, growth for road transport;
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
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reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predicting conducts and
give tailored services.
Game changers: Minimum projection
Description: Climate change effects can be fixed at actual level: Actions to reduce climate
change are sufficient; Declining migrations tendencies from south to north: Offering people
liveable options in their regions; Risk of terrorist acts are rising: Eliminating the reasons by
raising the economic wealth of each one;

Scenario Nr. 2

Consistency: 54

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Environmental awareness: Minimum projection
Description: Energy demand will increase a 80%; The main energy sources will be gas and
coal; Urban air pollution will be the main worldwide cause of death; Global biodiversity will
decrease a 10%; Global water demand will increase a 55%. A 40% of the world's population
will live with severe water shortages;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe)
Last mile: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Services for users and stakeholders: Minimum projection
Description: Services stay at the present level; Fears regarding data security and
dependencies on digital services; People try to separate their live from the online world; More
offline services; Demand of employees for analogue service sector;
Infrastructure: Minimum projection
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Description: no major enhancements; due to no enhancements, cost go up, closure of rural
lines, operative parameters will stay as they are, no capacity enhancements, no capital
enhancement; transport volume increase not in the rail sector, growth for road transport;
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predicting conducts and
give tailored services.
Game changers: Minimum projection
Description: Climate change effects can be fixed at actual level: Actions to reduce climate
change are sufficient; Declining migrations tendencies from south to north: Offering people
liveable options in their regions; Risk of terrorist acts are rising: Eliminating the reasons by
raising the economic wealth of each one;

Scenario Nr. 3

Consistency: 54

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Description: Society concerned about environment; No fossil fuel transport modes; 80% of
energy comes from renewable sources; High recycling rate and low waste production; Low
energy consumption; Charging points for electric vehicles in urban areas; Increase on
investments related with environmental improvement;
Intermodality: Minimum projection
Description: Each port, airport or train network will be independent one for each other.
Passenger transport will not be connected, needing different tickets for each part of the same
trip.
Last mile: Maximum projection
Description: Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organizational and
commercially; Higher reliability; Lower costs; Full transparency; Autonom. vehicles provide last
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mile serv. on road; Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal
structure; New transshipment technologies enable low cost terminals;
Services for users and stakeholders: Maximum projection
Description: Sensors embedded in a wide array of objects and systems to automate tasks and
deliver real-time analysis and monitoring; Big data and the Internet of Things for truly integrated
and inter-modal transport solutions; Web 3.0 for personalisation intelligent search and
behavioural advertising; Real-time information and Customer-centric products will be key ;
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Data transfer / security: Minimum projection
Description: Privacy will become obsolete. Large part of personal information will be available
online. Large amounts of data will be created. Big data analysis systems will not develop as
fast as data grows.
Game changers: Maximum projection
Description: Climate change effects are rising: Actions to reduce climate change are not
sufficient; Rising migrations tendencies from south to north: No successful actions to offer
people a future perspective in their region; Risk of terrorist acts are rising: Reacting and
safeguarding instead of acting and eliminating the reasons;

Scenario Nr. 4

Consistency: 54

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Environmental awareness: Minimum projection
Description: Energy demand will increase a 80%; The main energy sources will be gas and
coal; Urban air pollution will be the main worldwide cause of death; Global biodiversity will
decrease a 10%; Global water demand will increase a 55%. A 40% of the world's population
will live with severe water shortages;
Intermodality: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Last mile: Minimum projection
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Description: integration of the last mile into the rail transport not effective operations wise, not
at an organizational level nor commercially, leads to increase in costs and lower reliability and
thus reducing competitiveness; last mile for passengers not integrated on an operational level,
no connections, more expensive; not on an organizational level, no seamless chain of
information; complicated change of modes and or operators;
Services for users and stakeholders: Minimum projection
Description: Services stay at the present level; Fears regarding data security and
dependencies on digital services; People try to separate their live from the online world; More
offline services; Demand of employees for analogue service sector;
Infrastructure: Minimum projection
Description: no major enhancements; due to no enhancements, cost go up, closure of rural
lines, operative parameters will stay as they are, no capacity enhancements, no capital
enhancement; transport volume increase not in the rail sector, growth for road transport;
Data transfer / security: Maximum projection
Description: World's population will be fully connected without frontiers. New safety protocols
will be developed to control people's privacy. Everyone will enjoy virtual reality. Augmented
reality combined with special hardware will allow to see the real world modified by computers.
Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. Robots will monitor the planet. 3D
printers will be available to all households. Ideas and intellectual property will be shared online.
Smart and driverless cars will be developed. Big data will be used for predict conducts and
give tailored services.
Game changers: Minimum projection
Description: Climate change effects can be fixed at actual level: Actions to reduce climate
change are sufficient; Declining migrations tendencies from south to north: Offering people
liveable options in their regions; Risk of terrorist acts are rising: Eliminating the reasons by
raising the economic wealth of each one;

Scenario Nr. 5

Consistency: 54

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Environmental awareness: Minimum projection
Description: Energy demand will increase of 80%; The main energy sources will be gas and
coal; Urban air pollution will be the main worldwide cause of death; Global biodiversity will
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decrease a 10%; Global water demand will increase a 55%. A 40% of the world's population
will live with severe water shortages;
Intermodality: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Last mile: Minimum projection
Description: integration of the last mile into the rail transport not effective operations wise, not
at an organizational level nor commercially, leads to increase in costs and lower reliability and
thus reducing competitiveness; last mile for passengers not integrated on an operational level,
no connections, more expensive; not on an organizational level, no seamless chain of
information; complicated change of modes and or operators;
Services for users and stakeholders: Minimum projection
Description: Services stay at the present level; Fears regarding data security and
dependencies on digital services; People try to separate their live from the online world; More
offline services; Demand of employees for analogue service sector;
Infrastructure: Minimum projection
Description: no major enhancements; due to no enhancements, cost go up, closure of rural
lines, operative parameters will stay as they are, no capacity enhancements, no capital
enhancement; transport volume increase not in the rail sector, growth for road transport;
Data transfer / security: Minimum projection
Description: Privacy will become obsolete. Large part of personal information will be available
online. Large amounts of data will be created. Big data analysis systems will not develop as
fast as data grows.
Game changers: Minimum projection
Description: Climate change effects can be fixed at actual level: Actions to reduce climate
change are sufficient; Declining migrations tendencies from south to north: Offering people
liveable options in their regions; Risk of terrorist acts are rising: Eliminating the reasons by
raising the economic wealth of each one;
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4.3.14 Scenario 13 - Silvia Weiss + Julia (Baby)
Table 39: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 13
No. of personas
personas

13
Silvia Weiss + Julia (Baby)
Passenger comforts / needs
Environmental awareness
Energy transformation
The female century
Intermodality
Cargo mobility
Infrastructure
Game changers

priority influencing factors

Table 40: table of high rated cross-impact-scenarios for persona 13

No. of scenarios
Frequency
Consistency
Passenger comforts / needs
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Environmental awareness
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Energy transformation
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
The female century
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Intermodality
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Cargo mobility
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Infrastructure
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Game changers
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

6
10
42

7
7
46

8
5
48

1
2
44

2
2
46

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
1
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
1
0

0
0
1

0
1
0

0
0
1
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Text view of cross-impact-scenarios with highest frequency:
Scenario Nr. 6

Frequency: 10

Consistency: 42

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Energy transformation: Maximum projection
The female century: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Medium projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Game changers: Medium projection

Scenario Nr. 7

Frequency: 7

Consistency: 46

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Environmental awareness: Medium projection
Energy transformation: Maximum projection
The female century: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Medium projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Game changers: Medium projection

Scenario Nr. 8

Frequency: 5

Consistency: 48

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Energy transformation: Maximum projection
The female century: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Medium projection
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Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Game changers: Minimum projection

Scenario Nr. 1

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 44

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Energy transformation: Maximum projection
The female century: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Game changers: Medium projection

Scenario Nr. 2

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 46

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Energy transformation: Maximum projection
The female century: Maximum projection
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Medium projection
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Game changers: Minimum projection
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Table 41: cross-impact-probabilities persona 13

influencing factor
projection
A Priori
Passenger comforts / needs
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Environmental awareness
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Energy transformation
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
The female century
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Intermodality
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Cargo mobility
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Infrastructure
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Game changers
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

A Posteriori
0,67
0,33
0,00

0,81
0,17
0,02

0,46
0,54
0,00

0,73
0,25
0,02

0,87
0,13
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

0,57
0,43
0,00

0,88
0,10
0,02

0,80
0,13
0,07

0,94
0,04
0,02

0,38
0,54
0,08

0,15
0,75
0,10

0,56
0,28
0,16

0,94
0,04
0,02

0,53
0,40
0,07

0,02
0,73
0,25

Figure 74: graph of consistency of scenarios for persona 13
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Text view of scenarios with the highest consistency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Consistency: 50

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Environmental awareness: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Description: Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon; 7 out of every 10 new cars are electric;
Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes; The entire existing building stock is retrofitted and
the CO2 intensity of the industrial sector is dropped; Increased renewable energy supply
investments and investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat
production; ambitious policy measures, including a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies,
rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for privates and extensive electricity market reforms;
The female century: Maximum projection
Description: Gradual decline in patriarchy; Work as a part of their self-fulfilment; Changing role
of families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life;
Competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men and among women;
More collaborative ways of working and building businesses because of participation of
women;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe)
Cargo mobility: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
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Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Game changers: Minimum projection
Description: Climate change effects can be fixed at actual level: Actions to reduce climate
change are sufficient; Declining migrations tendencies from south to north: Offering people
liveable options in their regions; Risk of terrorist acts are rising: Eliminating the reasons by
raising the economic wealth of each one;

Scenario Nr. 2

Consistency: 48

Passenger comforts / needs: Minimum projection
Description: Individual transport is seen as a possibility to show the personal status; Comfort
all needs of independency; No sufficient investments in infrastructure especially in the
infrastructure of last mile transportation; Public transport will be not able to fulfil all special
needs of different customers` segments in a way people demand this flexibility; People do not
see a better fulfilment of "green transport" by going with public mass transportation than using
electrified individual transport modes;
Environmental awareness: Minimum projection
Description: Energy demand will increase a 80%; The main energy sources will be gas and
coal; Urban air pollution will be the main worldwide cause of death; Global biodiversity will
decrease a 10%; Global water demand will increase a 55%. A 40% of the world's population
will live with severe water shortages;
Energy transformation: Minimum projection
Description: Termination of climate pact, CO2 certificates are not existing any more; High
investments in carbon energy production; Users do not accept electrified cars; No Investments
are made in the retrofit of infrastructure in public and private sector;
The female century: Minimum projection
Description: Barriers woman have to face are still high; Digitalization even has more effect on
womens` jobs; Male leaders still do not see the need of enforce women; Public initiatives are
not changing the role model of women and their actions are poorly coordinated;
Intermodality: Minimum projection
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Description: Each port, airport or train network will be independent one for each other.
Passenger transport will not be connected, needing different tickets for each part of the same
trip.
Cargo mobility: Minimum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Road modes will absorb the increase.
Emission of greenhouse gases will be multiplied by 4. Internationally shipping will continue to
be the main mode but road land base transport will increase.
Infrastructure: Minimum projection
Description: no major enhancements; due to no enhancements, cost go up, closure of rural
lines, operative parameters will stay as they are, no capacity enhancements, no capital
enhancement; transport volume increase not in the rail sector, growth for road transport;
Game changers: Maximum projection
Description: Climate change effects are rising: Actions to reduce climate change are not
sufficient; Rising migrations tendencies from south to north: No successful actions to offer
people a future perspective in their region; Risk of terrorist acts are rising: Reacting and
safeguarding instead of acting and eliminating the reasons;

Scenario Nr. 3

Consistency: 48

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Description: Society concerned about environment; No fossil fuel transport modes; 80% of
energy comes from renewable sources; High recycling rate and low waste production; Low
energy consumption; Charging points for electric vehicles in urban areas; Increase on
investments related with environmental improvement;
Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Description: Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon; 7 out of every 10 new cars are electric;
Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes; The entire existing building stock is retrofitted and
the CO2 intensity of the industrial sector is dropped; Increased renewable energy supply
investments and investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat
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production; ambitious policy measures, including a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies,
rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for privates and extensive electricity market reforms;
The female century: Maximum projection
Description: Gradual decline in patriarchy; Work as a part of their self-fulfilment; Changing role
of families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life;
Competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men and among women;
More collaborative ways of working and building businesses because of participation of
women;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe)
Cargo mobility: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Game changers: Minimum projection
Description: Climate change effects can be fixed at actual level: Actions to reduce climate
change are sufficient; Declining migrations tendencies from south to north: Offering people
liveable options in their regions; Risk of terrorist acts are rising: Eliminating the reasons by
raising the economic wealth of each one;

Scenario Nr. 4

Consistency: 48

Passenger comforts / needs: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Environmental awareness: Minimum projection
Description: Energy demand will increase a 80%; The main energy sources will be gas and
coal; Urban air pollution will be the main worldwide cause of death; Global biodiversity will
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decrease a 10%; Global water demand will increase a 55%. A 40% of the world's population
will live with severe water shortages;
Energy transformation: Minimum projection
Description: Termination of climate pact, CO2 certificates are not existing any more; High
investments in carbon energy production; Users do not accept electrified cars; No Investments
are made in the retrofit of infrastructure in public and private sector;
The female century: Minimum projection
Description: Barriers woman have to face are still high; Digitalization even has more effect on
womens` jobs; Male leaders still do not see the need of enforce women; Public initiatives are
not changing the role model of women and their actions are poorly coordinated;
Intermodality: Minimum projection
Description: Each port, airport or train network will be independent one for each other.
Passenger transport will not be connected, needing different tickets for each part of the same
trip.
Cargo mobility: Minimum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Road modes will absorb the increase.
Emission of greenhouse gases will be multiplied by 4. Internationally shipping will continue to
be the main mode but road land base transport will increase.
Infrastructure: Minimum projection
Description: no major enhancements; due to no enhancements, cost go up, closure of rural
lines, operative parameters will stay as they are, no capacity enhancements, no capital
enhancement; transport volume increase not in the rail sector, growth for road transport;
Game changers: Maximum projection
Description: Climate change effects are rising: Actions to reduce climate change are not
sufficient; Rising migrations tendencies from south to north: No successful actions to offer
people a future perspective in their region; Risk of terrorist acts are rising: Reacting and
safeguarding instead of acting and eliminating the reasons;

Scenario Nr. 5

Consistency: 48

Passenger comforts / needs: Maximum projection
Description: Expect providers to deliver a passenger experience that is genuinely fit for the
21st Century; Owing a car is no longer a personal interest; Passengers expect a seamless
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interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one e-ticket; Rail remains a carbon friendly
means of transportation; Demand of intelligent infrastructure;
Environmental awareness: Minimum projection
Description: Energy demand will increase a 80%; The main energy sources will be gas and
coal; Urban air pollution will be the main worldwide cause of death; Global biodiversity will
decrease a 10%; Global water demand will increase a 55%. A 40% of the world's population
will live with severe water shortages;
Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Description: Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon; 7 out of every 10 new cars are electric;
Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes; The entire existing building stock is retrofitted and
the CO2 intensity of the industrial sector is dropped; Increased renewable energy supply
investments and investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat
production; ambitious policy measures, including a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies,
rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for privates and extensive electricity market reforms;
The female century: Maximum projection
Description: Gradual decline in patriarchy; Work as a part of their self-fulfilment; Changing role
of families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life;
Competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and men and among women;
More collaborative ways of working and building businesses because of participation of
women;
Intermodality: Maximum projection
Description: Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways. Sea ports will
have train connections. Medium and long-distance passenger trips will have a unified system
with: One ticket for the whole trip. Unified security checks Urban trips will be unified combining
all transport modes in one system, which will be the same for all the towns and cities inside
the EU. (Unique payment system for the whole Europe)
Cargo mobility: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Infrastructure: Maximum projection
Description: Doubling of max train length 2x 740m; Capacity enhancements, max. reachable
modal split; no fixed installations, all systems on board trains; New procedures, reduced track
km costs by 50%; Increase of availability of tracks; ETCS level 3 fully implemented;
Game changers: Minimum projection
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Description: Climate change effects can be fixed at actual level: Actions to reduce climate
change are sufficient; Declining migrations tendencies from south to north: Offering people
liveable options in their regions; Risk of terrorist acts are rising: Eliminating the reasons by
raising the economic wealth of each one;
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4.3.15 Scenario 14 - Achmed Aleid
Table 42: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 14
No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

14
Achmed Aleid
Energy transformation
Changing workforce / society
Smart everything
Post industrial service society
Standardization of transport sector
Automation
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Future technologies

Table 43: table of high rated cross-impact-scenarios for persona 14

No. of scenarios
1
Frequency
24
Consistency
88
Energy transformation
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Changing workforce / society
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Smart everything
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Post industrial service society
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Standardization of transport sector
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Automation
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Future technologies
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0

2
2
82

4
2
78

6
2
84

8
2
82

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0
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Text view of cross-impact-scenarios with highest frequency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Frequency: 24

Consistency: 88

Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Changing workforce / society: Maximum projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Future technologies: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 2

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 82

Energy transformation: Medium projection
Changing workforce / society: Maximum projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Future technologies: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 4

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 78

Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Changing workforce / society: Medium projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
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Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Future technologies: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 6

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 84

Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Changing workforce / society: Maximum projection
Smart everything: Medium projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Future technologies: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 8

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 82

Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Changing workforce / society: Maximum projection
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Post industrial service society: Medium projection
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Future technologies: Maximum projection
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Table 44: cross-impact-probabilities persona 14

influencing factor
Energy transformation

projection

A Priori

A Posteriori

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,87
0,13
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,40
0,60
0,00

0,92
0,06
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,25
0,50
0,25

0,90
0,08
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,50
0,50
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,75
0,25
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,75
0,25
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,33
0,53
0,14

0,92
0,06
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,60
0,40
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Changing workforce / society

Smart everything

Post industrial service society

Standardization of transport sector

Automation

Service integration by extensive collaboration

Future technologies

Figure 75: graph of consistency of scenarios for persona 14
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Text view of scenarios with highest consistency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Consistency: 88

Energy transformation: Minimum projection
Description: Termination of climate pact, CO2 certificates are not existing any more; High
investments in carbon energy production; Users do not accept electrified cars; No Investments
are made in the retrofit of infrastructure in public and private sector;
Changing workforce / society: Minimum projection
Description: Demand of low qualified personal is still high; Due to nationalistic tendencies;
Manufacturing remains the most important factor for the EU economy, Service-oriented jobs
will be at a minimum; Women are not forcing into employment that strong but remain at home;
Smart everything: Minimum projection
Description: Re-dimensioned at present level after an intense increase of smart services and
digitalization up to artificial intelligence; Reconsideration that digitalization not only offers
opportunities but also a lot of risks; Strict separation in accepted and harmless digitalization
and a digitalization that is seen as a risk; Digitalization is not accepted as a possibility to greatly
enhance human intellectual, physical, and psychological capacities; Smart everything will have
a high impact in raising productivity in industry or helping to raise interconnectivity;
Post industrial service society: Minimum projection
Description: Similar to the current situation. Part of the processes will be mechanized. Los
skilled jobs will be done by immigrants from poorer countries. Industrial areas will be located
around the cities where the land is cheap. Services will be concentrated in the central area of
the cities.
Standardization of transport sector: Minimum projection
Description: no further development of TSI achieved; only national developments; negative
effects on intermodal transport; raise of costs for rail; over-proportional in international
transport; problems for the supply industry due to larger number of product variants; increase
in development costs; increase in production costs; "lowers level of innovation
Automation: Minimum projection
Description: Poor implementation, no improvement in the rail sector; Increase of technology
gap to other transport modes; Cost for remaining technology go up; difficulties of integrating
rail into supply chain;
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Minimum projection
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Description: Multinational companies will force out most of the smaller companies involved in
global trade. Monopolies will impose the modes of transport to be used. Feedback will only be
applied if it benefits the companies.
Future technologies: Minimum projection
Description: new and future technologies are not implemented in the rail sector; leads to higher
costs; no integration into transport modes and supply chains; rail is looked upon as yesterdays
choice of transport; no integration into supply and transport chains; environmental advantages
to other modes of transport are diminished;

Scenario Nr. 2

Consistency: 88

Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Description: Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon; 7 out of every 10 new cars are electric;
Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes; The entire existing building stock is retrofitted and
the CO2 intensity of the industrial sector is dropped; Increased renewable energy supply
investments and investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat
production; ambitious policy measures, including a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies,
rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for privates and extensive electricity market reforms;
Changing workforce / society: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Description: a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge: ICTs and bio-medicine will
fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly enhance; human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities; Hyper-connected Human; People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life; Technology will support new
forms of learning; Buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork; Technological and societal innovations will change the world's economy significantly;
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
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requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
Increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Description: Private (Big and small) companies will grow globally. Goods and services will be
sent globally. Transport companies will offer tailored multimodal services to the companies.
Users will provide continuous feedback of the services and goods. There will be a very high
productions, shipping and reception efficiency.
Future technologies: Maximum projection
Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;

Scenario Nr. 3

Consistency: 84

Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Description: Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon; 7 out of every 10 new cars are electric;
Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes; The entire existing building stock is retrofitted and
the CO2 intensity of the industrial sector is dropped; Increased renewable energy supply
investments and investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat
production; ambitious policy measures, including a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies,
rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for privates and extensive electricity market reforms;
Changing workforce / society: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
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expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Smart everything: Maximum projection
Description: a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge: ICTs and bio-medicine will
fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly enhance; human intellectual, physical,
and psychological capacities; Hyper-connected Human; People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life; Technology will support new
forms of learning; Buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork; Technological and societal innovations will change the world's economy significantly;
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
Increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Description: Private (Big and small) companies will grow globally. Goods and services will be
sent globally. Transport companies will offer tailored multimodal services to the companies.
Users will provide continuous feedback of the services and goods. There will be a very high
productions, shipping and reception efficiency.
Future technologies: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
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Scenario Nr. 4

Consistency: 84

Energy transformation: Minimum projection
Description: Termination of climate pact, CO2 certificates are not existing any more; High
investments in carbon energy production; Users do not accept electrified cars; No Investments
are made in the retrofit of infrastructure in public and private sector;
Changing workforce / society: Minimum projection
Description: Demand of low qualified personal is still high; Due to nationalistic tendencies;
Manufacturing remains the most important factor for the EU economy; Service-oriented jobs
will be at a minimum; Women are not forcing into employment that strong but remain at home;
Smart everything: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Post industrial service society: Minimum projection
Description: Similar to the current situation. Part of the processes will be mechanized. Los
skilled jobs will be done by immigrants from poorer countries. Industrial areas will be located
around the cities where the land is cheap. Services will be concentrated in the central area of
the cities.
Standardization of transport sector: Minimum projection
Description: no further development of TSI achieved; only national developments; negative
effects on intermodal transport; raise of costs for rail; over-proportional in international
transport; problems for the supply industry due to larger number of product variants; increase
in development costs; increase in production costs; "lowers level of innovation
Automation: Minimum projection
Description: Poor implementation, no improvement in the rail sector; Increase of technology
gap to other transport modes; Cost for remaining technology go up; difficulties of integrating
rail into supply chain;
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Minimum projection
Description: Multinational companies will force out most of the smaller companies involved in
global trade. Monopolies will impose the modes of transport to be used. Feedback will only be
applied if it benefits the companies.
Future technologies: Minimum projection
Description: new and future technologies are not implemented in the rail sector; leads to higher
costs; no integration into transport modes and supply chains; rail is looked upon as yesterdays
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choice of transport; no integration into supply and transport chains; environmental advantages
to other modes of transport are diminished;

Scenario Nr. 5

Consistency: 84

Energy transformation: Maximum projection
Description: Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon; 7 out of every 10 new cars are electric;
Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes; The entire existing building stock is retrofitted and
the CO2 intensity of the industrial sector is dropped; Increased renewable energy supply
investments and investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat
production; ambitious policy measures, including a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies,
rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for privates and extensive electricity market reforms;
Changing workforce / society: Maximum projection
Description: 'Skill intensity' of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years; Due to Globalization
and tightly interlinked international value chains; Jobs employing low qualified people is
expected to decrease; Younger cohorts are declining; Decline in European working-age
population; Higher numbers of women in work; Increasing share of employed persons working
part-time;
Smart everything: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Standardization of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: Full implementation of TSI; Standardization of all containers within the transport
modes; IT and interface standards fully completed; TSI and other similar regulations always
based on state of the art; Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles; The rail sector controls
the process of standardization across all modes of transport;
Automation: Maximum projection
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Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
Increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Description: Private (Big and small) companies will grow globally. Goods and services will be
sent globally. Transport companies will offer tailored multimodal services to the companies.
Users will provide continuous feedback of the services and goods. There will be a very high
productions, shipping and reception efficiency.
Future technologies: Maximum projection
Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;
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4.3.16 Scenario 15 - Victoria Klein
Table 45: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 15
No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

15
Victoria Klein
Development of EU / government
Aging world
Post industrial service society
Supply chain integration
Liberalisation of transport sector
Cargo mobiliy
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Rising traffic demand / productivity

Table 46: table of high rated cross-impact-scenarios for persona 15

No. of scenarios
7
Frequency
8
Consistency
68
Development of EU / government
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Aging world
Maximum projection
0
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
1
Post industrial service society
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Supply chain integration
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Liberalisation of transport sector
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Cargo mobiliy
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Maximum projection
1
Medium projection
0
Minimum projection
0

3
7
78

5
7
66

1
4
68

17
3
68

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
1

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
1
0

1
0
0
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Text view of cross-impact-scenarios with highest frequency:
Scenario Nr. 7

Frequency: 8

Consistency: 68

Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Aging world: Minimum projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Cargo mobiliy: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 3

Frequency: 7

Consistency: 78

Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Aging world: Medium projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Cargo mobiliy: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 5

Frequency: 7

Consistency: 66

Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Aging world: Minimum projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Cargo mobiliy: Medium projection
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Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Medium projection

Scenario Nr. 1

Frequency: 4

Consistency: 68

Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Aging world: Minimum projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Cargo mobiliy: Maximum projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Medium projection

Scenario Nr. 17

Frequency: 3

Consistency: 68

Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Aging world: Minimum projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Cargo mobiliy: Medium projection
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
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influencing factor
Development of EU / government

projection

A Priori

A Posteriori

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,31
0,38
0,31

0,83
0,10
0,06

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,39
0,33
0,28

0,10
0,31
0,58

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,50
0,50
0,00

0,90
0,08
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,36
0,50
0,14

0,88
0,06
0,06

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,38
0,54
0,08

0,90
0,06
0,04

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,38
0,54
0,08

0,71
0,27
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,33
0,53
0,14

0,90
0,04
0,06

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,47
0,40
0,13

0,67
0,29
0,04

Aging world

Post industrial service society

Supply chain integration

Liberalisation of transport sector

Cargo mobiliy

Service integration by extensive collaboration

Rising traffic demand / productivity

Figure 76: graph of consistency of scenarios for persona 15
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Text view of scenarios with highest consistency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Consistency: 84

Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Description: Transport policy goals and Shift2Rail goals are fully achieved; All transport modes
are treated equal, including external costs; Investment backlog in rail has been caught up;
Equal high standard throughout Europe; EU succeeds in enforcing its transport policies on all
domestic levels and countries; All necessary budgets are made available;
Aging world: Maximum projection
Description: An ageing population in Europe: Persistent low fertility rate and the regular
extension of the life expectancy; A shrinking population in Europe; Almost no Immigration (EU
as a fortress): Increasing inward-looking view of the EU; A declining social capital: The gap
between older and younger generation will be widened;
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Cargo mobiliy: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Description: Private (Big and small) companies will grow globally. Goods and services will be
sent globally. Transport companies will offer tailored multimodal services to the companies.
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Users will provide continuous feedback of the services and goods. There will be a very high
productions, shipping and reception efficiency.
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.

Scenario Nr. 2

Consistency: 84

Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Description: Transport policy goals and Shift2Rail goals are fully achieved; All transport modes
are treated equal, including external costs; Investment backlog in rail has been caught up;
Equal high standard throughout Europe; EU succeeds in enforcing its transport policies on all
domestic levels and countries; All necessary budgets are made available;
Aging world: Maximum projection
Description: An ageing population in Europe: Persistent low fertility rate and the regular
extension of the life expectancy; A shrinking population in Europe; Almost no Immigration (EU
as a fortress): Increasing inward-looking view of the EU; A declining social capital: The gap
between older and younger generation will be widened;
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: The 4. Railway package is fully implanted and enforced; Competition in all
segments of rail; Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved;
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Cargo mobiliy: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Description: Private (Big and small) companies will grow globally. Goods and services will be
sent globally. Transport companies will offer tailored multimodal services to the companies.
Users will provide continuous feedback of the services and goods. There will be a very high
productions, shipping and reception efficiency.
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.

Scenario Nr. 3

Consistency: 82

Development of EU / government: Minimum projection
Description: international EU transport policies stay at current stage; environmental policies go
back to old stages, no external costs included, negative for rail sector; role of international and
national master plans becomes less important; no co-operations between the different
transport modes for a reasonable cooperation; railway transport is being put at a disadvantage
compared to other transport modes; public support for rail will decrease in western Europe and
will not develop in central and eastern Europe; the needed budgets are not made available
Aging world: Minimum projection
Description: Preserving the standard of living: Need to 'import' a substantial number of citizens
from other regions; Active ageing: e.g. Life-long education, flexible retirement schemes, Selfownership of health; An open and attractive European society: People in different contexts are
beginning to be more active in communities; Immigration as a factor of lowering the aging of
the population in EU;
Post industrial service society: Minimum projection
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Description: Similar to the current situation. Part of the processes will be mechanized. Los
skilled jobs will be done by immigrants from poorer countries. Industrial areas will be located
around the cities where the land is cheap. Services will be concentrated in the central area of
the cities.
Supply chain integration: Minimum projection
Description: Rail does not manage to get integrated into supply chains; No creation of
seamless interfaces is not achieved; Rail does not achieve to be present with the supply chain
managers; If rail is within the supply chain, no receiving of a fair share of revenue;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Minimum projection
Description: liberalization remains at status of the 4. Railway package; only a formal
implementation, EU can not enforce the implementation within the countries; level of
liberalization is de facto being reduced; monopoly like structures are growing; liberalization
stays at current status for other modes of transport; level of innovation increases for the
transport modes, except for rail;
Cargo mobiliy: Minimum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Road modes will absorb the increase.
Emission of greenhouse gases will be multiplied by 4. Internationally shipping will continue to
be the main mode but road land base transport will increase.
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Minimum projection
Description: Multinational companies will force out most of the smaller companies involved in
global trade. Monopolies will impose the modes of transport to be used. Feedback will only be
applied if it benefits the companies.
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Minimum projection
Description: Road transport will absorb the increasing demand for goods and passengers.
Driveless convoys will work as road base trains. With high speeds and bigger flexibility.
Driveless car will be used for all type of trips, from urban to long distance. Railway will be only
used in urban areas.

Scenario Nr. 4

Consistency: 82

Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Description: Transport policy goals and Shift2Rail goals are fully achieved; All transport modes
are treated equal, including external costs; Investment backlog in rail has been caught up;
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Equal high standard throughout Europe; EU succeeds in enforcing its transport policies on all
domestic levels and countries; All necessary budgets are made available;
Aging world: Maximum projection
Description: An ageing population in Europe: Persistent low fertility rate and the regular
extension of the life expectancy; A shrinking population in Europe; Almost no Immigration (EU
as a fortress): Increasing inward-looking view of the EU; A declining social capital: The gap
between older and younger generation will be widened;
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Cargo mobiliy: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
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Scenario Nr. 5

Consistency: 80

Development of EU / government: Maximum projection
Description: Transport policy goals and Shift2Rail goals are fully achieved; All transport modes
are treated equal, including external costs; Investment backlog in rail has been caught up;
Equal high standard throughout Europe; EU succeeds in enforcing its transport policies on all
domestic levels and countries; All necessary budgets are made available;
Aging world: Maximum projection
Description: An ageing population in Europe: Persistent low fertility rate and the regular
extension of the life expectancy; A shrinking population in Europe; Almost no Immigration (EU
as a fortress): Increasing inward-looking view of the EU; A declining social capital: The gap
between older and younger generation will be widened;
Post industrial service society: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: The 4. Railway package is fully implanted and enforced; Competition in all
segments of rail; Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved;
Cargo mobiliy: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Service integration by extensive collaboration: Maximum projection
Description: Private (Big and small) companies will grow globally. Goods and services will be
sent globally. Transport companies will offer tailored multimodal services to the companies.
Users will provide continuous feedback of the services and goods. There will be a very high
productions, shipping and reception efficiency.
Rising traffic demand / productivity: Maximum projection
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Description: The demand for passenger and goods transport will increase. Investment in
railway infrastructure and rolling stock will increase railway based goods transport. Up to a
40% of the total goods transported I the EU. Medium distance passenger trips will be made
using railway. Reduction of read traffic will reduce pollution and traffic congestion.
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4.3.17 Scenario 16 – Klaus Wolf
Table 47: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 16

No. of personas
personas

16
Klaus Wolf
Environmental awareness
Urbanization
Post industrial service society
Supply chain integration
Liberalisation of transport sector
Automation
Cargo mobility
Future technologies

priority influencing factors

Table 48: table of high rated cross-impact-scenarios for persona 16

No. of scenarios
Frequency
Consistency
Environmental awareness
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Urbanization
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Post industrial service society
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Supply chain integration
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Automation
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Cargo mobility
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection
Future technologies
Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

1
24
82

2
2
72

4
2
74

6
2
76

8
2
78

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0
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Text view of cross-impact-scenarios with highest frequency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Frequency: 24

Consistency: 82

Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Future technologies: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 2

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 72

Environmental awareness: Medium projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Future technologies: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 4

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 74

Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Medium projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
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Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Future technologies: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 6

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 76

Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Post industrial service society: Medium projection
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Future technologies: Maximum projection

Scenario Nr. 8

Frequency: 2

Consistency: 78

Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Supply chain integration: Medium projection
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Automation: Maximum projection
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Future technologies: Maximum projection
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Table 49: cross-impact-probabilities persona 16

influencing factor
Environmental awareness

projection

A Priori

A Posteriori

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,46
0,54
0,00

0,92
0,06
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,68
0,26
0,06

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,50
0,50
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,36
0,50
0,14

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,38
0,54
0,08

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,75
0,25
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,38
0,54
0,08

0,92
0,06
0,02

Maximum projection
Medium projection
Minimum projection

0,60
0,40
0,00

0,94
0,04
0,02

Urbanization

Post industrial service society

Supply chain integration

Liberalisation of transport sector

Automation

Cargo mobility

Future technologies

Figure 77: graph of consistency of scenarios for persona 16
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Text view of scenarios with highest consistency:
Scenario Nr. 1

Consistency: 84

Environmental awareness: Minimum projection
Description: Energy demand will increase a 80%; The main energy sources will be gas and
coal; Urban air pollution will be the main worldwide cause of death; Global biodiversity will
decrease a 10%; Global water demand will increase a 55%. A 40% of the world's population
will live with severe water shortages;
Urbanization: Minimum projection
Description: Cities will lose population due to high levels of pollution. The lack of privacy and
high house prices convince people to leave cities in favour of rural areas. Rural areas becomes
widely spread residential zones. Private car will be the main transport mode. Cities will became
purely service centres. With internal transport systems and no private vehicles being allowed.
Post industrial service society: Minimum projection
Description: Similar to the current situation. Part of the processes will be mechanized. Los
skilled jobs will be done by immigrants from poorer countries. Industrial areas will be located
around the cities where the land is cheap. Services will be concentrated in the central area of
the cities.
Supply chain integration: Minimum projection
Description: Rail does not manage to get integrated into supply chains; No creation of
seamless interfaces is not achieved; Rail does not achieve to be present with the supply chain
managers; If rail is within the supply chain, no receiving of a fair share of revenue;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Minimum projection
Description: liberalization remains at status of the 4. Railway package; only a formal
implementation, EU can not enforce the implementation within the countries; level of
liberalization is de facto being reduced; monopoly like structures are growing; liberalization
stays at current status for other modes of transport; level of innovation increases for the
transport modes, except for rail;
Automation: Minimum projection
Description: Poor implementation, no improvement in the rail sector; Increase of technology
gap to other transport modes; Cost for remaining technology go up; difficulties of integrating
rail into supply chains;
Cargo mobility: Minimum projection
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Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Road modes will absorb the increase.
Emission of greenhouse gases will be multiplied by 4. Internationally shipping will continue to
be the main mode but road land base transport will increase.
Future technologies: Minimum projection
Description: new and future technologies are not implemented in the rail sector; leads to higher
costs; no integration into transport modes and supply chains; rail is looked upon as yesterdays
choice of transport; no integration into supply and transport chains; environmental advantages
to other modes of transport are diminished;

Scenario Nr. 2

Consistency: 82

Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Description: Society concerned about environment; No fossil fuel transport modes; 80% of
energy comes from renewable sources; High recycling rate and low waste production; Low
energy consumption; Charging points for electric vehicles in urban areas; Increase on
investments related with environmental improvement;
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones. Building will be taller.
Efficient transport modes will be developed. Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable.
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: The 4. Railway package is fully implanted and enforced; Competition in all
segments of rail; Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved;
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Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Future technologies: Maximum projection
Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;

Scenario Nr. 3

Consistency: 80

Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Description: Society concerned about environment; No fossil fuel transport modes; 80% of
energy comes from renewable sources; High recycling rate and low waste production; Low
energy consumption; Charging points for electric vehicles in urban areas; Increase on
investments related with environmental improvement;
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones. Building will be taller.
Efficient transport modes will be developed. Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable.
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Supply chain integration: Maximum projection
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Description: rail itself is the supply chain manager; Creation of seamless interfaces; this
ensures a proportional higher share of revenue;
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: The 4. Railway package is fully implanted and enforced; Competition in all
segments of rail; Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved;
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Future technologies: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.

Scenario Nr. 4

Consistency: 78

Environmental awareness: Maximum projection
Description: Society concerned about environment; No fossil fuel transport modes; 80% of
energy comes from renewable sources; High recycling rate and low waste production; Low
energy consumption; Charging points for electric vehicles in urban areas; Increase on
investments related with environmental improvement;
Urbanization: Maximum projection
Description: More than 90% of the population living in large urban zones. Building will be taller.
Efficient transport modes will be developed. Urban infrastructures will be smart and
sustainable.
Post industrial service society: Maximum projection
Description: There will be an increase on the proportion of retired people compared to the
active one. 3.5 bigger than in 2017. A 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines. Jobs
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requiring social skills are difficult to mechanise, so new jobs will be based in the service sector.
The work force will adapt to the new market focused in services. There will not possible to
create enough companies fast enough to employ those losing their job due to mechanization.
Supply chain integration: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Liberalisation of transport sector: Maximum projection
Description: The 4. Railway package is fully implanted and enforced; Competition in all
segments of rail; Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved;
Automation: Maximum projection
Description: Automatic dispatching common standard; Autonomous driving fully implemented;
increase of flexibility for freight and passengers; Autonomous vehicles for the last mile;
reduction of costs by more than 50%; increased the competiveness of rail;
Cargo mobility: Maximum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Railways and river modes will take the
50% of haulage now transported by road. Airports will be connected with the railway network.
Ports will be connected to railways, and where possible to internal river o canal systems.
Logistic centres will be developed. Driveless delivery systems will be used in short distance
services.
Future technologies: Maximum projection
Description: Rail is the forerunner in implementing new technologies; Improved power supply;
Modern IT solutions; new production and construction techniques; industry standards allow
modularization of hard- and software;

Scenario Nr. 5

Consistency: 78

Environmental awareness: Minimum projection
Description: Energy demand will increase a 80%; The main energy sources will be gas and
coal; Urban air pollution will be the main worldwide cause of death; Global biodiversity will
decrease a 10%; Global water demand will increase a 55%. A 40% of the world's population
will live with severe water shortages;
Urbanization: Minimum projection
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Description: Cities will lose population due to high levels of pollution. The lack of privacy and
high house prices convince people to leave cities in favour of rural areas. Rural areas becomes
widely spread residential zones. Private car will be the main transport mode. Cities will became
purely service centres. With internal transport systems and no private vehicles being allowed.
Post industrial service society: Minimum projection
Description: Similar to the current situation. Part of the processes will be mechanized. Los
skilled jobs will be done by immigrants from poorer countries. Industrial areas will be located
around the cities where the land is cheap. Services will be concentrated in the central area of
the cities.
Supply chain integration: Medium projection
Description: In between max. and min.
Liberalisation of transport sector: Minimum projection
Description: liberalization remains at status of the 4. Railway package; only a formal
implementation, EU can not enforce the implementation within the countries; level of
liberalization is de facto being reduced; monopoly like structures are growing; liberalization
stays at current status for other modes of transport; level of innovation increases for the
transport modes, except for rail;
Automation: Minimum projection
Description: Poor implementation, no improvement in the rail sector; Increase of technology
gap to other transport modes; Cost for remaining technology go up; difficulties of integrating
rail into supply chains;
Cargo mobility: Minimum projection
Description: Goods transport will increase by 430%. Road modes will absorb the increase.
Emission of greenhouse gases will be multiplied by 4. Internationally shipping will continue to
be the main mode but road land base transport will increase.
Future technologies: Minimum projection
Description: new and future technologies are not implemented in the rail sector; leads to higher
costs; no integration into transport modes and supply chains; rail is looked upon as yesterdays
choice of transport; no integration into supply and transport chains; environmental advantages
to other modes of transport are diminished;
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4.4

conclusions of trend analysis software

The analysis using trend software show high consistancies for every persona`scenarios in both
directions (maximum scenarios and minimum scenarios). This approves, that the influencing
factors that were used for the mini-scenario descriptions are fitting well together and are
chossen right. In that case the mini-scenarios do not have to be revised out of the trend
analysis by software. In fact, these mini-scenarios are a consistent task in the further steps of
the project to make recommendations for all groups of stakeholders of the rail system. Tearing
apart this complex future forththinking into small separated scenarios makes it much easier to
focus on different needs and expectations.
Differences between the a-priori probabilities (out of the trend projections survey) and the aposteriori probabilities (considering dependencies between the influencing factors) show that
the trend analysis software is, compared to other methods of prognostic, able to process lots
of information. Nevertheless, the trends of probabilities from the participants of the online
survey and the trend analysis software are in most cases the same. This approves that the
results of trend analysis by software are consistent and realistically and it is likely that the
results will be accepted by the stakeholders.
The trend analysis by software also approves that the dependencies of each influencing factor
to the others are choosen right and lead one good basis (beside WP2 - future needs and WP3
- customer requirements) for recommendations that have to be worked out for WP6 - Match
the outcomes with the objectives of S2R Master Plan.
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5 General conclusions
Deliverable D4.3 offers lots of information regarding the identified mega influencing factors and
the verifications using different approaches like expert interviews, online survy and trend
analysis software.
These different approaches tried to figure out, if the premliminary results out of WP4 (D4.1 and
D4.2) are accepted by the rail stakeholders and can be used in the ongoing research.
In general, it is pointed out clearly, that the mega influencing factors as a summary of all
research activities regarding customer requirements, future needs and trend research are in
line with the stakeholders` view as described in chapter 4.2.3. Of course, there are result areas
identified in what way the future perspectives of all influencing factors could be. It is not a result
to exactely define the future.
It is obious that a trend analysis can only figure out dependencies of different influencing
factors, create scenarios of the future and therefore process measurements of acceptance and
consistency. As mentioned before in chapter 4.4, it was; beside the acceptance of the
stakeholders, possible, to achieve high consistency measures for each persona`scenario.
These scenarios were defined in a progressive way, even to confront people with future
possibilities, they even don`t think about. As a result, the stakeholders believe in these future
perspectives in a wide range but anyway do so. These provocations lead to more acceptance
even when the future reality will be somewhere in between maximum and minimum projections
of influencing factors.
The different personas and scenarios are involving all users and stakeholders of rail so that all
influencing factors are integrated sufficiently. This can be accepted as during the evaluation
no “missing link” occurred. It has been verified that in more than one aspect the different points
of view are connected or are even the same, as can be seen in the conclusions of each section.
The participation of all kind of stakeholders in all actions of the projects` phases (creation,
verification, …) was permanent high, so the results can be seen as representative.
The preliminary results will also be reflected in different dissemination event like Steering
commitees at ERRAC, RICG meetings and conferences like IRSA17. Feedback from these
participations will also be a source of results for the final deliverables.

The verified future perspectives:
1.

passenger comfort / needs
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2.

development of EU / goverment

3.

Environmental awareness

4.

energy transformation

5.

Aging world

6.

Changing workforce / changing society

7.

The female century

8.

Smart everything

9.

Intermodality / synchro-mobility

10.

Urbanization

11.

Post industrial service society

12.

Supply chain integration

13.

Liberalisation of transport sector

14.

Standardization of transport sector

15.

Last mile

16.

services for users / stakeholders

17.

Automation

18.

Cargo mobility

19.

Service integration by extensive collaborative models

20.

Infrastructure

21.

Rising traffic demand / cost / productivity

22.

Future technologies / modularization

23.

Data transfer / security

24.

Game changers

and their descriptions and meanings are now implemented into stories of future scenarios as
one basis for the recommendations to the S2R Master plan and the Multi-annual action plan
(MAAP) of Shift 2 Rail.
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As a final element to this topic, the developed scenarios were successfully assessed regarding
their relevance to Shift2Rail and how they can influence Shift2Rail policy. While also looking
at how Shift2Rail can use these trends to influence policy for the railway sector it was pointed
out that the influencing factors can be seen as a summary of action points, they all are in
dependencies with each other and S2R has to consider this, working on the further
implementation of the S2R master plan and the S2R MAAP.
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